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ABSTRACT
Analysis of the Crash Potential at 
Signalized Intersections with 
Trap Lanes
by
Joanna Kajkowski
Dr. Mohamed Kaseko, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Civil Engineering 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The purpose o f this thesis was to evaluate how significantly a trap lane may influence 
the crash potential at signalized intersections. Field and historical data from fifty-four 
locations within the Las Vegas Metropolitan Area were used for the analysis. Bivariate 
and subset linear regression analyses were used to evaluate the relationship o f several 
predictor variables to three dependent variables using two data sets. The dependent 
variables are stated below.
•  Sideswipe Crashes per Total Crashes
•  Total Upstream Crashes per Total Crashes
•  Total Crashes per AADT/10,000 per Intersection Lane
Overall, the results o f the analysis do not strongly support that signalized intersections 
with trap lanes experience a higher number of sideswipe or total crashes. The 
inconclusive analysis for significance o f  trap lanes may have been attributed to the small 
data set or inability to identify other factors that may contribute to the crash potential at 
signalized intersections.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
In 1998, Clark County, Nevada experienced 43,435 vehicular crashes according 
to data complied by the Nevada Department o f Transportation [11]. Fifty percent o f 
these crashes resulted in injuries. The majority o f  the crashes included rear end, 
sideswipe, or angle collisions and were attributed to failure to yield, failure to reduce 
speed, and inattentive driving.
Vehicular crashes may result from inclement weather, driver error, or inadequate 
roadway geometry [9]. The first two elements are difficult to predict and control. 
Therefore, the focus has to be the development o f  preventive measures such as improved 
roadway design to minimize the risk for crashes and driver error.
One geometric design element that may increase the tendency for vehicular 
weaving thus resulting in an increase in crashes, specifically sideswipe crashes, is the trap 
lane at intersection approaches. A trap lane is a lane on an intersection approach that 
forces a vehicle to turn without the option o f continuing straight. Figure 1 illustrates the 
difference between a conventional approach with a channelized turn pocket versus an 
approach with a trap lane.
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Figure 1 -  Illustration o f  Channelized versus Trap Lane Approaches
As shown by the trap lane illustration in Figure 1, an approaching vehicle on the 
right or left most approach must either turn right or left at the intersection, respectively, 
or merge into the iimer lanes to continue through the intersection. This may cause a 
dilemma for inattentive drivers or drivers unfamiliar with the approach since they may 
find themselves forced to turn in a direction not intended. The ability or inability to 
merge into the inner through lanes may depend on the traveling speeds, the volume o f 
traffic, and placement o f  advance warning.
Background
Within the Las Vegas Metropolitan Area, numerous approaches with trap lanes 
have been constructed at both major and minor intersections. To better understand the 
purpose for implementation o f  trap lanes, discussions were held with traffic engineers 
fix>m local agencies. It was explained that trap lanes are commonly used for transitional 
purposes. Many roadway projects are dependent on developers who construct their “fair
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
share” o f  a roadway along project fiontage as well as adjacent access roads. Therefore, 
the timing o f projects affects the construction schedule o f roadway improvements. For 
example, a trap lane may be used to transition from a built-out section o f  roadway o f 
three lanes to a partially constructed section o f roadway with two lanes. Figure 2 
illustrates this concept. Through negotiations or the inability to obtain right-of-way, a trap 
lane may remain even in built-out conditions.
Thr##4.mm* 
Upstroam Saction
Figure 2 -  Transition Section
A second reason a trap lane may have been constructed may be due to existing 
traffic patterns. If  there is a high percentage o f traffic turning left or right at an 
intersection, there may be the need for a turn lane instead o f  a through lane. The 
intersection o f Mountain Vista Avenue and Sunset Road in Henderson, Nevada is an 
excellent example. The eastbound approach on Sunset Road contains three through 
lanes. At Mountain Vista Avenue, this approach enters a business complex. As a result.
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there is a low volume o f  traffic traveling through the intersection into the business 
complex. Instead, the majority o f  the traffic turns either left or right. The outer left 
through lane turns into a forced left turn lane, and the outer most right through lane turns 
into a forced right turn lane.
Objective of Study
The objective o f  this study was to perform a statistical evaluation o f the effect and 
crash potential o f  trap lanes at urban signalized intersection approaches within the Las 
Vegas Metropolitan Area. It was hypothesized that approaches with trap lanes would 
experience significantly more merging maneuvers than approaches without trap lanes, 
thus, resulting in higher sideswipe and rear-end crash rates. In addition, it is believed that 
the total approach crash rate would also be significantly higher on approaches with trap 
lanes in comparison to non-trap lane locations.
Multiple linear regression analysis was used to evaluate the relationship between 
crash rates at signalized intersections and the presence o f a trap lane. Other possible 
contributing factors that include geometric, environmental, and operational features were 
also included in the analysis. The factors evaluated in the analysis are briefly discussed 
next.
• Trap Lane Type (i.e. left or right turn lane): It has been observed that trap 
right turn lanes occur more frequently than trap left turn lanes in the Las 
Vegas Metropolitan Area. The crash rates o f both trap lane cases will be 
evaluated to determine if  either have a higher proneness to crashes.
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•  Presence o f  Receiving Lane; In several cases, a wide shoulder or lane may 
exist directly downstream o f  the intersection from a right turning trap lane. 
A vehicle on a trap turn lane wishing to continue straight may see the 
shoulder and use it as an opportunity to travel through the intersection and 
then merge into the travel lane from the shoulder. The presence o f  the 
receiving lane may decrease the vehicular weaving and the crash rates.
•  Advance Sign Placement: The placement o f advance signs alert drivers of 
up-coming roadway conditions. Adequate advance sign placement allows 
the driver, if  necessary, time to safely merge into the desired lane o f travel. 
The advance warning should be placed at a sufficient distance upstream 
from the intersection based on the traffic volumes and traveling speeds. It 
is believed that as the advancc-waming placement decreases, the crash 
rate would increase.
•  Speed Limit: Higher travel speeds require greater stopping sight distances. 
The higher speeds would require adequate placement o f warning signage 
in advance o f the approaching intersection. It is believed that a higher 
crash rate will be present at locations o f higher speeds.
•  Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) Volume: The AADT volume is 
closely correlated to the number o f approach lanes. As the traffic volumes 
increase beyond the saturated limit o f  the roadway, additional lanes will be 
needed to accommodate the traffic volumes. When a roadway section 
exceeds the saturated limit, the maneuverability o f  a roadway may
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
decrease and potential for vehicle conflicts may increase. An increase in 
crashes may be experienced simply due to the higher AADT volumes. 
Number o f  Intersection Lanes; The number o f intersection lanes is closely 
correlated to the AADT. As the volume increases, there is the need for 
additional lanes. The increased number o f  lanes is expected to increase 
the vehicular weaving thus contributing to an increase in the crash 
potential. (Please note that during the analysis, the number o f intersection 
lanes is referred to as intersection laneage.)
Tourist District: The Casino industry within the Las Vegas Metropolitan 
Area attracted more than 35.8 million visitors in 2000, and approximately 
43 percent o f  the visitors arrived by vehicle [7]. This creates a population 
o f drivers who are imfamiliar with the local roadway network. As a result, 
the presence o f a trap lane may present a dilemma for a visitor thus 
increasing the crash potential. It is believed that intersections with higher 
tourist traffic will experience higher crash rates. The region o f  higher 
tourist traffic generally included the intersections bounded by Las Vegas 
Boulevard to the west. Paradise Road to the east, Tropicana Avenue to the 
south, and Charleston Boulevard to the north. In addition to this area, the 
intersections adjacent to “O ff Strip” Casinos were considered to have a 
high tourist traffic such as the intersection o f  Stephanie Road and Sunset 
Road which is adjacent to Sunset Station Hotel & Casino and the Galleria 
Mall.
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• Proportion o f  Turn Volumes: The proportion o f turn volumes will help to 
identify the existing traffic patterns and the required number o f  lanes at an 
intersection. At locations with higher turn volumes, lower sideswipe crash 
rates are expected. This may be due to the reduction in merging 
maneuvers.
Significance o f  Study 
The objective o f  this study is to determine if a substantial correlation exists 
between trap lanes and sideswipe or total crashes as well as identification o f features 
specific to trap lanes that may increase the crash potential. The significance o f these 
findings would be to ultimately recommend safer roadway designs that would be user 
friendly. These modified designs would hopefully result in a reduction in crashes, 
property damage, and injuries to both drivers and passengers.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A number o f studies were obtained and reviewed. No studies were found to 
specifically address trap lanes and their correlation to vehicular crashes. However, there 
were a number o f studies that analyzed the correlation between crash rates and other 
roadway features/geometry. These related studies are briefly discussed below.
Al-Senan and Wright [1] reported on a study to identify roadway features that may 
significantly contribute to the potential for head-on collisions on rural roadways. Sixty- 
two head-on collision sites were identified on Georgia’s rural roadways. In addition, 
sixty-two control sites (with no head-on collisions) were also identified for comparative 
analysis. Accident data for three years were collected for each of the 124 study locations. 
Twenty-six predictor variables were identified. Discriminant analysis was used to 
analyze the accident proneness o f the locations based on the predictor variables. As a 
result, seven predictors were foimd to have statistical significance. These included:
Proportion o f roadway width less than twenty-four feet;
Weighted pavement width;
Proportion o f roadway with shoulder width less than 6-feet;
Proportion o f roadway with vertical alignment;
Average speed limit;
8
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Number o f  access locations: and 
Number o f reverse curves.
This study provided background for the identification o f  potential predictors and a 
possible method o f analysis.
Basha and Ramsey [3] presented the technique o f “box and whisker plots” to evaluate 
crash rates. It described a case study in which this method was used in Scottsdale, 
Arizona to analyze the accident rate trends from 1986, 1988, and 1990. The “box and 
whisker plots” were also compared to the traditional method o f mean and standard 
deviation (i.e. the mean was compared to the 50“’ percentile, one standard deviation was 
compared to the 75* percentile, etc.). The “box and whisker plots” provide an effective 
means to present data in a direct way. This method may be useful in determining the 
trends and correlation o f data during the trap lane analysis.
Miaou [10] evaluated the correlation between truck crashes and highway geometric 
features. This paper included background research on the types o f models used to 
analyze vehicle crash data, such as the Linear Regression and Poisson Regression 
Models. As a result o f  their research, a Poisson Regression Model was used. Accident 
data and roadway geometry for 1,644 roadway sections on rural interstate highways were 
collected from the Highway Safety Research Center at the University o f North Carolina. 
The predictor variables identified included the average aimual daily traffic (AADT) per 
lane, horizontal curvature, vertical grade, and deviation from ideal shoulder width. These 
variables were used to predict the number o f truck crashes. The study concluded that the 
AADT per lane, horizontal curvature, and vertical grade significantly impacted the truck 
crash rate. This article provided important background material for the development o f  a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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model. In addition, it provided useful information for identification o f  predictor 
variables.
Bared, Giering, and Warren [2] reported on a model used to evaluate accident 
frequency on entrance and exit ramps based on the ramp AADT. mainline freeway 
AADT, type o f ramp (i.e. diamond, parclo ramp, etc.), operating conditions, area type, 
transition distance, and ramp length. It was found that all o f the variables except for the 
mainline AADT had significant correlation with the accident frequency.
Hall and deHurtado [4] evaluated the relationship between intersection level-of- 
service (LOS) and accident rates. The study began with a preliminary analysis o f  the 
entering volume to the total crashes and accident rates. The purpose o f this analysis was 
to determine the relationship between volume and crashes. This study found the crash 
rates increased with the total entering volume. Next, the volume to capacity (v/c) ratio 
for each intersection was calculated to determine the operating conditions. The v/c ratios 
were then compared to the accident rates. A quadratic equation was used to model the 
relationship. However, this model had a huge variation of values from the best-fit line. 
The authors were able to develop some conclusions to the relationship between the v/c 
ratio, entering traffic volumes, and accident rates.
Homburger [6] conducted a review o f  climbing lanes to evaluate the potential for 
sideswipe or head-on collisions at the end o f a climbing lane due to the faster moving 
traffic trying to overtake the slower moving traffic. The study found that climbing lanes 
did not present a safety hazard and that only occasional crashes occurred.
These articles provided background into the types o f research that had been 
previously conducted and the choice o f  methodology. These backgroimd articles were
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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considered during the identification o f contributing design elements and the development 
o f the analysis model.
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY
To analyze whether the presence o f a trap lane significantly affects the crash rate, 
the multiple linear regression method was selected. Multiple linear regression analysis is 
a means of quantifying the relationship between a dependant variable and several 
predictor variables. In addition, it is a means o f determining which predictor variables 
significantly impact the dependent variable. Three dependent variables were identified 
for the study and are listed below.
• Sideswipe Crashes per Total Crashes
•  Upstream Crashes per Total Crashes (includes rear-end crashes, sideswipe 
crashes, etc.)
•  Total Crashes per (AADT/10,000) per Lane
Several predictor variables have been identified that may potentially impact the 
dependent variables. These predictor variables can be categorized as ( 1 ) features specific 
to the design o f trap lanes only, and (2) general intersection design features. The 
following two data sets were developed for analysis;
Trap Lane Only Data Set: The predictor variables specific to trap lanes 
include the presence o f a receiving lane, advance warning distance, turn 
percent in trap lane, and direction o f  travel.
12
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- Trap Lane versus Non-Trap Lane Data Set: Predictor variables related to 
general features include type o f lane (i.e. non-trap lane, left trap lane, or right 
trap lane), speed limit, tourist district, AADT (per 10,000) per intersection 
lane, average turn percentage, direction o f travel, and number o f  intersection 
lanes.
These two data sets were analyzed using bivariate regression analysis, then, 
subset regression analysis. The bivariate regression analysis was used to identify 
which variables were significant predictors o f the dependent variables. A p-value 
o f  0.05 or better was used as the significance limit. Those predictor variables that 
exhibited a p-value o f  0.05 or better in the bivariate regression analysis were then 
included in the subset regression analysis for the development o f the best two and 
three variable models. The subset regression analysis was also performed to 
check the collinearity o f the predictor variables.
Collinearity exists when two or more predictor variables have a strong 
relationship or correlation. The correlation between the predictor variables may 
cause instability in the regression analysis, thus, resulting in unreliable models. 
Data “pre-processing” was conducted prior to the regression analysis to check for 
collinearity o f the predictor variables as well as normal distribution o f the 
dependent variables. The data “pre-processing” helped to prepare the data and 
avoid potential problems in the regression analysis. The data “pre-processing” 
and regression analysis procedures/results are discussed in later chapters.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Analysis Tool
The analysis tool used for this study was SPSS 10.0 [17]. This windows-based 
program offers a user-friendly environment for all the necessary data processing and 
statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA COLLECTION 
This section o f the report details the data collection process. It identifies the 
locations included in the analysis and the field data collection process.
Preliminary Study Intersections 
The fiist step in the data collection process was to locate potential intersections 
for study that were located throughout the Las Vegas Metropolitan Area. This was done 
by surveying students from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and as well as business 
colleagues. As a result, a  total o f 45 approaches with trap lanes were identified and are 
summarized in Table 1. The intersections studied were finalized through the data 
collection process and verification o f  study year conditions to develop a confidence level 
in the data set.
It was also necessary to identify an equal number o f non-trap lane approaches. 
The non-trap lane approaches are important to the research because they provide a 
baseline for comparison. The non-trap lane locations selected were within the vicinity o f 
the trap lanes and contained the same operational characteristics such as average daily 
traffic volumes, number o f  intersection lanes, speed, etc. Typically, the non-trap lane 
approaches were the opposite approaches to the trap lanes.
15
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Table I -  Preliminary Trap Lane Locations
North-South Street Lane North-South Street Lane
SB Buffalo at Sahara LT SB Paradise at Desert Inn RT
NB Cambridge at Katie RT EB Harmon at Paradise RT
SB Cambridge at Flamingo RT NB Paradise at Sahara LT
NB Decatur at Craig RT WB Lake Mead at Rainbow RT
EB Craig at Decatur RT NB Rancho at Cheyenne RT
NB Desert Inn at Jones RT EB Sunset at US-95 SB On-Ramp RT
WB Jones at Desert Inn RT
WB Sunset at US-95 SB On- 
Ramp LT
NB Eastern at 215 Beltway LT SB Stephanie at Sunset RT
SB Eastern at Serene RT WB Sunset at Stephanie RT
EB Serene at Eastem RT NB Swenson at Harmon LT
SB Fort Apache at Sahara LT SB Swenson at Harmon RT
NB Howard Hughes at Twain LT NB Swenson at Naples LT
EB Twain at Howard Hughes RT NB Arville at Sahara RT
EB Cheyenne at Jones RT EB Bonanza at Nellis RT
SB Las Vegas Blvd at Flamingo RT EB Desert Inn at Cambridge RT
EB Spring Mtn at Las Vegas Blvd. RT SB Lamb at Boulder Hwy. RT
EB Sahara at Las Vegas Blvd. RT NB Rancho at US-95 LT
NB Marks at Sunset RT SB Rancho at Sahara RT
NB Sunset Rd at Sunset 
Way/Mtn. Vista LT EB Craig at Tenaya RT
EB Sunset Way at Mountain Vista LT EB Charleston at Nellis RT
EB Sunset Vista at Mountain 
Vista RT WB Craig at SB US-95 LT
EB Sunset at US-95 NB On- 
Ramp LT EB Ramingo at Paradise RT
WB Sunset at US-95 NB On- 
Ramp LT
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Crash Data
At each o f the study locations, crash information such as type o f  collision (i.e. 
rear-end, sideswipe, etc.) and direction o f travel (i.e. northbound, southbound, eastbound 
or westbound) was extracted from the statewide crash database maintained by the Nevada 
Department o f  Transportation (NDOT), Safety Engineering Division. The database was 
created from information obtained from police crash logs. This database is available at 
the Transportation Research Center (TRC) o f  University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas.
The most recent crash data available at the TRC was from September 1998. A 3- 
year history o f crashes was collected for this project covering the time period from 
October 1995 to September 1998. The data that was o f  particular interest for each 
location is summarized below.
• Sideswipes: The number o f sideswipe crashes that occurred on the 
approach upstream o f the intersection.
•  Upstream Crashes: The total number o f crashes including sideswipe 
collisions, rear-end collisions, angle collisions, etc. that occurred upstream 
o f the intersection.
•  Total Approach Crashes: The total number o f crashes upstream o f the 
intersection and at the intersection that involved vehicles traveling along 
the study approach.
Since the crash data was from October 1995 to September 1998, it was necessary to 
verify the intersection configuration during the study period. Field reviews and historical 
research for each intersection were conducted to establish the study period conditions.
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Existing Conditions and Historical Research
Field reviews were conducted at the 45 trap lane locations to establish operational and 
geometric conditions. The following elements were noted during the field visits:
•  Number o f  Intersection Lanes;
•  Speed Limit;
• Distance o f advance warning sign(s) from the intersection; and
•  Presence o f a Receiving Lane Downstream o f a Trap Lane.
Historical research was needed to verify that these conditions existed during the 3- 
year study period. This was done by several methods. First, discussions with individuals 
familiar with the development history o f  intersections helped to identify locations that 
may have recently changed due to construction activities. In addition, traffic engineers 
from the governing jurisdictions were surveyed to identify recent projects that may have 
affected the study locations.
Since only a few locations were identified in the Cities o f  Henderson and North 
Las Vegas, traffic engineers from these agencies were able to identify the intersections 
that had been recently modified. The majotiiy o f the study locations were within the 
jurisdiction o f  City o f Las Vegas and Clark County. These agencies have electronic 
databases o f all on-site and off-site improvement plans. These databases were used to 
identify projects that may have altered the intersection configuration and the date o f  
construction. Those intersections that were impacted by construction projects were 
removed from the data set. As a result o f  this research, sixteen trap lane locations were 
eliminated. Table 2 provides the trap lane locations that were included in the analysis.
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Average Daily Traffic Volumes 
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes were needed to establish the 
crash rates at each study location. Two sources were available that contained the AADT 
volumes. The Nevada Department o f Transportation (NDOT) has a statewide program 
that yearly counts the traffic volumes along roadway links. The AADT volumes were 
published in 1998 Annual Traffic Report [16]. This document provides a ten-year history 
o f AADT volumes at the count locations. The AADT volumes for the three-year analysis 
period were obtained from this document.
For approaches for which AADT volumes were not available in NDOT’s 1998 
Annual Traffic Report, the High Crash Location Review reports for Clark County and the 
Cities o f  North Las Vegas, Las Vegas, and Henderson, also published by NDOT, were 
used [12, 13, 14 & 15]. These documents provide the crash summary and 1997 AADT 
volumes at high crash intersections. To obtain the 1996 and 1998 AADT volume, a 
growth rate was applied to the 1997 AADT volume. The growth rate was calculated 
based on historical volumes obtained from neighboring count stations o f  the 1998 Annual 
Traffic Report. An outline o f the intersections and the source o f  AADT volumes for trap 
lane and non-trap lane locations are provided in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
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Intersection Approach NDOT
Count
Station
Intersection Approach NDOT
Count
Station
Arville'Sabara NB 03-926 Mtn Vista/Sunset Way NB See Note 1
BufTaio/Sahara SB 03-1056 Mtn Vista/Sunset Way EB See Note 1
Cambridge/Flamingo SB N/A Nellis/Bonanza EB 03-523
Decatur/Craig NB 03-1024 Nellis-'Charleston EB 03-557
Decatur/Craig EB 03-1036 Paradise/Desert Inn SB See Note 1
Desert Inn/Jones NB See Note I Paradise/Tlamingo EB 03-576
Desert Inn/Jones WB N/A Paradise/Harmon EB See Note 1
Fort Apache/Sahara NB 03-1116 Paradise/Sahara NB 03-277
Howard
Hughes/Twain
NB N/A Rainbow/Lake Mead WB 03-753
Howard Hugs/Twain EB 03-572 Rancho/Charleston SB 03-291
Jones/Cheyenne EB 03-752 Stephanie Sunset SB See Note 1
Lamb/Boulder hwy SB 03-272 Stephanie Sunset WB See Note 1
Lamb/Boulder hwy NB 03-1068 Swenson/ Harmon NB 03-772
Lamb/Charleston NB 03-664 Swenson/Harmon SB 03-773
MLK/Craig WB 03-490
Note I : AADT volumes were unavailable for the specified locations within NDOT s 
Annual Traffic Report, 1998. Therefore, the 1997 AADT volumes were obtained 
from NDOT’s High Crash Location Report. Then, the 1997 AADT volumes were 
adjusted by a growth percentage typical o f the intersection location. The growth 
percentage was calculated based on the historical AADT volumes at intersections 
within close proximity.
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Table 3 — Non-Trap Lane AADT Source Summary
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Intersection Approach NDOT
Count
Station
Intersection Approach NDOT
Count
Station
ArvUIe/Sahara SB 03-926 Losee/Craig EB 03-380
Buffalo/Sahara NB 03-1056 MLKj'Craig EB 03-1037
Cambridge/Flamingo NB N/A Mtn Vista/Sunset Way SB See Note 1
Clayton/Craig EB 03-1037 Nellis/Bonanza WB 03-928
Decatur/Craig SB 03-1024 Nellis/Charleston WB 03-557
Decatur/Craig WB 03-1036 Paradise/Convention
Ctr
SB See Note 1
Desert Inn/Jones EB NA Paradise Desert Inn NB See Note 1
Desert Inn/Jones SB See Note 1 Paradise Flamingo WB 03-577
Eastem/Stewart SB 03-651 Paradise Harmon WB See Note 1
Fort Apache/ 
Charleston
EB 03-1101 Paradise Sahara SB 03-278
Jones/Cheyenne WB 03-752 Rancho/ Charleston NB 03-291
Koval/FIamtngo SB 03-766 Stephanie Sunset NB See Note 1
Lamb/Bonanza WB 03-523 Stephanie Sunset EB See Note 1
Lamb/Charleston SB 03-345 Swenson/Flamingo NB 03-773
Note I : AADT volumes were unavailable for the specified locations within NDOT ‘s 
Annual Traffic Report, 1998. Therefore, the 1997 AADT volumes were obtained 
from NDOT’s High Crash Location Report. Then, the 1997 AADT volumes were 
adjusted by a growth percentage typical o f the intersection location. The growth 
percentage was calculated based on the historical AADT volumes at intersections 
within close proximity.
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Intersection Turn Movement Volumes
Another component o f the analysis is the turning movement proportion o f each 
study approach. Two types o f  turn movement percentages were used in the analysis. The 
first was the percentage o f  vehicles utilizing the trap lane. The second was the total 
percentage o f  vehicles turning right or left at the intersection.
These percentages were derived from historical turn movement counts conducted 
at the study intersections. These counts were obtained from traffic impact studies that 
were conducted by various engineering consultants and/or local agencies. It would have 
been ideal to obtain traffic counts conducted during the study period from October 1995 
to September 1998. However, this data was not always available, and in some cases, 
more recent turn movement counts were used. It is assumed that at these locations, the 
traffic patterns have not significantly changed. Table 4 provides a summary o f the count 
year and source for each study intersection.
Final Data Set
The complete data set used in the analysis is provided in the pocket o f this report. 
A location map o f the study area intersections is provided in Figure 3.
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Table 4 — Turn Movement Count Data and Source
Intersection Count Year Source
Arviile/Sahara 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Buffalo/Sahara 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Cambridge/Flamingo 1999 Flamingo/Swenson Development Traffic Impact Analysis. 
Kimley-Hora and Assoc.
Clayton/Craig 2001 Craig/Fuselier Outback Steakhouse Traffic Impact 
Analysis. Kimley-Hom and Assoc.
Decatur/Craig 2000 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Desert Inn/Jones 1994 Clark County Public Works Department
Eastem/Stewart 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Fort Apache/Charleston 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineenng Division
Fort Apache/Sahara 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Howard Hughes/Twain 1994 Howard Hughes Traffic Impact Study. G.C. Wallace
Jones/Cheyenne 2000 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Koval/Flamingo 2001 Caesars Palace South Tower and Garden Villas Traffic 
Impact Study. Kimley-Hom and .Assoc.
Lamb/Bonanza 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engmeering Division
Lamb/Boulder Hwy 2001 Desert Itm Master Plan Traffic Impact .Analysis. Kimley- 
Hom and Assoc.
Lamb/Charleston 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Losee/Craig 2000 Craig Losee Hotel Casino Traffic Impact Analysis. Kimley- 
Hom and Assoc.
MLK/Craig 1998 Home Depot TI.A. Superior Engmeermg
Mtn Vista/Sunset Way N/A*
Nellis/Bonanza 2000 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Nellis/Charleston 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Paradise/Convention Ctr 1999 Fixed Guideway Traffic Impact Study. Kimley-Hom and 
Assoc.
Paradise/Desert Inn 1995 Amendment to Las Vegas Convention Center Expansion 
Traffic Impact Study. G.C. Wallace
Paradise/Flamingo 1996 Aladdin Hotel Casino Traffic Impact Smdy. .Martin &  
Martin
Paradise/Harmon 2001 The Resort at VlcCarran Traffic Impact Analysis. Kimley- 
Hom and Assoc.
Paradise/Sahara 1999 Fixed Guideway Traffic Impact Study. Kimley-Hom and 
Assoc.
Rainbow/Lake Mead 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engmeering Division
Rancho/Charleston 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
Stephanie/Sunset 1997 Fonzi's Traffic Impact Analysis. Kimley-Hom and Assoc.
Swenson/Flamingo 1999 Flamingo/Swenson Development Traffic Impact Analysis. 
Kimley-Hom and Assoc.
Swenson/Harmon 1995 Aladdin Hotel/Casino. Martm & Martin
Cambridge/Flamingo 1999 Flamingo/Swenson Development Traffic Impact Analysis. 
Kimley-Hom and Assoc.
Rancho/Charleston 1999 CLV Public Works Dept.. Traffic Engineering Division
^Traffic counts were unavailable for Mountain Vista and Sunset Way. This 
intersection is located within an established area and has not been analyzed within the 
last several years.
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Figure 3 -  Study Locations
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CHAPTERS
DATA PROCESSING & DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
Prior to performing the regression analysis, the data set was tested for collinearity 
between predictor variables and normality o f the dependant variables. In addition, 
graphical plots such as box plots and scatter plots were used to illustrate the relationship 
between predictor variables. These illustrations would also provide a means to determine 
the general tendencies o f  the data. The findings o f each test are summarized in the 
following sections.
Collinearity
In regression analysis, it is desired to have predictor variables independent from 
each other. If two predictor variables are highly related, they may cause instability in the 
regression analysis. Therefore, each combination o f predictor variables was tested for 
collinearity.
Three graphical techniques were used to determine the collinearity between the 
predictor variables as discussed below.
• Scatter plots were used for the quantitative-quantitative combination o f 
predictor variables. A scatter plot is a diagram illustrating the scattering o f  
points o f the x versus y in order to evaluate a statistical relation between the 
data sets [19].
25
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•  Box plots were used to illustrate the categorical-quantitative combination o f 
predictor variables. A box plot is a graphical representation o f the median, 
quartiles, and extreme points. The “box” contains 50% o f the values and is 
also called the interquantile range. The “whiskers” or lines from the box 
extend to the highest and lowest values, excluding the outliers. The line 
within the box represents the median [17].
•  Numeric matrices for the categorical-categorical combination of predictor 
variables were used. The numeric matrix quantifies the number o f samples 
for each category.
All scatter plots, box plots, and numeric matrices are provided in Appendix I. 
Upon visual inspection o f  the graphs, it appears the predictor variables selected for 
analysis do not exhibit distinct collinearity. Subset regression analysis is another method 
o f checking for collinearity. A predictor variable may not be significant by itself, but 
may be significant in a model with other predictor variables. If the significance o f  a 
variable changes in the presence of other variables, the cause may be due to collinearity 
o f predictors. Subset regression analysis was performed and is discussed in a later 
chapter.
Dependent Variable Transformation
In linear regression analysis, the relationship between the dependent variable (Y) 
and the predictor variable (X) should exhibit a linear relationship. Scatter plots o f  the 
dependant versus predictor variables is typically used to illustrate such a linear 
relationship. The scatter plot would indicate an increasing or decreasing linear trend. A
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histogram o f  the error terms o f the fitted model or the dependent variable should 
resemble a bell curve. An equation for a fitted line within a scatter plot o f  data is 
developed to mathematically quantify the relationship. If  the X and Y variables are not 
linearly correlated, the linear regression model is an inappropriate choice. The 
objectives o f data transformations are to (I) have normally distributed dependent 
variables and (2 ) to linearize the relationship between dependent and predictor variables.
The dependent or predictor variables may become more normally distributed by 
variable transformations such as square root or logarithmic functions. Since the non­
transformed histograms o f the dependent variables did not appear to be normally 
distributed, the logarithmic and square root functions were used to transform the data. A 
histogram o f each dependent variable was plotted with the normal curve displayed on the 
graph for the non-transfbrmed, square root transformed, and logarithmic transformed 
scenarios. The data transformations for the three dependent variables are provided in 
Appendix II.
As seen by the figures on page 76 of Appendix II, the non-transfbrmed data does 
not exhibit a normal distribution due to the skewed shape o f the histogram. It was 
necessary to transform the data. The square root and logarithmic functions were used to 
transform the data. The square root function still contained a skewed bell curve for the 
sideswipe crashes/total intersection crashes dependent variable whereas the logarithmic 
function did not (See pages 77 and 78 o f  Appendix II.) The logarithm function 
transformed all o f the dependent variables to a more normal distributed. Therefore, the 
dependent variables transformed by the logarithmic function were used in the regression
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analysis. It was necessary to add one unit to each value o f  the crash data to eliminate the 
“0 ” values from the data set due to the infinite calculation o f  the logarithmic fimction.
Multiple regression analysis with the variables transformed by the logarithmic 
function is one method for evaluation. Other models may have been used for analysis 
such as the Poisson regression model. However, it is believed that the selected multiple 
regression method would provide virtually the same results as the Poisson regression 
method. Furthermore, the selected multiple regression analysis yields results that are 
easily interpreted.
Additional analyses were performed to compare the data and test for normal 
distribution. Appendix HI contains Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) Plots and Appendix IV 
contains the Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test output sheets for each dependent variable. 
The Q-Q Plots graph the quantiles of two samples against each other. If the distribution 
o f the two samples were similar, the plot would be an increasingly linear relationship. 
The K-S test was used to determine the statistical significance in the normal distribution 
o f the data and is based on the closeness o f the empirical and hypothesized distribution 
functions.
Descriptive Analysis 
This section o f the report summarizes the data and characteristics o f  each 
independent variable o f  the data set. The data set contained 27-trap lane and 27 non-trap 
lane locations. Scatter plots o f the quantitative data as well as a box plots for the 
categorical data have been graphed. These plots graphically illustrate the relationship of 
the dependent variables to the predictor variables. The plots for the trap lane only data
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set are provided in Appendix V. The plots for the trap lane versus non-trap lane data set 
are provided in Appendix VI. A discussion o f the general tendencies o f the relationship 
between the predictor and dependent variables is provided in the following sections.
Trap Lane Only Data Set
•  Presence o f  Receiving Lane: It was theorized that the presence o f a receiving lane 
would reduce the crash rates. The box plots do not support this assumption and 
actually indicate no significant difference in the crash rates. (See pages 85 and 8 6  o f  
Appendix V.)
•  Advance Warning: Descriptive analysis was performed for advance warning based on 
the Trap Lane Only Data Set. The approaches with greater placement o f advance 
warning exhibit a higher mean crash rate for the sideswipe and upstream crash rate 
dependent variables. This seems reasonable since drivers may perceive they have 
enough distance to merge and attempt to do so. Conversely, when less advance 
warning is given, the driver may stay within their lane and be forced to ttum.
The advance-warning placement actually had the opposite impact on the total 
crash rate. There were higher crashes experienced with less warning distance. 
Therefore, it may be inferred that there were higher crashes experienced within the 
intersection due to the attempt o f the driver to merge inside the intersection or attempt 
to negotiate an erratic maneuver. (See pages 8 6  and 87 o f  Appendix V.)
•  Average Trap Turn Percent: The trap percent is the proportion o f  traffic already in the 
trap turn lane as compared to the total approach volume. It was believed that as the 
average trap turn percent increased, the crash rates would decrease since there would
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be a reduction in the vehicular weaving within the intersection approach. However, 
the scatter plots illustrate a random plot o f  the average trap turn percent and crash 
rates. These plots do not indicate a high correlation between the two variables. (See 
pages 8 8  and 89 o f Appendix V.)
Direction o f Travel (N/S or E/W): As expected, higher total crashes were experienced 
in the east-west directions o f travel. This is believed to be due to driver impairment 
due to the rising/setting sun during peak hours. Conversely, the upstream and 
sideswipe crash rates had a lower crash rate in the east-west direction. Drivers may 
tend to stay within their lane o f  travel at times o f  intense sunlight, thus, decreasing the 
weaving maneuvers. (See pages 89 and 90 o f Appendix V.)
Trap Lane versus Non Trap Lane Data Set 
Presence o f Trap Lane: By visual inspection o f  the figures of pages 92 and 93 in 
Appendix VI, there does not appear to be a significant difference between the total 
crash rate when a trap lane is present.
Turn Lane Type (Left or Right Trap Lane): An approach may have a right turn trap 
lane or left turn trap lane, or both right and left turn trap lanes depending on the 
transitional requirements o f  the approach. Since only two trap lane approaches with 
both a left and right trap lane were identified, this data was excluded from the 
analysis. O f the trap lane locations analyzed, 6  had left turn trap lanes and 21 were 
right turn trap lanes. The box plots indicate that only the left trap turn lanes resulted 
in higher sideswipe and upstream crash rates. (See pages 93 and 94 o f Appendix VI.)
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•  Speed: The majority o f  the locations analyzed had speeds o f either 35 or 45 miles per 
hour. Only three locations had had a posted speed limit o f 25 miles per hour. In 
general, the crash rates decreased as the speed limit increased. (See pages 95 and 96 
o f Appendix VI.)
• Tourist District: It was expected that higher crash rates would exist in areas o f  high 
tourist activities due to the drivers unfamiliar with the roadway network. The box 
plots support this theory. (See pages 96 and 97 of Appendix VI.)
• AADT/10,000 per Lane: The scatter plots for the total AADT/10,000 per lane versus 
the crash rates indicate a random plot o f  the data. By the visual inspection, there does 
not appear to be a linear relationship between the AADT/10,000 per lane and crash 
rates. (See page 98 o f  Appendix VI.)
• Average Total Turn Percent: The scatter plots for the average total turn percent versus 
the crash rates indicate a random plot o f  the data. By visual inspection, there does not 
appear to be a linear relationship between the average total turn percent and crash 
rates. (See pages 99 and 100 o f  Appendix VI.)
• Direction o f Travel: The directions (i.e. north, south, east, and west) were grouped 
into two categories (i.e. north-south and east-west) because o f the effect o f the rising 
and setting sun in the east-west direction. Crash rates in the east-west direction were 
expected to be higher. However, the means do not visually appear significantly 
different. (See pages 100 and 101 o f Appendix VI.)
•  Intersection Laneage: The total number o f  intersection lanes ranged from two lanes to 
six lanes. The total number o f  intersection lanes includes all o f the turn lanes and 
through lanes provided at the intersection for the specified approach. The majority o f
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the locations analyzed were comprised o f four lane approaches. For sideswipe and 
upstream crashes versus total crashes, the crash rate actually increased as the number 
o f intersection lanes increased. (The total crashes/AADT per 10.000/Intersection 
Lane rate was not calculated since the intersection lanes are included in the dependent 
variable.) See page 102 o f  Appendix VI for box plots.
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CHAPTER 6
MODEL DESIGN OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Regression analysis was performed in two phases. Regression equations were 
calibrated and analyzed for each o f the three dependent variables for each phase. The 
first phase included only approaches with trap lanes. The dependent variables specific to 
trap lanes such as presence o f  a receiving lane, the distance o f advance warning signs, 
percent o f  vehicles within turn lane, and direction o f travel were analyzed. The objective 
was to evaluate how the different features and/or combinations o f trap lanes affect crash 
rates.
The second phase included all intersection approaches in the data set with and 
without trap lanes. The objective was to evaluate whether existence o f trap lanes 
significantly increased crash rates. The predictor variables included in this analysis 
included presence o f  a trap lane, the turn lane type (i.e. left or right turn lane), speed 
limit, tourist district, average daily trafSc/1 0 , 0 0 0  per intersection lanes, total intersection 
turn percent, direction o f travel, and number o f intersection lanes.
The bivariate and subset regression analyses were used in each phase. Bivariate 
regression analysis tests each combination o f  predictor variables against the dependent 
variables. Subset regression analysis is an iterative procedure for determining the best k- 
variable model, where k varies from I and m, with m being the total number o f  predictor 
variables. The results for each data set are provided in later chapters.
33
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Trap Lane General Regression Model 
A regression model was developed to identify those characteristics that 
significantly affected the crash rates at trap lane locations only. The characteristics 
specific to the design o f  trap lanes were defined as the predictor variables. The predictor 
variables included presence o f  a receiving lane, distance o f advance warning, average 
trap turn percent, and direction o f travel.
The receiving lane variable and average trap turn percent are specific to the trap 
lane only analysis. The presence o f  a receiving lane is significant to the decision o f the 
driver within a trap lane. If  given sufficient downstream width, he or she may decide to 
continue through the intersection. The other variable, average trap turn percent, 
quantifies the percentage o f  traffic within the trap lane compared to the intersection 
approach. If the turn percentage is high, this indicates that there is a general tendency to 
turn at the intersection; thus, reducing the vehicle conflicts. The general regression 
equation for the trap lane data only is expressed in Equation 1.
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Equation 1 -  Trap Lane Only General Regression Model 
Log (Y) = Po + P/X/ + P? X j + P j Xj + P^ X ,
Where Y = Dependent variable which may be Total Sideswipe Crashes/Total
Crashes, Total Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes, or Total Crashes/AADT per
10,000 per Total Intersection Lanes
B„ = Regression CoefScients
Po = y-intercept o f  the fitted line
X/ = Presence o f  Receiving Lane (1 if  present, else 0)
X j-/ = Advance Warning (I if  non-trap lane, else 0)
X2 -2  = Trap with no warning (1 if  trap lane with no warning, else 0)
X2.3 = Trap with 500’ o f warning (I if  trap lane with 500’, else 0)
X2 -» = Trap with 1000’ o f warning (I if  trap lane with 1000’, else 0)
Xi = Percent o f traffic in trap lane
X4  = Approach Direction (1 if  east-w est, else 0)
(The Advance Warning Variable, X? contains four different parameters for 
analysis. Only one case will be valid at a time.)
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Trap versus Non-Trap Lane General 
Regression Model
Equation 2 presents the general regression equation for Phase 2 o f  the analysis. 
As seen in this equation, the trap lane variable was analyzed using two different 
scenarios. The first scenario was the simple “Yes/No” for trap lane presence. To better 
imderstand the elements o f a trap lane that may contribute to an increase in the crash rate, 
the second scenario involved expanding the variable. The expansion was no trap lane 
present; then, if  a trap lane was present, the turn lane type was specified as either a left or 
right trap lane.
The direction predictor variable was split into two categories; east/west and 
north/south. It is believed that the east/west travel would experience higher crash rates 
due to the “blinding” effect o f the rising and setting sun during the morning and evening 
peak hours. Finally, the approach lanes included the total number o f through and turn 
lanes at the intersection.
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Equation 2 -  Trap versus Non-Trap General Regression Model
Log(Y) = Po + P/Xi + p , Xz + p jX 3 + p ,X 4  + P 5 X 5 + p 6  Xh -  p ’ Xt 
Where Y = Dependent variable which may be Total Sideswipe Crashes/Total Crashes. 
Total Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes, or Total Crashes/AADT per 10,000 per 
Total Intersection Lanes 
P„ = Regression Coefficient 
Po = Y-intercept o f  the fitted line 
Xi = Trap Lane Present (1 if  trap lane, else 0) 
or
Xi-i = Trap Lane Present (1 if  non-trap lane, else 0)
Xi-2  = Right Trap Lane (I if  right trap lane, else 0)
X | - 3  = Left Trap Lane (1 if  left trap lane, else 0)
X2 = Speed (1 if  25 mph, 2 if 35 mph, 3 if 45 mph)
X3 = Tourist District (1 if  tourist district, else 0)
Xt = Average Annual Daily Traffic/10,000 per Intersection Lanes
X5 = Total Turn Percent (i.e. proportion of left and right turn volumes to the total
approach volume)
Xé = Direction ( 1 if  east-west, else 0 )
X? = Number o f Intersection Lanes
(The trap lane variable, X, may be interpreted in two ways. The first method is 
the simple *^es/no". The second method breaks down whether it is a trap lane, 
then, if  yes, the type o f turn lane (i.e. left or right). Only one case will be valid at 
a time; thus, only one Xi variable has been included.)
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CHAPTER?
BIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
The first step o f the subset regression analysis was to independently test each 
predictor variable against the dependent variables to determine those predictor variables 
that have a significant impact on the dependent variables. This regression model is also 
known as the bivariate regression model. The variables that were found to have a 95% 
confidence level (i.e. p-value o f  0.05 or better) have a significant impact on the 
dependent variables.
Trap Lane Only Bivariate 
Regression Analysis
As a result o f the bivariate analysis for the trap lane only variables, only the 
distance o f advance warning signs had statistical significance with 96% confidence (p- 
value o f  0.04) within the LOG(Sideswipe/Total Crashes) model. The absence o f advance 
warning had a greater impact on the crash rate than if  advance warning was provided. If 
advance warning was provided, the approaches with 250* o f warning experienced lower 
crash rates than approaches with 500’ or 1000’ o f warning. The model coefficients and 
significance for each bivariate model o f the Trap Lane Only data set are provided in 
Table 6 . The regression analysis with the ANOVA tables and model diagnostics can be 
found in Appendix Vn, V in, and DC o f  this report.
38
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Table 6  -  Summary o f Single Variable Models (Trap Lane Data Set)
Variable LCXKSideswipes/Total
Accidents
LOG( Upstream/Total 
Accidents)
LOG(Total 
.Occidents/AADT per 
10.000/Lane)
B Sig» B Sig* B Sig*
Constant -1.08 0.00 -0.68 0.00 1.60 0.00
Presence of Receiving 
Lane
-0.06 0.70 -0.02 0.90 0.10 0.47
1
Constant -  250’ -L24 0.00 -0.77 0.00 1.68 0.00
1000’ 0.29 0.07 0.31 0.03 -0.22 0.20
500’ 0.29 0.03 O.ll 0.35 -0.10 0.50
None 0.44 0.05 0.22 0.24 0.15 0.64
Model 004*» Model 0.14 Model 0.52
Constant -1-21 0.00 -0.78 0.00 1.65 0.00
Trap Turn Percent 0.51 0.28 0.41 0.31 0.05 0.91
1 i
Constant -1.03 0.00 -0.65 0.00 1.54 0.00
N/S or EAV -0.16 0.19 -0.08 0.45 0.189 0.12
1 i
♦Significance (Sig.) is also known as the p-value. The p-value is the conditional 
probability that a relationship as strong as the one observed in the data would be present, 
if  the null hypothesis were true. P-values less than 0.05 are considered significant [17]. 
♦♦Indicates statistically significant variable with p-value o f  0.05 or less.
Trap versus Non-Trap Lane Bivariate 
Regression Analysis
The significant predictor variables for each crash rate o f the full data that exhibited a 
p-value o f 0.05 or better are outlined below.
•  Direction (0.02 p-value) in Sideswipe Crash Rate Model
•  Intersection Laneage (0.02 p-value) in Total Upstream Crash Rate Model
•  Turn Percent (0.03 p-value) in Total Intersection Crash Rate Model
None o f the trap lane variables exhibited a significance o f  0.05 or better. The left 
trap lane variable did have a  p-value o f  0.07. Also, comparing the left trap lane model
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coefficient with the right trap lane model coefficient, it appears that the left trap lane has 
a greater impact on the sideswipe crash rate than a right trap lane. The regression analysis 
with the ANOVA tables and model diagnostics can be found in Appendix X, XI, and XII 
o f  this report.
Table 7 -  Summary o f Single Variable Models (Full Data Set)
Variable LOG( Sideswipes/Total 
Accidents
LOG(Upstrcam/Total
Accidents)
LOG(Total 
Accidents/AADT per 
10.000/Lane)
B Sig* B Sig* B Sig*
Constant -1.15 0.00 -0.66 0.00 1.58 0.00
Trap (Y./N) 0.06 0.47 -0.02 0.74 0.04 0.60
Constant -1.15 0.00 -0.66 0.00 1.58 0.00
Left 0.26 0.07 0.19 0.11 -0.16 0.26
Right 0.06 0.95 -0.86 0.26 0.10 0.27
Model 0.17 Model 0.08 Model 0.18
1
Constant -0.87 0.00 -0.52 0.00 1.60 0.00
Speed -0 10 0.17 -0.06 0.37 -0.002 0.98
Constant -1.15 0.00 -0.71 0.00 1.54 0.00
Tourist District 0.08 0.36 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.08
Constant -1.325 0.00 -0.78 0.00 NA NA
AADT/lO.OOO/Lane 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.28 NA NA
Constant -1.19 0.00 -0.68 0.00 1.45 0.00
Turn Percent 0.21 0.54 -0.04 0.99 0.72 0.03**
Constant -1.04 0.00 -0.61 0.00 1.56 0.00
EAV -0.19 0.02** -0.14 0.06 0.08 0.33
Constant -1.18 0.00 -1.08 0.00 NA NA
Number of 
Intersection Lanes
0.01 0.80 0.10 0.02* NA NA
♦Significance (Sig.) is also known as the p-value. The p-value is the conditional 
probability that a  relationship as strong as the one observed in the data would be present, 
if  the null hypothesis were true. P-values less than 0.05 are considered significant [17]. 
♦♦Indicates statistically significant variable with p-value o f 0.05 or less.
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CHAPTERS
SUBSET REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
The next step o f  the analysis was to determine the best multi-variable regression 
models for each dependent variable o f  each data set. Since only one variable per model 
had a p-value o f 0.05 or less, the significance acceptance range was increased to 0 . 1 0  or 
less for the multiple regression analysis. The variables were entered into the various 
combinations based on the number o f significant predictor variables. The multiple 
regression models with a p-value o f  0.05 or better are outlined in the following sections.
Trap Lane Only
As a result o f  the subset analysis o f the dependent variables with multiple 
predictor variables, no combinations o f the predictor variables were found to have 
statistical significance. Therefore, no further analysis was conducted. Analysis 
worksheets can be found in Appendix VH, VŒ, and DC.
41
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Trap versus Non-Trap Lane Sideswipe 
Crash Rate Model
From the bivariate analysis for LOG(Sideswipe Crashes/Total Crashes), one 
predictor variable, direction o f  travel, was found to have a significance o f 0.05. The turn 
lane type (i.e. left or right turn lane), speed, and AADT/10,000 per lane variables 
exhibited a p-value o f 0.10 or less. These variables were included in the subset analysis. 
All regression analysis worksheets with ANOVA tables and scatter plots are provided in 
Appendix X. The results o f the multiple regression analysis are outlined below.
• Best Two Variable Equation for the Sideswipe Crash Model: This model 
included the total AADT per lane and direction o f travel variables. See 
Equation 3 for the full regression equation, significance, etc. As expected, 
the total AADT per lane increases the crash rate as the AADT increases. It 
was believed that the east-west direction would increase the crash rate; 
however, the regression coefficient is actually negative.
•  Best Three Variable Equation for Sideswipe Crash Model: This model 
included the variables: speed, total AADT per lane, and direction o f  travel. 
No trap lane features were significant within the three variable equation 
model. See Equation 4 for full regression equation, significance, etc. 
Surprisingly, the crash rate decreased with the increase in speeds and with 
travel in the east-west directions. Only the total AADT per lane, increased the 
crash rate as the volumes increased.
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Equation 3 -  Sideswipe Crash Rate Best Two Variable Model (Full Data Set)
LOG(Sideswipe Crashes/Total Crashes) = -1.27 -  0.20 Xi + 0.20 X:
-  Where: X| = Direction o f Travel (I if E/W. else 0)
X? = Total AADT (per 10,000) per lane
Modal Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .39® .15 .11 .29
Predictors: (Constant). Total ADT/Lane, N/S or E/W
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression .5» 2.0U .34 ” T̂04 ' .02®
Residual 3.93 46.00 .09
Total 4.62 48.00
3- Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane. N/S or E/W 
t>- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coafflclant#
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (LdnélâiM) -1.Z/' .13 -y.45 .00
N/S or E/W -.20 .08 .33 -2.41 .02
Total ADT/Lane .20 .12 .23 1.72 .09
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Figure 4 — Two Variable Sideswipe Model Statistical Summary
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Equation 4 -  Sideswipe Crash Rate Best Three Variable Model (Full Data Set)
LOG(Sideswipe Crashes/Total Crashes) = -1.23 +  0.20 X, - 0.20 X2 - 0.02 X3 
-  Where:
X| = Total AADT (per 10,000) per lane 
X2 = Direction o f  Travel (1 if  E/W, else 0)
X3 = Speed (1 if  25 mph, 2 i f  35 mph, 3 if  45 mph)
Modal Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
RSquare
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .39* .15 .09 .30
a- Predictors: (Constant), Speed, Total ADT/Lane, N/S or
CAA/
ANOV^
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .69 3.00 .23 2.65 .06*
Residual 3.92 45.00 .09
Total 4.62 48.00
a. Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane, N/S or E/W
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
C oefficien t
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) -1.23 27 -4.54 .00
Total ADT/Lane .20 .12 .23 1.70 .10
N/S or E/W -.20 .09 -.32 -2.24 .03
Speed .02 .09 -.02 -.17 .87
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Figure 5 -  Three Variable Sideswipe Model Statistical Summary
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Trap versus Non-Trap Lane Upstream 
Crash Rate Model
From the bivariate analysis, one predictor variable, number of intersection lanes, 
was found to have a p-value o f  0.05. Two additional variables had p-values o f  0.10 or 
less. These included the trap lane type (i.e. left or right trap lane) and direction o f  travel. 
The three variables were included in the subset analysis. All regression analysis 
worksheets with ANOVA tables and scatter plots are provided in Appendix XI. The best 
regression models that included these variables are summarized below.
•  Two-Variable Equation #1 for the Upstream Crash Model: Two models had p- 
values o f 0.01 or less. Model #1 did contain variables associated with trap 
lanes. The variables included turn lane type (i.e. no trap lane, left trap lane, or 
right trap lane) and total number o f  intersection lanes. See Equation 5 for the 
full regression equation, significance, etc. As seen previously, the left trap 
lane has a greater regression coefficient than for a right trap lane. Also, as the 
niunber o f intersection lanes increases, so do the crash rates.
•  Two Variable Equation #2 for Upstream Crash Model: The second two 
variable model had a  p-value o f 0.004 that included the direction o f  travel and 
total number o f intersection lanes. Equation 6  provides the full regression 
model, significance, etc. This model also illustrates the negative regression 
coefficient o f  travel in the east-west direction.
•  Best Three Variable Equation for Upstream Crash Model: The regression 
equation, which included direction o f travel, total number o f intersection 
lanes, and turn lane type had a p-value o f  0.01. Equation 7 provides the full
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regression equation, significance, etc. The total number o f  intersection lanes 
and left trap lane variables have positive regression coefficients, which 
increase the upstream crash rate. The east-west direction o f  travel and right 
trap lane variables have negative regression coefficients, which decrease the 
upstream crash rate.
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Equation 5 -  Upstream Crash Rate Best Two Variable Model #I (Full Data Set)
LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) = -1.07 + O.IO X, 4- 0.18 X:., - 0.10 Xz-z 
-  Where:
Xi = Total number o f lanes at intersection 
Xi-i = I i f  Left Trap Lane, else 0 
X2 .2  = I i f  Right Trap Lane, else 0
Modtl Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 45" .20 .15 .25
a Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Total 
Intersection Lanes. Left Trap Lane
anovA>
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .75 3.00 25 4 16 01"
Residual 3.01 50.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
a- Predî ors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane, Total Intersection Lanes. Left Trap Lane 
b Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficient^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t SigB Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) -1.07 17 -6.25 .00
Total Intersection Lanes 10 04 .32 2.54 .01
Left Trap Lane 18 11 .22 1.66 10
Right Trap Lane - 10 07 - 18 -1.38 18
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Figure 6  - Two Variable Upstream Crash Model #1 Statistical Summary
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Equation 6 -  Upstream Crash Rate Best Two Variable Model #2 (Full Data Set)
LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) = -1.08 + 0.12 X% -0.17 X;
-  Where:
X i = Total number o f  lanes at intersection 
Xz = Direction o f Travel (1 if  E/W, else 0)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .45» .20 .17 24
a- Predictors; (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes
ANOVfP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 degression .75 2.00 .37 6.31 .00»
Residual 3.02 51.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
a Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes 
b. Dependent Variable: LOGKUpstream Crashes/Total Crasties)
Coefficient#
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) -1.08 .17 -6.41 .00
Total Intersection Lanes .12 .04 .37 2.91 .01
N/SorEAN -.17 .07 -.33 -2.55 .01
a Dependent VariatWe: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Figure 7 - Two Variable Upstream Crash Model #2 Statistical Summary
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Equation 7 -  Upstream Crash Rate Best Three Variable Model (Full Data Set)
LOG (Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) =
-1.07 - 0.14 Xi + 0.12 X. + 0.12 X3 - 0.09 X»
— Where:
Xi = Direction: 0 if  N/S, 1 if  E/W 
X? = Total Intersection Lanes 
X3 = 1 if Left Trap Lane, else 0 
X4  = 1 if  Right Trap Lane, else 0
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Modal Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .51* .26 .19 .24
a- Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Total 
Intersection Lanas, N/S or E/W. Left Trap Lane
ANOV/(*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .96 4.00 .24 4.21 01"
Residual 280 49.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
a. Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Total Intersection Lanes. N/S or E/W. Left 
Trap Lane
b. Dependent Vanable. LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
CoafRciam#
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) -1.07 .17 -6.42 .00
N/SorEAN -.14 .07 -.25 -1.92 .06
Total Intersection Lanes .12 .04 37 2.93 01
Left Trap Lane .12 .11 15 1.09 28
Right Trap Lane -09 .07 - 17 -1.28 .21
a. Dependant Vanable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Figure 8  - Three Variable Upstream Crash Model Statistical Summary
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Trap versus Non-Trap Lane Total 
Intersection Crash Rate Model
From the bivariate analysis, two predictor variables were found to have at least a 
p-value o f  0.05 or less. These variables included tourist district and turn percent. These 
variables plus the turn lane type (i.e. no trap lane, left trap lane, or right trap lane) were 
included in the subset regression. All regression analysis worksheets with ANOVA 
tables and scatter plots are provided in Appendix XII. The best regression models are 
outlined below.
• Best Two Variable Equation for Total Intersection Crash Model: The two 
variable model had a p-value o f 0.05 or less and included the average total 
turn percentage and tourist district variables. Equation 8  provides full 
regression equation, significance, etc. The average total turn percentage has a 
high and positive regression coefficient; therefore, this variable greatly 
impacts the total upstream crash rate. The tourist district variable also has a 
positive regression coefficient.
•  Best Three Variable Equation for Total Intersection Crash Model: The best 
three variable model had a p-value o f 0.09. This model included the average 
total turn percentage, tourist district, and turn lane type variables. Equation 9 
expresses the three variable model. Again, the average total turn percentage 
has a high and positive regression coefficient. Therefore, this variable greatly 
impacts the Total Intersection Crash Rate. Unlike in the sideswipe and 
upstream crash rate models, the right trap turn lane variable had a positive
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regression coefficient, whereas the left trap turn lane exhibited a negative 
regression coefficient.
Equation 8 -  Total Crash Rate Best Two Variable Model (Full Data Set)
LOG(Total Crashes/AADT per 10,000/Lane) = 1.43 + 0.67 X| 0.09 X:
— Where:
X i = Average Total Turn Percent 
Xz = Tourist District (1 if yes, else 0)
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Modal Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .35® .13 .09 .24
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District. Average Total 
Turn Percent
ANOVAC
Modei
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression .36 2 .ho .18 3.16 .05^
Residual 2.53 44.00 .06
Total 2.89 46.00
Predictors: (Constant), Tourist District. Average Total Turn Percent 
b- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uônsiani) 1.43 .09 15.90 .00
Average Total 
Turn Percent .67 .33 .29 2.03 .05
Tourist District .09 .07 .17 1.19 .24
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crasties/AOT per 10.000 per lane)
Figure 9 — Two Variable Total Crash Model Statistical Summary
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Equation 9 -  Total Crash Rate Best Three Variable Model (Full Data Set)
LOG(Total Crashes/AADT per 10,000/Lane) =
1.37 + 0.84 Xi + 0.08 X% -  0.14 X3-1 + 0.06 X3 -2  
— Where:
Xi= Average Total Turn Percent 
X2  = Tourist District (1 i f  yes, else 0)
X3 .i= Left Trap Lane (1 if  present, else 0)
X3-2=  Right Trap Lane (1 i f  present, else 0)
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Modal Summary
Model R RSquare
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 ■■ .41® I f .bs .24
® Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane, Average Total 
Turn Percent Tourist District, Left Trap Lane
ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression .49 4 .0 0 .12 "  ■■ 2.16 .0 9 -
Residual 2.40 42.00 .06
Total 2.89 46.00
Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane, Average Total Turn Percent, Tounst 
District, Left Trap Lane
b Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonsiani) 1.37 .10 14.19 .00
Average Total 
Turn Percent .84 .36 .36 2.35 .02
Tourist District .08 .07 .15 1.07 .29
Left Trap Lane -.14 .14 -16 -1 00 .33
Right Trap Lane .06 .07 .13 .87 .39
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Figure 10 -  Three Variable Total Crash Model Statistical Summary
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose o f the analysis was to determine the impact o f trap lanes on the crash 
rates at urban signalized intersections. It was hypothesized that the presence o f a trap 
lane would increase both the sideswipe and total intersection crash rates. To analyze the 
relationship between the presence o f  a trap lane and the crash rates, the following 
procedures were preformed.
•  Twenty-seven trap lane locations were identified within the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Area. An equal number o f non-trap lane locations exhibiting similar 
operational characteristics were identified. Therefore, the total data set contained 
54 locations for analysis.
•  Crash Data was obtained firom October 1995 to September 1998; therefore, it was
necessary to verify the number o f  intersection lanes during the study period by
historical research.
•  Three crash rates were identified for analysis; Sideswipes/Total Crashes,
Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes, and Total Crashes/AADT per
10,000/Intersection Lane. In order to obtain a normal distribution o f  the
dependent variables, they were transfiarmed using the logarithmic function.
56
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•  Bivariate and multiple linear regression models were used to determine significant 
design elements specific to trap lane approaches as well as the general 
characteristics at intersection approaches. Therefore, two analyses o f each 
regression model were performed.
• For the analysis o f the Trap Lane Approaches, four predictor variables were 
identified; presence o f a receiving lane, distance o f advanced warning, percent o f 
traffic in trap lane, and approach direction.
• For the analysis o f Trap Lane versus Non-Trap Lane Approaches, eight predictor 
variables were identified; presence o f  a trap lane, turn lane type, speed, tourist 
district, AADT (per 10,000) per lane, total turn percent, direction, and number o f 
intersection lanes.
Trap Lane Only Conclusions
• As a result o f the bivariate analysis for the trap lane only variables, the distance o f 
advance warning signs had statistical significance within the LOG(sideswipe/total 
crashes) rate. The absence o f  advance warning had a greater impact on the crash 
rate than if  advance warning was provided. If  advance warning was provided, the 
approaches with 250’ o f warning experienced lower crash rates than approaches 
with 500’ or 10(X)’ o f warning.
•  As a result o f  the subset analysis o f the dependent variables with multiple 
predictor variables, no combinations o f  the predictor variables were found to have 
statistical significance.
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Trap versus Non-Trap Lane Conclusions 
Overall, trap lane variables did not have an overwhelming significance on the crash 
rates. Discussion o f the results and observations is provided below.
•  Only the direction o f travel and left trap lane variables were significant within 
sideswipe crash rate model o f  the full data set.
•  The direction o f travel and number o f  intersection lanes were significant within 
the upstream crash rate in the full data set.
•  Only the intersection turn percent was significant within the total intersection 
crash rate o f the full data set.
•  Although the left or right trap turn lanes did not have an overall significant impact 
on the crash rates o f the full data set, the following observations were made.
The left trap lane exhibited a greater impact on the sideswipe and upstream 
crash rates; and
- The total intersection crash rate exhibited the reverse condition. The right 
turn trap lanes had a greater influence on the crash rates than the left trap lane.
Recommendations
The findings o f this analysis do not indicate that signalized intersections with trap 
lanes experience higher crashes or are more dangerous. The inconclusive analysis for 
significance o f trap lanes may have been attributed to the small data set or other 
imidentified factors affecting crashes at signalized intersections. This analysis may be 
further refined by:
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Identifying other potential contributing factors and including them in the 
model;
Obtaining additional data to expand the data set from Las Vegas, Nevada or 
other cities within the United States;
Identifying locations to conduct a before-and-after analysis; and 
Comparing the use o f  trap lanes to other transitional designs to assess the 
effectiveness o f each geometric design for safer implementations.
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APPENDIX I
PREDICTOR VARIABLE COLLINEARITY 
ANALYSIS
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Trap Lane Only Predictor Variable Collinearity Analysis
Receiving Lane versus Warning Matrix
Receiving Lane
Yes No
p No Warning 0 2c
'c lÙdO' of Warning 0 4
50d' of Warning 0 7
> 25d' of Warning 6 8
Receiving Lane versus Direction Matrix
Receiving Lane
Yes No
1
North-South 3 13
East-West 3 8
Warning versus Direction Matrix
Direction
N-S E-W
P No Warning 2 0.sc idoo" of Warning 3 i
•5 ôOd’ of Warning 4 3> 25o' of Warning i 1
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Receiving Lane versus Trap Turn Percent Box Plot
i
£
<  0.0
Receiving Lane
Warning versus Trap Turn Percent Box Plot
TRAPW/1000 TRAPW/2S0
TRAPW/SOO TRAP WMO WARNING
Lane and Warning
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Direction versus Trap Percent Box Plot
HB/Sa Eaw B
N/SorEAA/
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Trap versus Non Trap Lane Predictor Variable Collinearity Analysis
Presence of Trap Lane versus Lane Type Matrix
Trap Lane Present
Yes No
(D None n/a 27
§ Right 21 n/a
Left 6 n/a
Presence of Trap Lane versus Speed Matrix
Trap Lane Present
Yes No
© 25 2 1
K 35 10 7
CO 45 15 19
Presence of Trap Lane versus Tourist District Matrix
Trap Lane Present
Yes No
« ts
II Yes 12 9No 15 18
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Presence of Trap Lane versus Direction Matrix
Trap Lane Present
Yes No
c
=5 N-S 16 15
S
O E-W 11 12
Turn Lane versus Speed Matrix
Type of Lane
Non Trap LeftTrao Right Trao
25 1 1 1
S. 35 7 3 7
CO 45 19 2 13
Type of Lane versus Tourist District Matrix
Tourist District
Yes No
o  o
> :‘5  §1— _i
Non Trao 9 18
Trap Right 9 12
Trap Left 3 3
Type of Lane versus Direction Matrix
Direction
N-S E-W
o o Non Trap 14 13
Trap Right 10 11
Trap Left 6 0
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Tourist District
Yes No
■§ 25 2 1
s. 35 14 3
CO 45 5 29
Speed versus Direction Matrix
Direction
N-S E-W
"S 25 3 0
2. 35 13 4
CO 45 15 19
Tourist District versus Direction Matrix
Direcztion
N-S E-W
IS Yes 14 7
No 17 16
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Presence o f  Trap Lane versus ADT/10,000 per Lane Box Plot
Z5
:
YES
Trap Lane Present
Presence o f  Trap Lane versus Intersection Turn Percent Box Plot
Î 0.0
0»
NO YES
Trap Lane Present
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Presence o f  Trap Lane versus Intersection Laneage
S  2
Trap Lane Present
Type of Lane versus ADT/10,000 per Lane Box Plot
2.5
20
I
I 0.0
0»
29
NO TRAP LT RT
Left or Right Turn Lane
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Type o f  Turn Lane versus Intersection Turn Percent Box Plot
NO TRAP
Left or Right Turn Lane
Type o f Turn Lane versus Intersection Laneage
I
3-
r-
NO TRAP LT RT
Left or Right Turn Lane
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Speed versus ADT/10,000 per Lane Box Plot
Speed
Speed versus Total Intersection Turn Percent Box Plot
«  2
<  00
Speed
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Speed versus Intersection Laneage Box Plot
I
S  2
I
Speed
Tourist District versus ADT/10,000 per Lane
I
I 0.0
Tourist District
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Tourist District versus Total Intersection Turn Percentage Box Plot
NO YES
Tounst Oistrict
Tourist District versus Intersection Laneage Box Plot
I
£  2 0»
NO
x>
YES
Tounst Distna
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Direction versus ADT/10,000 per Lane Box Plot
EBWS
N /SorE/W
Direction versus Total Intersection Turn Percentage Box Plot
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Direction versus Total Intersection Laneage Box Plot
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DEPENDANT VARIABLE 
TRANSFORMATIONS
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Transformation o f Sideswipes/Total Accidents
S »  Oev# 06 
M«an > 061
N « S 6  00
0 0 0 0  050 too  150 200 250
025 075 125 175 225 275
SS Accidents/Total Accidents
S ts Oev •  14 
Mean ■ 20
N «  50.00
0 00 05 to 15 20 25 30 35 40 4 5 5 0  55
SQRT(SS/Total Accidents)
SW O e v  29  
i # 1  19
-1 8 8  1 8 3  1 3 8  .1 1 3  88  83
-1 7 5  -1 5 0  -1 2 5  - t o o  -7 5  -50
L06(SSrrocai Accidents)
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Transformation o f  Upstream Accidents/Total Accidents
Sta Oev ■ 16 
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Transformation o f  Total Accidents/(ADT/10,000)/Lane
SW O e v  2 05
50 1 5 0  2 5 0  3.50 4 5 0  5.50 5 5 0  7 50 5 5 0  950
1 00  2 0 0  3 0 0  4  00 5 00 5 0 0  7 00 5  00 9  00
Total Accidents/AOT per 10.000 per lane
s u  Oev « 56
N - S 3 0 0
50 75 1 00 1 25 1 50 1 75 2  00 2 2 5  2  50 2 7 5  3 0 0
SORT(Tota( Acodents/AOT per 10.000 per lane)
S U  O e v  33
37
LOG(Total Acodenta/AOT per 10.000 per lane)
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Q_Q PLOTS
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Normal Q-Q Plot of LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
•20 -ta ‘la 
Observed Value
Detrended Normal Q-Q Plot of LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ObsacvM valu*
Normal Q-Q Plot of LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Detrended Normal Q-Q Plot of LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Observed Value
Normal Q-Q Plot of LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Observed Value
Detrended Normal Q-Q Plot of LOGfTotal Crastres/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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K-S TEST WORKSHEETS
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One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smiraov Test
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
LOGCUpstre
am
Crashes/Tot 
al Crashes)
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane)
N
Normal Parameters Mean
Std. Deviation 
Most Extreme Absolute 
Differences Positive
Negative
Kolmogorov-Smimov Z 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
2 7
-1.090166
.303390
.164
.152
-.164
.852
.463
2 7
-.678876
.252802
.137
.109
-.137
.712
.691
24
1.619429
.289156
.164
.101
-.164
.801
.542
Test distribution is Normal. 
Calculated from data.
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS PLOTS 
TRAP LANE ONLY DATA SET
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Presence of Receiving Lane versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Presence of Receiving Lane versus LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per
lane)
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Trap Lane and Warning versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Trap Lane and Warning versus LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Ave. Trap Turn Percent versus LOG (SS/Total Crashes)
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Ave. Trap Turn Percent versus LOG(Total Crashes/AADT per Lane)
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LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) versus Approach Direction
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APPENDIX VI
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS PLOTS 
FULL DATA SET
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Trap Lane versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Trap Lane versus LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Turn Lane versus LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Speed versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Speed
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Speed versus LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
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Tourist District versus LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Total AADT per Lane versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Ave. Total Turn Percent versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Ave. Total Turn Percent versus LOG(Total Crashes/AADT per Lane)
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Direction versus LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Intersection Lanes versus LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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APPENDIX V n
TRAP LANE SUBSET ANALYSIS 
SIDESWIPE CRASHES
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Model 1 - Sideswipes:Receiving Lane
104
OMcriptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LULts» / 1 otai urasnes) -i.09 .ào 27
Receiving Lane .2 2 .42 27
C onsistions
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
Receiving
Lane
rearson uorreianon Luiatss/ 1 otai crashes) 1 .0 0 -.08
Receiving Lane -.08 1 .0 0
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(S6 /Total Crashes) 
Receiving Lane .35
.35
N LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 27 27
Receiving Lane 27 27
Variabiss Entorad/Rsmovod*
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Rece|ving
Lane • Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.ôë- .oS o1 -.03
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Receiving Lane 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df
Mean
Square F Sig.
1 riegression 1.48E-Ô2 1 1.48E-02 .16 .70-
Residual 2.38 25 9.51E-02
Total 2.39 26
Predictors: (Constant), Receiving Lane 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Coefficiently
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardi
zed
Coefficien
ts
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 ((constant) -l.bB o7 -16.01 .0 0
Receiving Lane -.06 .14 -.08 -.39 .70
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statisticiy
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicteo vaiue -1.13 -1.08 -1.09 .0 2 27.Ù0
Residual -.85 .60 .0 0 .30 27.00
Std. Predicted Value -1.84 .52 .0 0 1 .0 0 27.00
Std. Residual -2.74 1.95 .0 0 .98 27.00
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crasries)
Std. Dev = 98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 27 00
-2.50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50
-2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00 ZOO
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized 
Residual
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O O '
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Model 2 - SIdeswipesrWaming
107
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luufss/ 1 otai crashes) -i.oëbz .3034 27
Lane and Warning 2.52 .85 27
Trap w/1000 .15 .36 27
Trap w/500 .45 27
Trap w/250 .52 .51 27
Trap w/No Waming 7.41 E-02 .27 27
ComiaUaiis
LOGISS/Total
Ciaaties)
Lane and 
Wammg Trap w/1000 Trap w/500 Trap w/250
Trap w/No 
Warmng
t 005 4P1 52/
Lane and Warning -229 1 000 - 760 •368 600 503
Trap w/1000 195 -760 1 000 -247 -433 - 118
Trap w/500 281 -368 -247 1 000 -614 - 167
Trap w/250 -527 600 -433 -614 1 000 -294
Trap w/No warning 271 503 - 116 - 167 -294 1 000
6ig. (1-aiMd) LO^Ss/Totai craanes) 125 1S5 078 002 086
Lane and Waming 125 OOO 029 000 004
Trap w/1000 165 OOO 107 012 279
Trap w/500 078 029 107 000 202
Trap w/250 002 000 012 000 069
Trap w/No Wammg 086 004 279 202 069
N LOGlSsfiotal Craanes) ... 27 27 27 27
Lane and Warning 27 27 27 27 27 27
Trap w/1000 27 27 27 27 27 27
Trap w/500 27 27 27 27 27 27
Trap w/250 27 27 27 27 27 27
Trap w/No Wammg 27 27 27 27 27 27
Variables Entered/Removed*
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Trap w/No 
Waming, 
Trap
w/1 0 0 0 . g 
Trap w/500
• Enter
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
^ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model Summand
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .541- .292 .2 0 0 .2714
3- Predictors; (Constant). Trap w/No Waming . Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/500
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression .edS 3 .233 d.lës .044-
Residual 1.694 23 7.365E-02
Total 2.393 26
Predictors: (Constant). Trap w/No Waming , Trap w/1000. Trap w/500 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardi
zed
Coefficien
ts
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 t constant) -1.241 .073 -iy.114 .0 0 0
Trap w/1000 .290 .154 .346 1 .8 8 6 .072
Trap w/500 293 .126 .431 2.329 .029
Trap w/No Waming .436 .205 .383 2.125 .045
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variables
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearit
y
Statistics
Tolerance
1 Lane ana waming . . . .0 0 0
Trap w/250 a - ■ • .0 0 0
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Trap w/No Waming , Trap w/1000. Trap w/500 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Residuals StatisticiF
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicteo value -1.2413 -.ÔÜS3 -1.0902 .1640 27
Residual -.6830 .4113 6.579E-17 .2552 27
Std. Predicted Value -.921 1.737 .0 0 0 1 .0 0 0 27
Std. Residual -2.517 1.515 .0 0 0 .941 27
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Ô 2 S td  Dev = 94 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 27.00
-2.50 -2.00 -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 3 - Sideswipes: Average Trap Turn Percent
OMcrfptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LOG(SS/Total Crashes) -1 .1 1 1 2 .2887 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .2028 .1245 26
C onsistions
LOG(SS/Totai
Crashes)
Average Trap 
Turn Percent
Pearson Correlation LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 1 .0 0 0 .2 2 0
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .2 2 0 1 .0 0 0
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .141
.141
N LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 26 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 26 26
Variabiss Entsisd/Ramovstf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Average 
Trap Tupi 
Percent
• Enter
3- All requested variables entered, 
b- Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summand
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .2 2 0 * .048 .009 .2875
3- Predictors: (Constant). Average Trap Turn Percent 
b- Dependent Variat>le: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F SIg.
1 Kegression .1 0 0 1 .1 0 0 1.215 2 di"
Residual 1.983 24 8.263E-02
Total 2.083 25
Predictors; (Constant), Average Trap Turn Percent 
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficient^
Model
Unstandardlzed
Coeffidents
StandardI
zed
Coefficlen
ts
t SIg.B Std. Error Beta
1 IConstanl)
Average Trap 
Turn Percent
- i.ii4
.509
.109
.462 .2 2 0
-1 1 .1 1 2
1 .1 0 2
.0 0 0
.281
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Totai Crashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicteo vaiue -1.1857 -.§274 -1 .1 1 1 2 ë.538E-6§ 26
Residual -.8324 .5972 9.394E-17 .2816 26
Std. Predicted Value -1.176 2.899 .0 0 0 1 .0 0 0 26
Std. Residual -2.896 2.077 .0 0 0 .980 26
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variatile: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 4 - SideswlpesrApproach Direction
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DMcrfptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Lutâtaa/ 1 oial Crashes) -1.0902 .3034 27
N/S or E/W .41 .50 27
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes) N/S or E/W
rearson (jorreianon LULitaa/ 1 oiai crasnes) 1 .0 0 0 - .2 0 0
N/S or E/W -.260 1 .0 0 0
Sig. (1-tailed) LÜG(SS/Total Crashes) .095
N/S or E/W .095
N LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 27 27
N/S or E/W 27 27
Variables Entered/Removed*
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
i N/5 orE/v\f • Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered, 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 ieo^ .068 .030 .̂ 987
3- Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV/K>
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 kegression .1 0 2 1 .162 1.814 .190“
Residual 2.231 25 8.925E-02
Total 2.393 26
^  Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Coefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardi
zed
CoefRcien
ts
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
(uonstant) -1 .526 .of5 -1^.737 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -.158 .117 -.260 -1.347 .190
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicteo vaiue -1.1836 -1.0260 -1.0902 7.891 E-02 27
Residual -.7407 .6461 6.168E-17 .2929 27
Std. Predicted Value -1.184 .814 .0 0 0 1 .0 0 0 27
Std. Residual -2.479 2.163 .0 0 0 .981 27
a. Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ë« Std. Dev = 98 I Mean -  0.00
-Z50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50
- 2.00  - 1.00  0.00  1.00  2.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 5 - Best Five Variable Model
DMcripUv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LU(3(b»fit/ 1 otai urasnes) -1.TT12 .2087 26
N/S or E/W .42 .50 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .2028 .1245 26
Lane and Warning 2.54 .8 6 26
Trap w/1000 .15 .37 26
Trap w/500 .23 .43 26
Trapw/250 .54 .51 26
Trap w/No Warning 7.69E-02 27 26
Receiving Lane .23 .43 26
Variables Entarad/Rsmovetf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 N/5 or E/W . Enter
2 Average 
Trap Tugn 
Percent
Enter
3 Trap
w/500.
Trap
w/1 0 0 0 .
Trap w/t|jp
Warning
- Enter
4 Receiving EnterLane
All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model Summand
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 219- .046 .008 2 6 7 5
2 287*> .082 .0 0 2 .2883
3 .536= .288 .1 1 0 .2724
4 .589= .346 .140 2677
®- Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn 
Percent
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn 
Percent. Trap w/500. Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn 
Percent. Trap w/500. Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning 
. Receiving Lane
G Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression 9 .6 9 1  E-Ô2 1 9.991 E-02 1.209 282-
Residual 1.984 24 8265E-02
Total 2.083 25
2 Regression .171 2 8.572E-02 1.031 .373°
Residual 1.912 23 8.313E-02
Total 2.083 25
3 Regression .600 5 .1 2 0 1.616 2 0 1 =
Residual 1.484 2 0 7.419E-02
Total 2.083 25
4 Regression .722 6 .1 2 0 1.678 .181=
Residual 1.362 19 7.167E-02
Total 2.083 25
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent. Trap w/500. Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W, Average Trap Turn Percent Trap w/500. Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/No Warning . Receiving Lane
e. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Coefficiently
Standardi
zed
Unstandardized Coefficlen
Coefficients ts
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (Uonstanir -1.058 .0/4 -14.254 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -.125 .114 -.219 -1.099 282
2 (Constant) -1.154 .128 -9.050 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -.107 .116 -.187 -.924 .365
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .436 .470 .188 .928 .363
3 (Constant) -1.214 .131 -9.256 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -5.74E-02 .114 - .1 0 0 -.505 .619
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 8.009E-03 .531 .003 .015 .988
Trap w/1000 276 .158 .351 1.748 .096
Trap w/500 .225 .133 .335 1.685 .108
Trap w/No Warning .405 .255 .381 1.587 .128
4 (Constant) -1.283 .139 -9210 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -5.78E-02 .1 1 2 -.101 -.518 .611
Average Trap Turn 
Percent -6.30E-02 .525 -.027 - .1 2 0 .906
Trap w/1000 .359 .167 .457 2.142 .045
Trap w/500 .308 .146 .458 2 .1 1 2 .048
Trap w/No Warning .505 .262 .475 1.926 .069
Receiving Lane .190 .145 .282 1.305 .207
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variableiy
Partial
Collinearit
y
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
1 Average irap lum 
Percent .188 .928 .363 .190 .972
Lane and Warning .198= -.994 .330 -.203 1 .0 0 0
Trap w/1000 213= 1.061 .300 216 .978
Trap w/500 .204= 1 .021 .318 .208 .993
Trapw/250 -.473= -2.609 .016 -.478 .972
Trap w/No Warning 275= 1.359 .187 .273 .939
Receiving Lane -.026= -.125 .902 -.026 .993
2 Lane and Warning -.246^ -1.219 .236 -.252 .958
Trap w/1000 .2 2 0 = 1.094 .286 .227 .976
Trap w/500 207= 1.033 .313 .215 .993
Trap w/250 -.454= -2.385 .026 -.453 .914
Trap w/No Warning 242= .986 .335 .206 .665
Receiving Lane -.017= -.081 .936 -.017 .990
3 Lane and Warning c . .0 0 0
Trapw/250 c .0 0 0
Receiving Lane 282= 1.305 .207 .287 .735
4 Lane and Warning a .0 0 0
Trap w/250 d .0 0 0
Percent
Percent. Trap w/500.
3- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn
Predictors in the Modei: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn 
Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent. Trap w/500 
Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning . Receiving Lane
® Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicied Vaiue -i.iSèa - .7 9 7 4 - l . ) l l 2 .1 6 9 9 26
Residual -.5685 .5051 3.160E-16 .2334 26
Std. Predicted Value -1.440 1.846 .000 1 .000 26
Std. Residual -2.124 1.887 .000 .872 26
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variatile: LOG(SS/Total Crasties)
e  1 Std. Dev = .87 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 26.00
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
S
1
I
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 5 - Best Four Variable Model
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUüiljy/ 1 otai Crasnes) ■ . 1 .1 1 1 2 .2887 26
N/S or E/W .42 .50 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .2028 .1245 26
Lane and Warning 2.54 .8 6 26
Trap w/1000 .15 .37 26
Trap w/500 .23 .43 26
Trapw/250 .54 .51 26
Trap w/No Warning 7.69E-02 .27 26
Receiving Lane .23 .43 26
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Variables Entered/Removetf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
\ N/5 or E/W Enter
2 Average
Trap Tu^ . Enter
Percent
3 Trap
w/500.
Trap
w/1 0 0 0 .
Trap w/l̂ o
Warning
Enter
Ail requested variables entered.
Tolerance = .000 limits reached,
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Modei Summaiy*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .o4S .0 0 8 .2875
2 .287*» .082 .0 0 2 .2883
3 .536= .288 .1 1 0 .2724
3- Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Average Trap Turn 
Percent
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Average Trap Turn 
Percent. Trap w/500. Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
4- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVAC
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression T.991E-02 1 9.9915-02 1.209 .282!*
Residual 1.984 24 8.265E-02
Total 2.083 25
2 Regression .171 2 8.572E-02 1.031 .373“
Residual 1.912 23 8.313E-02
Total 2.083 25
3 Regression .600 5 .1 2 0 1.616 .2 0 1 =
Residual 1.484 2 0 7.419E-02
Total 2.083 25
Predictors; (Constant), N/S or E/W
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Average Trap Turn Percent
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Average Trap Turn Percent. Trap w/500. Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
d. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
CoefRcienta^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardi
zed
Coefficien
ts
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (constant) -l.oés .074 -14.254 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -.125 .114 -.219 -1.099 .282
2 (Constant) -1.154 .128 -9.050 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -.107 .116 -.187 -.924 .365
Average Trap Turn
Percent .436 .470 .188 .928 .363
3 (Constant) -1.214 .131 -9.256 .0 0 0
N/S or E/W -5.74E-02 .114 -.1 0 0 -.505 .619
Average Trap Turn
Percent 8.009E-03 .531 .003 .015 .988
Trap w/1000 .276 .158 .351 1.748 .096
Trap w/500 .225 .133 .335 1.685 .108
Trap w/No Warning .405 .255 .381 1.587 .128
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variabled*
Partial
Collinearit
y
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
1 Average trap lum 
Percent .188® .928 .363 .190 .972
Lane and Warning -.198= -.994 .330 -.203 1.000
Trap w/1000 .213= 1.061 .300 216 .978
Trap w/500 204= 1.021 .318 .208 .993
Trap w/250 -.473= -2.609 .016 -.478 .972
Trap w/No Warning 275= 1.359 .187 .273 .939
Receiving Lane -.026= -.125 .902 -.026 .993
2 Lane and Warning -.246° -1.219 .236 -.252 .958
Trap w/1000 220° 1.094 .286 .227 .976
Trap w/500 207° 1.033 .313 .215 .993
Trap w/250 -.454° -2.385 .026 -.453 .914
Trap w/No Warning 242° .986 .335 206 .665
Receiving Lane -.017° -.081 .936 -.017 .990
3 Lane and Warning c . .000
Trap w/250 c . .000
Receiving Lane 282= 1.305 207 .287 .735
Predictors in the Model; (Constant). N/S or E/W
d Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average
Predictors in the Model: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Average 
Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
d Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Trap Turn Percent
Trap Turn Percent. Trap w/500.
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
ĥ reoicteo vaiue -) .2703 -.804à -i.li-iS .1549 26
Residual -.6548 .5077 4.014E-16 .2436 26
Std. Predicted Value -1.028 1.981 .000 1.000 26
Std. Residual -2.404 1.864 .000 .894 26
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 1 - Upstream Crashes; Receiving Lane
130
Oascriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LÜutupsIream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.6789 2528 27
Receiving Lane 22 .42 27
Corrélations
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Receiving
Lane
rearson uorreianon Luutupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1.000 -.026
Receiving Lane -.026 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOdCUpstream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) 
Receiving Lane .449
.449
N LOG(Upstream 
Crashedotai Crashes) 27 27
Receiving Lane 27 27
Variables Entered/Remover^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Receiving
Lane • Enter
All requested variables entered.
b- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summar)p
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .001 -.0iS9
Predictors: (Constant). Receiving Lane
^ Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOVAf
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 ̂ kegression 1.128&-03 i 1.128E-03 ol'z .897**
Residual 1.660 25 6.642E-02
Total 1.662 26
3- Predictors; (Constant). Receiving Lane
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Totai Crashes)
C o effic ien t
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (constant) -.675 .056 -12.010 .000
Receiving Lane -1.55E-02 .119 -.026 -.130 .897
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Totai Crashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicteo value - .6910 - .6 7 5 4 -.6789 6 .5 8 5 E -0 3 27
Residual -.6101 .3074 1.645E-17 .2527 27
Std. Predicted Value -1.836 .525 .000 1 .000 27
Std. Residual -2.367 1.193 .000 .981 27
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 2 - Upstream Crashes: Advance Warning
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luu(upstréâm 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.6789 .2528 27
Lane and Warning 2.52 .85 27
Trap w/1000 .15 .36 27
Trap w/500 .26 .45 27
Trap w/250 .52 .51 27
Trap w/No Warning 7.41 E-02 .27 27
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Variables Entered/Removec^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Trap w/No 
Warning. 
Trap
w/1000. g 
Trap w/500
- Enter
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
^ Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .457* .iQs .106 .2381
3- Predictors: (Constant). Trap w/No Warning , Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/500
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression T347 3 .ii6 2.022 .138^
Residual 1.315 23 5.717E-02
Total 1.662 26
Predictors: (Constant). Trap w/No Warning . Trap w/1000. Trap w/500 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficiently
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 tuonsiani) .769 .664 -12.034 .dOo
Trap w/1000 .313 .136 .449 2.312 .030
Trap w/500 .107 .111 .188 .964 .345
Trap w/No Warning .216 .181 .228 1.196 .244
Dependent Variable: LGG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Excluded VariableiF
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 Lane ana warning .•* . .000
Trap w/250 a • ■ - .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant), Trap w/No Warning . Trap w/1000. Trap w/500 
b Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Totai Crashes)
Residuals Statisticsy
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicteo value -./e&o -.4556 -.6789 .liSb 27
Residual -.5321 .3632 -1.44E-17 .2249 27
Std. Predicted Value -.780 1.933 .000 1.000 27
Std. Residual -2.225 1.519 .000 .941 27
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Totai Crashes)
Charts
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
g
Std. Dev = .94 
Mean -  0.00 
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residua!
Dependent Variable: L06(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashe
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Model 3 - Upstream Crashes: Average Trap Turn Percent
D*#cMpÜv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
uuvâtupsiream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -6908 .2499 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .2028 .1245 26
Corrslatlons
LGG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Average Trap 
Turn Percent
Kearson uorreiauon Luutupsnaam 
Crashe^otal Crashes) 1.000 .206
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .206 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .156
.156
N LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 26 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 26 26
Variables Entered/Reniove<^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Average
TrapTu^
Percent
• Enter
All requested variables entered.
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Modal Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .̂ □6“ .042 b03 .2496
3' Predictors: (Constant). Average Trap Turn Percent
^ Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOVAl*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 hcegression 8.62jË4)2 1 1.063 .313*
Residual 1.495 24 6.229E-02
Total 1.561 25
3- Predictors: (Constant). Average Trap Turn Percent 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficients^
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonstani) " :.775 .695 -8.164 .000
Average Trap 
Turn Percent .413 .401 .206 1.031 .313
3- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoickeo vaiue -.7&14 -.5416 -.6908 5.147E-02 26
Residual -.5797 .3412 1.281E-16 .2445 26
Std. Predicted Value -1.176 2.899 .000 1.000 26
Std. Residual -2.323 1.367 .000 .980 26
3 Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Model 4 - Upstream Crashes: Approach Direction
DMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LU(3(upstream 
Crashtts/Total Crashes) -.6789 .2528 27
N/S or E/W .41 .50 27
Corrsiations
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes) N/S or E/W
rearson uorreiauon LUU(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1.000 -.151
N/S or E/W -.151 1.000
6ig. (1-tailed) LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) .225
N/S or E/W .225 .
N LC)G(Upstream 
CrashM/Totai Crashes) 27 27
N/S or E/W 27 27
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Variables Eatered/Removerf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 TT/S of EyW - Enter
All requested variables entered.
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Modei Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .151“ .0Ü3 -.016 .2548
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
(>• Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .̂BlOÉ-02 1 3.èlOE-Ô2 .5ë> .451“
Residual 1.624 25 6.494E-02
Total 1.662 26
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 ((Jonsfani) -.848 TJ64 -10.1^7 .000
N/S or E/W -7.65E-02 .100 -.151 -.766 .451
3- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoiciea value -.7242 - .6 4 7 7 - .6 7 8 9 3 .8 ^ Ë E -0 2 ^7
Residual -.5768 .3184 4.112E-17 .2499 27
Std. Predicted Value -1.184 .814 .000 1.000 27
Std. Residual -2.264 1.250 .000 .981 27
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Charts
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crastie
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Model 5 - Upstream Crashes: All Predictors
OMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luutupsoeam 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.6908 J2499 26
N/S or E/W .42 .50 26
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .2028 .1245 26
Lane and Warning 2.54 .86 26
Trap w/1000 .15 .37 26
Trap w/SOO .23 .43 26
Trap w/250 .54 .51 26
Trap w/No Warning 7.69E-02 .27 26
Variabies Entarad/RamovecF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 N/5 or E/W . Enter
2 Average 
Trap Tugn 
Percent
• Enter
3 Trap
w/500.
Trap Entervif/1000.
Trap w/fjgo
Warning
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Model Summer^
Model R RSquare
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .014 -.028 .2533
2 .222“ .049 -.033 2540
3 .482= .233 .041 2447
3* Predictors; (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn 
Percent
*-• Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn 
Percent. Trap w/500. Trap w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOVA*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 2 . i2 oê-0 2 1 2.)20Ê-02 .330 .571**
Residual 1.540 24 6.417E-02
Total 1.561 25
Regression 7.700E-02 2 3.850E-02 .597 .559“
Residual 1.484 23 6.453E-02
Total 1.561 25
3 Regression .363 5 7.264E-02 1.213 .339=
Residual 1.198 20 5.990E-02
Total 1.561 25
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent, Trap w/500. Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
d- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Coefficient#
Unstandardized Standardized
Coeffidents Coeffidents
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 -.666 .065 -10.188 .000
N/S or E/W -5.78E-02 .101 -.117 -.575 .571
i (Constant) -.751 .112 -6.686 .000
N/S or E/W -4.18E-02 .102 -.084 -.408 .687
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .385 .414 .192 .930 .362
3 (Constant) -.812 .118 -6.894 .000
N/S or E/W 2.459E-03 .102 .005 .024 .981
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .244 .477 .122 .512 .614
Trap w/1(X)0 .307 .142 .453 2.171 .042
Trap w/500 5.186E-02 .120 .089 .432 .670
Trap w/No Warning .152 .229 .166 .665 .514
3- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^
Partial
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
1 Average irap lum 
Percent .192® .930 .362 .190 .972
Lane and Warning -275® -1.384 .180 -277 1.000
Trap w/1000 .401® 2.087 .048 .399 .978
Trap w/500 -.036® -.174 .863 -.036 .993
Trap w/250 -.334® -1.687 .105 -.332 .972
Trap w/No Warning .143® .674 .507 .139 .939
i Lane and Warning -.328“ -1.634 .117 -.329 .958
Trap w/1000 .408“ 2.133 .044 .414 .976
Trap w/5(X) -.033“ -.160 .874 -.034 .993
Trap w/250 -.306“ -1.473 .155 -.300 .914
Trap w/No Warning .052“ .206 .839 .044 .665
3 Lane and Warning c .000
Trap w/250 c - • .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Average Trap Turn Percent Trap w/500. Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/No Warning
^ Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Residuals S tatistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoiciec value -.7968 -.4koà -.6§6ë .1205 26
Residual -.5226 .3817 1.003E-16 .2189 26
Std. Predicted Value -.879 2.245 .000 1.000 26
Std. Residual -2.135 1.560 .000 .894 26
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Charts
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
o 2
S
Std. Oev = 89 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 26.00
-ZOO -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50
Regression Standardized Residual
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Nonnal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variat)le: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashe
1.00.
a  =
S  o
.50.
0.
0  25-
1
U J  0.00.
D n
0.00 .25 50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Sid ^
Regression Standardized Predicted 
Value
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APPENDIX IX
TRAP LANE SUBSET ANALYSIS 
TOTAL CRASHES
149
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Model 1-Total Crashes: Receiving Lane
150
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luu( 1 oial Lrasnes/Au i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.6194 2892 24
Receiving Lane 25 .44 24
Correlations
LOGCTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane)
Receiving
Lane
Pearson corrélation LUü( 1 otai crasnes/AU 1 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Receiving Lane
1.000
.154
.154
1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) L0G(Total Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Receiving Lane .236
.236
N LOG(Total Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Receiving Lane
24
24
24
24
Variables Entered/RemovecP
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 kecejying
Lane - Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Dependent Variable; LOG(Total 
Crashes/AOT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summarjp
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.154“ .024 -.Oil .2921
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), Receiving Lane
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per
10,000 per lane)
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ANOV/f
M odel
S um  o f 
S q u a re s d f M ean S q u are F Sig.
1 r e g re s s io n 1 4.& 67£-02 .535 .472“
R esidual 1.877 22 8.534E-02
Total 1.923 23
^ Predictors: (Constant), Receiving Lane
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
C ocfficientf
Unstandardized
CoefRoents
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (constant) 1.594 .069 23.154 .000
Receiving Lane .101 .138 .154 .732 .472
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Totai Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Casewise D iagnostic#
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGCTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane)
I -3.ûéo .70
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Preoideo vaiue 1.5942 1.6950 1.6194 4.456E-02 24
Residual .8939 .3937 -5.46E-16 2857 24
Std. Predicted Value -.565 1.696 .000 1.000 24
Std. Residual -3.060 1.348 .000 .978 24
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
std . Oev = .98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 24.00
- 1.00 0.00  1.00
-.50 .50 1.50-1.50
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per la
1 GO
Hi 000
100
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
2.0
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 2- Total Crashes: Advance Warning
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Lutâf 1 oiai urasnes/AU i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.6194 2892 24
Lane and Warning 2.46 .83 24
Trap w/1000 .17 .38 24
Trap w/500 25 .44 24
Trap w/250 .54 .51 24
Trap w/No Warning 4.17E-02 .20 24
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Variables Entered/Remove#
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Trap w/No 
Warning, 
Trap
w/1000, g 
Trap w/500
- Enter
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
b. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/AOT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.31̂ 4“ .105 -.529 .2933
Predictors: (Constant), Trap w/No Warning , Trap 
w/1000. Trap w/500
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/AOT per
10,000 per lane)
ANOVAt*
M odel
Sum  of 
S q u a re s df M ean S q u a re F Sig.
1 K egression 2 0 2 3 d .?50E -d2 .785 .SIT*
R esidual 1.721 20 8.603E-02
Total 1.923 23
Predictors: (Constant), Trap w/No Warning , Trap w/1000. Trap w/500 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Coefficient#
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 ICbhsSht) 1 .675 .081 2 0 .5 9 4 .OOo
Trap w/1000 -222 .168 -292 -1.322 201
Trap w/500 -9.98E-02 .145 -.153 -.689 .499
Trap w/No Waming .145 .304 .103 .477 .638
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
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Excluded Variable#
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 Lane and waming .boo
Trap w/250 a • • .000
^ Predictors in the Model; (Constant), Trap w/No Waming , Trap w/1000. Trap w/500 
b- Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicted Value 1.4530 l.ëS05 1.61Ô4 9.383E-02 24
Residual -.8752 .3316 -7.40E-16 2735 24
Std. Predicted Value -1.767 2.143 .000 1.000 24
Std. Residual -2.984 1.131 .000 .933 24
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
12
10
4-
std . Dev = .93 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 24.00
•3.00 -2.50 -2.00 -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00
.50-
t0.
u  25- 
!
i3 0.00.
0.00 .25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
m
IK
1
■S
I
I
-2
-3
i
2 -1 0 1 2 3
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 3- Total Crashes: Average Trap Turn Percent
OMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LuGt 1 otai vrasnes/AÜ i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.6594 .2176 23
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .1793 .1000 23
C onsistions
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane)
Average Trap 
Turn Percent
rearson vorreiauon 1 otai urasnes/AU i 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent
1.000
.025
.025
1.000
Sig. (l-tailed) LoG(Total Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .455
.455
N LoG(Total Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent
23
23
23
23
Variables Entered/Removerf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Average 
Trap Tugn 
Percent
• Enter
— rvt I0HU09WU VOIIOUIC9 eiiusieu.
Dependent Variable; LOGCTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
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Model Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.025** .Obi -.047 .2226
3* Predictors: (Constant). Average Trap Turn Percent
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per
10,000 per lane)
ANOV«t>
Model
S u m  o f 
S q u a re s df M ean S q u a re F Sig.
1 r e g re s s io n B .406E-04 1 6.406E -04 .013 .911«
R esidual 1.041 21 4.957E-02
Total 1.042 22
Predictors: (Constant), Average Trap Turn Percent 
b Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
CoeWlclentsP
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardi
zed
Coefficien
ts
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant)
Average Trap 
Turn Percent
1.650
5.396E-02 .475 .025
17.019
.114
.000
.911
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/AOT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Mreoicked Value 1.6528 1.6724 1.6554 5.3S6E-03 23
Residual -.4475 .3339 -8.69E-17 .2175 23
Std. Predicted Value -1.229 2.411 .000 1.000 23
Std. Residual -2.010 1.500 .000 .977 23
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/AOT per 10,000 per lane)
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Histogram
Dependent VariaiJle: LOGCTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Std. Dev = 98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 23.00
-2.00 -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable; LOG(Total Crasties/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00
75. 3  B
.50
fo.
E
0  25-
1
i3  a o o |g  
0.00
□ “
.25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
-2 -1 0 
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 4~ Total Crashes: Approach Direction
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
uUtat 1 Otai orasnes/Au i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.6194 J2892 24
N/S or E/W .42 .50 24
Correlations
LOGfTotal 
Crashes//VDT 
per 10.000 
per lane) N/S or E/W
rearson correlation LULi( 1 Otai crasnes/AU 1 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.000 .328
N/S or E/W .328 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(Total Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 per lane) • .059
N/S or E/W .059 -
"N LOGfTotal Crashes/AOT 
per 10,000 per lane)
N/S or E/W
24
24
24
24
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Variables Entared/Remova<^
Modei
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 N/ëorË/vf - Enler
All requested variables entered.
b- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .328''' .108 T0B7 .2792
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression Jààé 1 .208 2.SS1 .117*̂
Residual 1.716 22 7.798E-02
Total 1.923 23
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W 
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
C oefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 tuonsiant) 1.Ô41 ."075 20.545 .OOO
N/S or E/W .189 .116 .328 1.631 .117
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)a.
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Cas«wiM Diagnostic#
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
/ -3.010 .70
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Residuals Statistic#
162
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Ireaictea vaiue 1.5408 1.7295 T.B154 9.4996-62 24
Residual -.8405 .4472 -6.52E-16 .2731 24
Std. Predicted Value -.827 1.158 .000 1.000 24
Std. Residual -3.010 1.601 .000 .978 24
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasries/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
•  1 
¥
-2.50 -1.50 -.50
Std. Dev = .98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 24.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Rot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00
.75. a =
.50
I
I o sU -25*
I
U J  0.00.
a 9
0.00 .25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
§
1 0- 
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1
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I
i
•2  *
-3-
i
- 1.0 -.5 0.0 5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 5- Total Crashes: All Predictors
164
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LuGf 1 otal Crashes/Au i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.6594 .2176 23
N/SorE/W .43 .51 23
Lane and Warning 2.48 .85 23
Trap w/1000 .17 .39 23
Trap w/500 .22 .42 23
Trap w/250 .57 .51 23
Trap w/No Warning 4.35E-02 .21 23
Average Trap Turn 
Percent .1793 .1000 23
Receiving Lane .26 .45 23
Variables Entered/Removetf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
"1 N/g or EMF" . Ènter
2 Lane and 
Warning,
Trap Enterw/500.
Trap w/f̂ o
Warning
3 Average
Trap Tugn . Enter
Percent
4 Receiving
Lane • Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Tolerance = .000 limits readied.
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Model Summer^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .280“ .08^ .040 .2132
2 .533» .284 .125 .2035
3 5 3 4 c .285 .075 .2093
4 .536» .287 .020 .2154
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, 
Trap w/500. Trap w/No Warning
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, 
Trap w/500. Trap w/No Warning , Average Trap Turn 
Percent
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, 
Trap w/500. Trap w/No Warning , Average Trap Turn 
Percent Receiving Lane
e. Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per
10,000 per lane)
ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression S.OsSE-oz 1 8.S85E-02 1.910 .iSi«
Residual .955 21 4.546E-02
Total 1.042 22
2 Regression .296 4 7.398E-02 1.786 .176°
Residual .746 18 4.143E-02
Total 1.042 22
3 Regression .297 5 5.934E-02 1.354 .290°
Residual .745 17 4.382E-02
Total 1.042 22
4 Regression .299 6 4.985E-02 1.074 .418^
Residual .742 16 4.640E-02
Total 1.042 22
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, Trap w/500. Trap w/No 
Warning
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, Trap w/500. Trap w/No 
Warning , Average Trap Turn Percent
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, Trap w/500. Trap w/No 
Warning . Average Trap Turn Percent Receiving Lane
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
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Coefficients
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 1.605 .059 27.149 .000
N/S or E/W .124 .090 .289 1.382 .181
2 (Constant) 1.328 .156 8.524 .000
N/S or E/W .104 .089 .242 1.161 .261
Lane and Warning 9.983E-02 .059 .388 1.693 .108
Trap w/500 .161 .110 .312 1.458 .162
Trap w/No Warning 9.334E-02 .232 .089 .403 .692
3 (Constant) 1.314 .189 6.939 .000
N/S or E/W .103 .092 .241 1.123 .277
Lane and Warning .101 .061 .392 1.650 .117
Trap w/500 .162 .114 .314 1.424 .172
Trap w/No Warning 8.288E-02 .251 .079 .331 .745
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 6.351 E-02 .471 .029 .135 .894
4 (Constant) 1.324 .200 6.621 .000
N/S or E/W .102 .095 .238 1.078 .297
Lane and Warning 9.436E-02 .069 .367 1.365 .191
Trap w/500 .168 .120 .326 1.399 .181
Trap w/No Warning .104 .274 .100 .379 .710
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 4.641 E-02 .491 .021 .095 .926
Receiving Lane 2.755E-02 .121 .057 .227 .823
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Excluded Variables
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 Lane ana warning 
Trap w/1000 
Trap w/500 
Trap w/250 
Trap w/No Warning 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 
Receiving Lane
.32T>
-.406®
.181®
.067®
.223®
.039^
.077®
n.527
-2.057
.845
.315
1.052
.182
.361
.i15
.053
.408
.756
.305
.858
.722
.342
-.418
.186
.070
.229
.041
.080
.999
.971
.969
.996
.965
.998
.994
2 Trap w/lOOo 
Trap w/250 
Average Trap Turn 
Percent 
Receiving Lane
D
b
b
.029
.060»
.135
.252
.894
.804
.033
.061
.000
.000
.897
.726
3 Trap w/1000 c . . . .000
Trap w/250 c .000
Receiving Lane .057° .227 .823 .057 .709
4 Trap w/1000 a . . .000
Trap w/250 d ■ • .000
Predictors In the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W
b- Predictors in the Model: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, Trap w/500. Trap w/No 
Warning
c- Predictors in the Model: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, Trap w/500. Trap w/No 
Warning , Average Trap Turn Percent
Predictors in the Model: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Lane and Warning, Trap w/500. Trap w/No 
Warning . Average Trap Turn Percent Receiving Lane
e. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuals Statistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicreo vaiue 1.4214 1.8205 115594 .1166 23
Residual -.4035 .3767 -2.22E-16 .1837 23
Std. Predicted Value -2.041 1.382 .000 1.000 23
Std. Residual -1.873 1.749 .000 .853 23
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Histogram
Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
o 2 Std. Dev -  .85 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 23.00
-ZOO -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50
Regression Standardized Resldtjal
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00 -
( j  .25-
I
UJ 0 .0 0 .
0.00 25 .50 75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
1
%
mI
I
-Z 5 -ZO -1.5 -1.0 .5 0.0 .5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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APPENDIX X
TRAP VERSUS NON-TRAP LANE SUBSET ANALYSIS 
SIDESWIPE CRASHES
170
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Model 1 - Sideswipes: Presence of Trap Lane
171
Descriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUlataSr 1 otal Crashes) -1.121105 .3107^9 §4
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Corrslations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
Trap Lane 
Present
Mearson correlation Luutss/ 1 otai crasnes) 1 .0 0 6 .1 0 0
Trap Lane Present .1 0 0 1 .0 0 0
sig. (1-tailed) LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Trap Lane Present .235
.235
N Ldù(S5/Total Crashes) 54 54
Trap Lane Present 54 54
Variables Entered/Remover^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Trap Lage 
Present Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .ioo^ .0 1 0 -.ood .3 lil6 5
Predictors: (Constant). Trap Lane Present 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVAt»
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression 5 .1 6 9 5 -0 2 1 b.lé^E-oi .530 "" Tnp
Residual 5.067 52 9.745E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant). Trap Lane Present 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Coefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 tconstanf) -1.152 .060 -19.176 .000
Trap Lane Present 6.188E-02 .085 .100 .728 .470
3- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals S tatistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Mreoicteo vaiue -1 .1 5 2 0 4 5 -1.09Ü166 -1 .1 2 1 1 0 5 3 .12300E -Ù 2 54
Residual -.834114 .613044 1.09E-16 .309206 54
Std. Predicted Value -.991 .991 .000 1 .000 54
Std. Residual -2.672 1.964 .000 .991 54
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
I
Std. Dev = 99 
Mean «0.00
N «54 00
250 -1.50 - 50 50 1 50
-200  -100  0.00 too 2 0 0
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOGfSS/Total Crasties)
1.00 -
i
E
0
10.00
1.00
Ot)served Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
CO
S -2
f
-1.5 - 1.0 -.5 0.0 5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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OMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luutaa/1 otai Urasnes) -1.121105 .310779 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
ComM ions
LOG(SS/Tolal
Crashes)
Trap Lene 
P resent
Left Trap 
Lene
Right Trap 
Lene
1.ÔOO .100 ZbO -.065
Trap Lane Present .100 1.000 .354 .798
Left Trap Lene .260 .354 1.000 -2 8 2
Right Trap Lane -.065 798 -282 1.000
sig . (t-tailed) L O G tssrro tai c ra sh es) .235 029 i i i
Trap Lene Present 235 .004 000
Left Trap Lene 029 .004 019
Rigtit Trap Lene 321 .000 .019 .
N ■' LOG(SS/Totai C rashes) 54 54 54 54
Trap Lene Present 54 54 54 54
Left Trap Lane 54 54 54 54
Right Trap Lene 54 54 54 54
Variabiss Entersd/Rsmovetf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Right f  rap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
^ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R RSquare
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .058 .031 .305575
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
^ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVAt»
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression "347 2 .1 7 4 1 .8 5 6 .1 6 7 -
Residual 4.772 51 9.356E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors; (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
t>- Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
CoefficientiF
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 tuonstant) -1.152 .059 -19.57b .boo
Left Trap Lane .258 .138 .263 1.866 .068
Right Trap Lane 5.952E-03 .089 .009 .067 .947
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearit
y
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane Present ■ ■ .000
3- Predictors in the Model; (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals StatlstlcsF
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicteo vaiue -1 .1 5 2 0 4 5 - .8 9 4 4 2 3 -i.izn o s 8 .0 9 4 5 7 E -0 2 54
Residual -.778187 .608604 6.17E-18 .300053 54
Std. Predicted Value -.382 2.800 .000 1 .0 0 0 54
Std. Residual -2.544 1.990 .000 .981 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = 9 8  
Mean = 0.00 
N = 54.00
Regression Standardized Residua)
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
1.00
75.
50.
E
3O  .25-
Î
U J  0.00.
0.00 .25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crasties)
2 CO
g
1 '
1 0.
I ,
3  
.1
- 2 -I
g
-.5 0.0 ,5 1.0 2.01.5 2.5 3.0
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 3 - Sideswipes: Speed
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Lutâisa/1 olai crasnes) -1.121105 .310779 54
Speed 2.57 .60 54
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crasties) Speed
Mearson correlation Luu(5a/ 1 otai crasnes) 1.000 -.190
Speed -.190 1.000
sig. (1-tailed) LOG(S57Totai Crasties) 
Speed .084
.084
L0d(SS7fotai Crashes) 54 54
Speed 54 54
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Variables Entered/Removerf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 ëpeed** - knter
All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .100“ .036 .018 .308012
3- Predictors: (Constant). Speed 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV>K>
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .186 1 .186 1.957 .168“
Residual 4.933 52 9.487E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant). Speed 
b Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (constant) .868 .186 -4.674 .000
Speed •9.83E-02 .070 -.190 -1.399 .168
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Totai Crashes)
Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Prediciea Vaiue -1.162981 -.666347 -1.121105 5.S1ë09è-02 54
Residual -.761299 .625493 -4.1E-18 .305092 54
Std. Predicted Value -.708 2.615 .000 1-000 54
Std. Residual -2.472 2.031 .000 .991 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = 99 
Mean = 0,00 
N s  54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
1.00-
.75
.50
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ÛJ 0.00.
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Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variatjie: LOG(SS/Total Crasties)
1
I
1
I
I - 2 -
I
- 1.0 -.5 0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 ZO Z5 3.0
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 4 - Sideswipes: Tourist District
Descriptive Statistics
Mean std. Deviation N
Luutaar i otai crasnes) .310779 54
Tourist District .39 .49 54
Correlations
LOG(SSrrotal
Crashes)
Tourist
District
rearson uorreianon LUütaar i otai crasnes) 1.000 .127
Tourist District .127 1.000
Sig. O-taiied) LOG(SS/Yotal Crashes) 
Tourist District .180
.180
hi LOG(SS/fotal Crashes) 54 54
Tourist District 54 54
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Variables Entered/Removed
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Tounst
District • Enter
All requested variables entered, 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary**
Model R R S q u a re
A djusted 
R S q u a re
S td . Error of 
th e  E stim ate
1 ■ .127=' .016 -.003 .311216
Predictors: (Constant), Tourist District 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV4P
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 6.2476-02 1 8.247Ë-62 .651 .360=
Residual 5.036 52 9.686E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant), Tourist District 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficiently
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonstani) -1 .152 .054 -21 .269 .000
Tourist District 8.016E-02 .087 .127 .923 .360
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuais Statlstlcsy
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
h’reciciea vaiue -1.162286 -1.o72i i 6 -1.121106 3.&44656-02 54
Residual .771999 .608212 -4.1E-18 .308266 54
Std. Predicted Value -.790 1.242 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.481 1.954 .000 .991 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 5 - Sideswipes: Total AADT per Lane
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luvtaa /1 otai Crasnes) -i.ii?g59 .3iOc8é
Total AOT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
Total
AOT/Lane
rearson uorreiauon 1 otai crasnes) 1.000 .204
Total AOT/Lane .204 1.000
Sig. (l-tailed) LOG(SSA'otal Crashes) . .080
Total AOT/Lane .080 .
N LÔGISS/Total Crashes) 49 49
Total AOT/Lane 49 49
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Variables Entered/Removed
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Total g 
ADT/Lane - Enter
3- All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
M odel R R S q u a re
A djusted 
R  S q u a re
S td . E rror o f 
th e  E stim ate
.204 - .042 .021 .306774
3- Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVaf*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .102 1 .192 2.043 .160-
Residual 4.423 47 9.41 IE-02
Total 4.615 48
Predictors: (Constant). Total AOT/Lane 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
C oefficients
U n stan d ard ized
C oefR cients
S ta n d a rd iz e d
C oeffic ien ts
M odel B S td . E rror B eta t S ig .
1 (L o n stàn i) -1 .325 . l à a -9 .598 OOO
Total A D T/Lane .178 .125 .204 1.429 .160
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals S tatistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Preoicied Value -1.23091 d -.920433 -1.137659 6.32879E-02 49
Residual -.764293 .566970 2.61 E-16 .303561 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.469 3.437 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.491 1.848 .000 .990 49
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
r
Std. Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
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Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variatsle; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 6 - Sideswipes: Average Total Turn Percent
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
L Jlatbs/ 1 otai urasnes) -1.139524 .301088 52
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2658 .1276 52
Corrslations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
Average Total 
Turn Percent
Mearson uorreianon Luutss/ 1 otai Grasnes) i.Ôüb .087
Average Total Turn 
Percent .087 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Average Total Turn 
Percent 270
.270
N LOG(SSA'otal Crashes) 52 52
Average Total Turn 
Percent 52 52
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Vartablts Enterad/R«niov«<^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Average 
Total Tign 
Percent
• Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered, 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
RSquare
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .087“ .008 -.012 .302929
Predictors: (Constant). Average Total Turn Percent 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 3.506E-02 1 3.S06E-02 .382 .539*
Residual 4.588 50 9.177E-02
Total 4.623 51
Predictors: (Constant). Average Total Turn Percent 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficients
Unstandardized Standardized
CoefRdents Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 tuonsiani) -1.194 .093 -12.205 .000
Average Total 
Turn Percent .206 .332 .087 .618 .539
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Residuals S ta tistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Preaicteo vaiue -1 .1 8 2 6 2 9 -1 .5 4 3 1 1 3 -1 .1 3 9 5 2 4 2 .6 2 2 o IE -02 5 2
Residual -.806589 .613679 -3 .1 E -1 6 .299944 5 2
Std. Predicted Value -1 .6 4 4 3 .677 .000 1.000 5 2
Std. Residual -2 .6 6 3 2 .0 2 6 .000 .990 5 2
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent VarialWe: LOGfSS/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = 99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 52.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Nonnai P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
1.00
&
Û J  0.00
1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
S O
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g  -2-
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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OMcrfptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LLHâtaa/ 1 oiai Crasnes) -1.121105 .310779 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
Corrslations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes) N/S or E/W
Mearson (jorreiaoon uuoiiss/1 olal Crashes) 1.Q00 -.306
N/S or E/W -.306 1.000
sig. (1-tailed) LOd(5S/fotai Crashes) 
N/S or E/W .012
.012
N LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 54 54
N/S or E/W 54 54
Variables EntersdiRsmovet^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 N/S or g /w - Enter
 ̂ Ail requested variables entered.
 ̂ Dependent Variable: L06(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .306“ .094 .076 .298572
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .480 1 .480 5.384 .024*
Residual 4.639 52 8.921 E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W 
Dependent Variat>le: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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^ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Totai Crashes)
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Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (ConstarSt) -i.o4d .054 -19.385 .000
N/S or E/W -.191 .082 -.306 -2.320 .024
Residuals StatisticiP
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
kredicteo vaiue -1.2305^2 -■1.6^98/3 -1.l2110S 9.51929E-02 54
Residual -.693687 .693104 -6.2E-17 .295841 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.150 .853 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.323 2.321 .000 .991 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variatile: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ëQ>
£  0
Std. Oev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 54.00
-2.50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50 250
-200  - 1.00 0.00  1.00 20 0
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 8 - Sideswipes: Number of Intersection Lanes
Descriptive Startistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUU(SS/1 olal Crashes) 
Total Intersection Lanes 4.1667
JioT^ë
.8412
54
54
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
Total
Intersection
Lanes
rearson vorreiaoon Lutâtaw 1 otai vrasnes) 1.U00 .036
Total Intersection Lanes .036 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(SS/total Crashes) .397
Total Intersection Lanes .397
N LOG(Ss/Totai Crashes) 54 54
Total Intersection Lanes 54 54
Variables Entered/Removed
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Total
Intersecgo 
nLanes
• Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 •ôàé® .001 -.018 .âl3ë45
Predictors: (Constant), Total Intersection Lanes 
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVAt»
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression B795E-03 1 5.795E-03 .069 .794"
Residual 5-112 52 9.83 IE-02
Total 5.119 53
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Total Intersection Lanes 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
C oefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonsiéni) -1.177 .21b -5 . 4 1 1 .000
Total Intersection Lanes 1.346E-02 .051 .036 .263 .794
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
kreoicieo vaiue -1.150271 -1.096426 -1.12il0b 1.i 3229E-02 54
Residual -.800931 .659689 6.37E-17 .310573 54
Std. Predicted Value -2.576 2.180 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.554 2.104 .000 .991 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variattle: LOG(SS/Total Craslies)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 9 - Sideswipes: Turn Lane Type, Speed
Dascriptiva Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
L w fs a / 1 oiai urasnes) -1.1Z1105 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
Speed 2.57 .60 54
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Variables Entsrad/Rsmovsrf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Right Trap
Lane. Left̂ Enter
Trap Lane
2 Speed‘s • Enter
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summer^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .2ëd“ .088 .031 .3bs879
2 .292*» .085 .030 .306060
3 Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane, Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane, Speed
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV4F
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .5*7 2 .174 1.856 .lê7-
Residual 4.772 51 9.356E-02
Total 5.119 53
2 Regression .435 3 .145 1.549 .213®
Residual 4.684 50 9.367E-02
Total 5.119 S3
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Coefficiently
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (uonstani) -1.152 .059 -19.57'b OOO
Left Trap Lane .258 .138 .263 1.866 .068
Right Trap Lane 5.952E-03 .089 .009 .067 .947
2 (Constant) -.965 .201 -4.796 .000
Left Trap Lane .223 .143 .227 1.559 .125
Right Trap Lane -7.12E-04 .089 -.001 -.008 .994
Speed -7.00E-02 .072 -.136 -.969 .337
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Coliinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
i 1 rap Lane Present 
Speed -.136* -.969 .337 -.136
.ood
.936
2 Trap Lane Present 0 • .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
^ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed 
c- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statisticiy
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
T r̂eoicteo vaiue -1.176084 -.812779 -i.12iio5 9.Ûè267ë-0Z 54
Residual -.748196 .638596 -8.6E-17 .297272 54
Std. Predicted Value -.607 3.402 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.445 2.087 .000 .971 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variat}le: LOG(SS/Total Crasties)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Mociel 10 - Sideswipes: Turn Lane Type, AAOT per Lane
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luu(btb>/1 oiai vrasnes) -1T3795§ .3i00s9 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Left Trap Lane .10 .31 49
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 49
Total ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
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Variables Entered/Remove«f
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Right Trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
- Enter
2 Total  ̂
ADT/Lane • Enter
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
 ̂ All requested variables entered, 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.177J .031 -.011 37172T
2 .278‘> .077 .016 .307618
Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Total ADT/Lane
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVAF
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .Us 2 7.269E -02 .748 .479-
Residual 4.470 46 9.718E-02
Total 4.615 48
2 Regression .357 3 .119 1.258 .300=
Residual 4.258 45 9.463E-02
Total 4.615 48
®- Predictors: (Constant). Rigfit Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Rigfit Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Total ADT/Lane 
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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CoefRcientaF
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (constant) -1.163 .062 -1b.654 .000
Left Trap Lane .185 .153 .183 1.212 .232
Right Trap Lane 1.582E-02 .095 .025 .167 .868
2 (Constant) -1.362 .147 -9.291 .000
Left Trap Lane .198 .151 .195 1.310 .197
Right Trap Lane 1.855E-02 .094 .029 .198 .844
Total ADT/Lane .187 .125 .215 1.496 .142
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Coliinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane present .ooO
Total ADT/Lane .215» 1.496 .142 .218 .997
2 Trap Lane Present D ■ • .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Predictors in the Model: ((Constant). Right Trap Lane, Left Trap Lane. Total ADT/Lane 
c- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals StatlstlcaF
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
preciciea vaiue -1.263044 -.903137 -1.137959 8.62567E-02 49
Residual -.754343 .594038 6.57E-17 .297850 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.450 2.722 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.452 1.931 .000 .968 49
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
TT
-1 0 
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 11 - Sideswipes: Turn Lane Type, Approach Direction
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUU(yy/l otal Cr^sh^ -1.121105 .317)779 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
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Variables Entered/Removetf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Right Trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
2 N/S or E/W* • Enter
^ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summer^
Model R RSquare
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .260^ .068 .031 .305879
2 .354^ .125 .073 .299242
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. N/S or E/W
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
AN0V4F
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
 ̂ Regression .547 2 .174 1.85S .167“
Residual 4.772 51 9.356E-02
Total 5.119 53
2 Regression .642 3 .214 2.389 .080“
Residual 4.477 50 8.955E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. N/S or E/W 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Coefficiently
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
"i (uonstani) -1.152 .059 -19.570 .000
Left Trap Lane .258 .138 .263 1.866 .068
Right Trap Lane 5.952E-03 .089 .009 .067 .947
2 (Constant) -1.082 .069 -15.616 .000
Left Trap Lane .188 .140 .192 1.337 .187
Right Trap Lane 1.843E-02 .087 .029 .211 .834
N/S or E/W -.157 .087 -.253 -1.813 .076
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Coliinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane Present 
N/S or E/W -.253= -1.813 .076 -.248
.000
.902
2 Trap Lane Present 0 • • .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant), Right Trap Lane, Left Trap Lane 
b Predictors in the Model: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. N/S or E/W 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Rreoicieo value -1.239408 -.894423 -1.121105 .110031 54
Residual -.703304 .683487 2.06E-16 .290649 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.075 2.060 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.350 2.284 .000 .971 54
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = 97 
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N = 54.00
R egression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crasties)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 12 - Sideswipes: Speed, AADT per Lane
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
1 oiai urasnes) -1.137959 .310089 49
Speed 2.65 .48 49
Total ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes) Speed
Total
ADT/Lane
h*earson correlation Luiâiaa/ 1 oiat crasnes) 1.000 -.109 .204
Speed -.109 1.000 .030
Total ADT/Lane .204 .030 1.000
Sig. (1-talled) LOÜ(SS/Total Crashes) . .229 .080
Speed 229 .419
Total ADT/Lane .080 .419 .
N LOG(SS/Totai Crashes) 49 49 49
Speed 49 49 49
Total ADT/Lane 49 49 49
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Variables EnteredyRemovecf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Speed** . énier
2 Total g EnterADT/Lane ■
^ Alt requested variables entered.
 ̂ Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .109** .012 -.009 .311517
2 234*» .055 .014 .307953
Predictors: (Constant). Speed 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane 
C- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression 5.441 E-02 1 5.4ilE-0È .561 .458**
Residual 4.561 47 9.704E-02
Total 4.615 48
2 Regression 253 2 .127 1.334 .273°
Residual 4.362 46 9.484E-02
Total 4.615 48
Predictors: (Constant). Speed 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
CoefUclentsP
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta1 tvonsiant) -.952 252 -3.779 .odd
Speed -7.00E-02 .093 -.109 -.749 .458
2 (Constant) -1.132 278 -4.067 .000
Speed -7.40E-02 .092 -.115 -.800 .428
Total ADT/Lane .181 .125 208 1.447 .155
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Totai Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Coliinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 otai Au 1 /Lane .208" 1.44f .155 .209 .999
Predictors in the Model: (Constant), Speed 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals StatlstlcsF
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicteo value -1258160 -.942445 -1.13^959 7.2ë025É-02 49
Residual -.738245 .589153 2.08E-16 .301469 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.656 2.693 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.397 1.913 .000 .979 49
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: L06(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Oev = .98 
Mean = 0.00
N = 49.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variat)le: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 13 - Sideswipes: Speed, Approach Direction
Dcscriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
i oral Lrasnes) -l.iiH O è .3fTJ77§ 64
Speed 2.57 .60 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes) Speed N/S or E/W
Kearson uorreiauon Luutsa/ 1 oral urasnes) 1.000 -.190 -.306
Speed -.190 1.000 .364
N/S or E/W -.306 .364 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(sS/total Crashes) . .084 .012
Speed .084 .003
N/S or E/W .012 .003 .
N LÜG(âS/Total Crashes) 54 54 54
Speed 54 54 54
N/S or E/W 54 54 54
Variables Entered/Remover^
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 speed* - Enter
2 N/S or E/W • Enter
All requested variables entered, 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summer^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
RSquare
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
i .190* .036 .018 308012
2 318* .101 .066 .300389
Predictors: (Constant), Speed 
Predictors: (Constant). Speed. N/S or E/W 
^  Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .186 1 .186 1.557 lW
Residual 4.933 52 9.487E-02
Total 5.119 53
1 Regression .517 2 .259 2.865 .066“
Residual 4.602 51 9.023E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant). Speed 
Predictors: (Constant). Speed. N/S or E/W 
c- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficients^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 ((jonsiani) -.860 .186 4.S74 .boO
Speed -9.83E-02 .070 -.190 -1.399 .168
2 (Constant) -.928 .184 -5.048 .000
Speed -4.70E-02 .074 -.091 -.638 .526
N/S or E/W -.170 .089 -.273 -1.916 .061
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variables^
Model B eta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
T olerance
1 N/s> o r  t / w -1.916 .061 -.255 .857
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Speed 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicted vaiue -1 .238762 -.974^13 -1.12110è 9.8'765oE-b2 54
Residual .685517 .701274 8.64E-17 494667 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.191 1.482 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2482 2.335 .000 .981 54
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = .98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 14 - Sideswipes: AADT per Lane, Approach Direction
OMCripthr* Statistics
Mean std. Deviation N
Luu(aa/ 1 otal Crashes) ^.137359 .310089 49
Total AOT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
N/S or E/W .43 .50 49
Correlations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes)
Total
ADT/Lane N/S or E/W
Mearson vorreianon LUütaa/ 1 otai urasnes) 1.000 .204 -3db
Total ADT/Lane .204 1.000 .093
N/S or E/W -.308 .093 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LÜ6(SS/Total Crashes) . .080 .016
Total AOT/Lane .080 .263
N/S or E/W .016 .263 .
LÜG(SS/Total Crashes) 49 49 49
Total AOT/Lane 49 49 49
N/S or E/W 49 49 49
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Variables Entered/Remover^
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Total g 
ADT/Lane - Enter
2 N/S or E/V\y Enter
All requested variables entered. 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Sum m er/
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .204̂ * .042 .021 .tibeztA
2 .387b .149 .112 .292141
Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane 
b- Predictors: (Constant). Total ADT/Lane, N/S or E/W 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVAF
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
i Kegression .19 1.00 .19 2 .0 4 .16^
Residual 4.42 47.00 .09
Total 4.62 48.00
2  Regression .69 2 .0 0 .34 4.04 .02^
Residual 3.93 46.00 .09
Total 4.62 48.00
Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane, N/S or E/W
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficiently
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 tconsiant) -1.326 .138 -9.s9ë " ' .005'
Total ADT/Lane .178 .125 .204 1.429 .160
2 (Constant) -1.265 .134 •9.460 .000
Total ADT/Lane .205 .119 .235 1.718 .092
N/S or E/W -.204 .085 -.330 -2.414 .020
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 N/S or t/w -.33b** -2.414 .Ô2 O -.335 .991
3- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Total ADT/Lane 
t>- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statisticiy
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted vaiue -1.352736 -.960556 -1.137959 .119852 49
Residual -.644172 .600393 1.63E-16 .285990 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.792 1.480 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.205 2.055 .000 .979 49
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent VariatXe: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Oev= 98 
Mean -  0.00 
N = 49.00
-2.25 -1.75 -1.25 -.75 -.25 .25 .75 1.25 1.75
-ZOO -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50 ZOO
Regression Starxiardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 15 - Sideswipes: Turn Lane Type. Speed, AADT per Lane
OMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LU(J(SS/1 otal Crashes) -1.1379S9 .310089 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Left Trap Lane .10 .31 49
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 49
Speed 2.65 .48 49
Total ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
Variables Entsred/RamovstF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Right Trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
2 Speed^ Enter
3 Total  ̂
ADT/Lane • Enter
3- Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered,
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Modal Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 A f J " .031 -.fall “ 3H729
2 .193*> .037 -.027 .314220
3 .290= .084 .001 .309997
3- Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Speed
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Speed. Total ADT/Lane
d. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVA*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
"i kegression .145 2 7.2896-02 .748 .475=
Residual 4.470 46 9.718E-02
Total 4.615 48
2 Regression .172 3 5.746E-02 .582 .630®
Residual 4.443 45 9.873E-02
Total 4.615 48
3 Regression .387 4 9.678E-02 1.007 .414®
Residual 4.228 44 9.610E-02
Total 4.615 48
3 Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed 
c- Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed. Total ADT/Lane 
d- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Totai Crashes)
Coefficients^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (constant) -1.163 .062 -18.654 ■OOo
Left Trap Lane .185 .153 .183 1.212 .232
Right Trap Lane 1.582E-02 .095 .025 .167 .868
"2 (Constant) -1.026 .269 -3.812 .000
Left Trap Lane .169 .157 .167 1.076 .287
Right Trap Lane 1.137E-02 .096 .018 .118 .906
Speed -5.03E-02 .096 -.078 -.523 .604
3 (Constant) -1.219 .295 -4.128 .000
Left Trap Lane .181 .155 .178 1.166 .250
Right Trap Lane 1.388E-02 .095 .022 .146 .884
Speed -5.30E-02 .095 -.082 -.559 .579
Total ADT/Lane .188 .126 .216 1.495 .142
3 Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane nreseni . .000
Speed -.078= -.523 .604 -.078 .960
Total ADT/Lane .215= 1.496 .142 .218 .997
2 Trap Lane Present 0 .000
Total ADT/Lane .216® 1.495 .142 .220 .996
"3 Trap lane Present c • • .000
3 Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed. Total ADT/Lane
d. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicieo vaiue -1.278620 -.934427 -1.137959 é.98056E-o2 49
Residual -.734634 .609614 1.88E-16 .296799 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.566 2.266 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.370 1.967 .000 .957 49
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev s  .96 
Mean = 0.00 
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Regression Standardized Residual
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Model 16 - Sideswipes: Turn Lane Type, Speed. Approach Direction
Oescriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luutaa/ i olai urasnes) -1 .1 2 1 1 0 5 .3 1 0 7 7 9 b4
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
Speed 2.57 .60 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
Variables Entered/RamovacF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 rtightTrap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
2 Speed*» . Enter
3 N/S or E/W • Enter
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered, 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .260** .056 .031 .305679
2 .292*» .085 .030 .306060
3 .3 5 9 c .129 .057 .301720
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Speed
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Speed. N/S or E/W
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVA*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
T347 2 .174 1.856 .167"
Residual 4.772 51 9.356E-02
Total 5.119 53
2 Regression .435 3 .145 1.549 .213=
Residual 4.684 50 9.367E-02
Total 5.119 53
3 Regression .658 4 .165 1.808 .142=
Residual 4.461 49 9.103E-02
Total 5.119 53
Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed. N/S or E/W 
Dependent Variable: LOQ(SS/Total Crashes)
C oefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 ((jonstant) -1.152 .059 -15.6 70 .000
Left Trap Lane .258 .138 .263 1.866 .068
Right Trap Lane 5.952E-03 .089 .009 .067 .947
2 (Constant) -.965 .201 -4.796 .000
Left Trap Lane .223 .143 .227 1.559 .125
Right Trap Lane -7.12E-04 .089 -.001 -.008 .994
Speed -7.00E-02 .072 -.136 -.969 .337
â (Constant) -1.002 .200 -5.015 .000
Left Trap Lane .177 .144 .181 1.234 223
Right Trap Lane 1.437E-02 .089 .023 .162 .872
Speed -3.21 E-02 .075 -.062 -.427 .672
N/S or E/W -.145 .092 -232 -1.565 .124
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane nresent .000
Speed -.136® -.969 .337 -.136 .936
N/S or E/W -253® -1.813 .076 -.248 .902
2 Trap Lane Present D .000
N/S or E/W -232*» -1.565 .124 -.218 .808
à Trap Lane Present c • • • .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed
Predictors In the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Speed. N/S or E/W
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicteo vaiue -1.243042 -.857007 -1.12110b .111442 54
Residual -.695607 .691184 -9.9E-17 .290111 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.094 2.370 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.305 2291 .000 .962 54
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crasties)
fi 1 Std. Dev = 96 
Mean = 0.00 
N s  54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 17 - Sideswipes: Turn Lane Type, AADT per Lane, Approach Direction
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUC3(SS/1 otal (Jrashes) -1.137959 .310089 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Left Trap Lane .10 .31 49
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 49
Totai ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
N/S or E/W .43 .50 49
Variables Entered/Removetf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Right Trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
2 Total  ̂
ADT/Lane • Enter
3 N/S or E/W> • Enter
3- Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
6- All requested variables entered, 
c Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summer^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 T77«* .031 -o i l .311729
2 .278'» .077 .016 .307618
3 .402= .162 .085 .296569
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Total ADT/Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Total ADT/Lane. N/S or E/W
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVAf
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.1 .145 2 7.269E-02 "■ .748 .475^
Residual 4.470 46 9.718E-02
Total 4.615 48
2 degression .357 3 .119 1.258 .300“
Residual 4.258 45 9.463E-02
Total 4.615 48
3 Regression .745 4 .186 2.119 .094=
Residual 3.870 44 8.795E-02
Total 4.615 48
®- Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Totai ADT/Lane
c.
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane, Totai ADT/Lane, N/S or E/W 
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
C oefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta1 -1.iS3 .062 -1 8 .6 5 4 .OÜÏT
Left Trap Lane .185 .153 .183 1 .212 .232
Right Trap Lane 1.582E-02 .095 .025 .167 .868
2 (Constant) -1.362 .147 -9.291 .000
Left Trap Lane .198 .151 .195 1.310 .197
Right Trap Lane 1.855E-02 .094 .029 .198 .844
Totai ADT/Lane .187 .125 .215 1.496 .142
3 (Constant) -1.301 .144 -9.018 .000
Left Trap Lane .116 .151 .114 .769 .446
Right Trap Lane 3.521 E-02 .091 .056 .388 .700
Total ADT/Lane .208 .121 .239 1.720 .092
N/S or E/W -.189 .090 -.305 -2 .101 .041
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane present d . .000
Total ADT/Lane .215= 1.496 .142 .218 .997
N/S or E/W -.285= -1.924 .061 -.276 .908
2 Trap Lane Present 0 .000
N/S or E/W -.305“ -2.101 .041 -.302 .902
3 trap Lane Present c .000
®- Predictors in the Model; (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors in the Model; (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Total ADT/Lane
c- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Total ADT/Lane. N/S or 
E/W
d. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicteo vaiue -1.371344 -.894718 -1.137959 .124623 49
Residual -.662045 .580066 2.95E-16 .283943 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.873 1.952 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.232 1.956 .000 .957 49
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
I
Std. Dev = 96 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
-2.25 -1.75 -1.25 -.75 -.25 .25 .75 1.25 1.75
-2.00 -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50 ZOO
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 18 - Sideswipes: Speed, AADT per Lane, Approach Direction
DMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LULtaa/1 otat urasnes) -1.137959 .310089 49
Speed 2.65 .48 49
Total ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
N/S or E/W .43 .50 49
Corrslations
LOG(SS/Total
Crashes) Speed
Total
ADT/Lane N/S or E/W
1.000 -.log .204 -.3dS
Speed -.109 1.000 .030 .285
Total ADT/Lane .204 .030 1.000 .093
N/S or E/W -.308 .285 .093 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(SS/fotai brashes) .229 .080 .016
Speed .229 .419 .024
Total ADT/Lane .080 .419 . .263
N/S or E/W .016 .024 .263 .
LOG(SS/fotal Crashes) 49 49 49 49
Speed 49 49 49 49
Total ADT/Lane 49 49 49 49
N/S or E/W 49 49 49 49
Variables Entsrad/Rsmovatf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
n Speed*' . Snter
2 Total g 
ADT/Lane . Enter
3 N/S or E/W ■ Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOGtSSTTotal Crashes)
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Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .109- .012 -.odà .311517
2 .234'* .055 .014 .307953
3 .387= .150 .093 .295280
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), Speed
Predictors: (Constant), Speed. Total AOT/Lane
Predictors: (Constant), Speed, Total ADT/Lane. N/S or 
E/W
d- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
ANOVW
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .05 1.00 .05 .50 .46-
Residual 4.56 47.00 .10
Total 4.62 48.00
i  Regression .25 2.00 .13 1.33 27b
Residual 4.36 46.00 .09
Total 4.62 48.00
à Regression .69 3.00 .23 2.65 .06=
Residual 3.92 45.00 .09
Total 4.62 48.00
Predictors: (Constant), Speed 
Predictors: (Constant), Speed, Total ADT/Lane 
Predictors: (Constant), Speed, Total ADT/Lane, N/S or E/W 
d- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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CoefücientaP
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (bonsiani) -.95 .25 -3.78 .Oo
Speed -.07 .09 -.11 -.75 .46
2 (Constant) -1.13 .28 -4.07 .00
Speed -.07 .09 -.11 -.80 .43
Total ADT/Lane .18 .13 .21 1.45 .15
3 (Constant) -1.23 .27 -4.54 .00
Speed -.02 .09 -.02 -.17 .87
Total ADT/Lane .20 .12 .23 1.70 .10
N/S or E/W -.20 .09 -.32 -2.24 .03
a* Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 oiai Au 1 /Lane .208- 1.44.7 .155 .209 .999
N/S or E/W -.301= -2.060 .045 -.291 .919
2 N/S or E/W -.323° -2.244 .030 -.317 .912
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Speed 
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane 
c- Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicteo vaiue -1.355701 -.967609 -1.137959 .120059 49
Residual -.641253 .603261 1.36E-16 .285904 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.814 1.419 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.172 2.043 .000 .968 49
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variatile: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: L06(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 19 - Sideswipes: Speed, AADT per Lane, Approach Direction, Turn Lane 
Type
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LÜüiaa/ 1 otai urasnes) -1!T3785S .310089 49
Speed 2.65 .48 49
Total AOT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
N/S or E/W .43 .50 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Left Trap Lane .10 .31 49
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 49
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Variables Entered/Removerf
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 speed" . Enter
2 Total g 
ADT/Lane - Enter
3 N/S or E/W Enter
4 Trap Lane 
Present 
Left "Çap 
Lane
Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached, 
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Model Summary
Model R RSquare
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
'T .109" .012 -.009 .311517
2 .234b .055 .014 .307953
3 .387= .150 .093 .295280
4 402b .162 .064 .299990
3- Predictors: (Constant). Speed
Predictors: (Constant), Speed. Total ADT/Lane
c- Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane. N/S or 
Em
Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane. N/S or 
E/W. Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 5.441 E-OZ 1 5.441 E-Ôi .561 .458“
Residual 4.561 47 9.704E-02
Total 4.815 48
2 Regression .253 2 .127 1.334 .273°
Residual 4.362 46 9.484E-02
Total 4.615 48
3 Regression .692 3 .231 2.645 .061°
Residual 3.924 45 8.719E-02
Total 4.615 48
4 Regression .746 5 .149 1.657 .166°
Residual 3.870 43 8.999E-02
Total 4.615 48
Predictors: (Constant), Speed
Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane. N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane. N/S or E/W. Trap Lane Present. Left 
Trap Lane
e. Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
Coefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (uonsiant) -.952 .252 -3.779 ooO
Speed -7.005-02 093 -.109 -.749 .458
2 (Constant) -1.132 .278 -4.067 .000
Speed -7.40E-02 .092 -.115 -.800 .428
Total ADT/Lane .181 125 .208 1.447 .155
3 (Constant) -1.227 .270 -4.540 .000
Speed -1.53E-02 .092 -.024 -.165 .870
Total ADT/Lane .205 .120 .235 1.700 .096
N/S or E/W -.200 .089 -.323 -2.244 .030
4 (constant) -1.289 .288 -4.478 .000
Speed -4.51 E-03 .095 -.007 -.047 .962
Total ADT/Lane .208 .122 .239 1.701 .096
N/S or E/W -.188 .094 -.304 -1.996 .052
Trap Lane Present 3.471 E-02 .092 .057 .376 .709
Left Trap Lane 8.019E-02 .158 .079 .506 .615
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 total A u i/L a n e i0 8 “ 1.447 .155 .209 .999
N/S or E/W -.301° -2.060 .045 -.291 .919
Trap Lane Present .069^ .467 .643 .069 .979
Left Trap Lane .162* 1.099 .278 .160 .968
Right Trap Lane -.028® -.190 .850 -.028 .999
2 N^SorE/W -.323° -2.244 .030 -.317 .912
Trap Lane Present .076* .520 .606 .077 .978
Left Trap Lane .172* 1.185 .242 .174 .966
Right Trap Lane -.027* -.187 .853 -.028 .999
3 Trap Lane Present .083° .590 558 .089 .978
Left Trap Lane .099° .682 .499 .102 .904
Right Trap Lane .028° .198 .844 .030 .968
4 Right Trap Lane a .000
®- Predictors in the Model; (Constant). Speed
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane
c- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane. N/S
d- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Speed. Total ADT/Lane. N/S
Left Trap Lane
8 Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
or E/W
or E/W. Trap Lane Present
Residuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted Value -i.37i9d1 -.097431 -1.137959 .124640 49
Residual -.660926 .581194 1.25E-16 .283936 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.877 1.930 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.203 1.937 .000 .946 49
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable; LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(SS/Total Crashes)
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Model 1 - Upstream Crashes: Presence of Trap Lane
Oascriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luu(upsiream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Corrsiations
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Trap Lane 
Present
rearson uorreiauon Luu(upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1.000 -.046
Trap Lane Present -.046 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LoG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Trap Lane Present .370
.370
N LoG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 54 54
Trap Lane Present 54 54
Variable» Entered/Removed’
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Trap Lage 
Present • Enter
All requested variables entered.
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model SummanP
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .046* o02 -.0 1 7 .266801
Predictors: (Constant). Trap Lane Present
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 8.017E-03 1 ë.017E-03 .111 .740*
Residual 3.757 52 7.225E-02
Total 3.765 53
Predictors: (Constant). Trap Lane Present 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
C oefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonsiant) -.655 .052 -12.652 .000
Trap Lane Present -2.44E-02 .073 -.046 -.333 .740
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuais Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Mreoicteo value -.6788^6 -.654507 -.666691 1.220508-02 54
Residual -.646523 .654507 -6.2E-17 .266254 54
Std. Predicted Value -.991 .991 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.405 2.435 .000 .991 54
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
CSependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crasties/Total Crashes)
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Model 2 - Upstream Crashes: Turn Lane Type
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LOUIupstream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
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Correlations
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Trap Lane 
Present
Left Trap 
Lane
Right Trap 
Lane
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1.000 -.046 .270 -.222
Trap Lane Present -.046 1.000 .354 .798
Left Trap Lane .270 .354 1.000 -.282
Right Trap Lane -.222 .798 -.282 1.000
Sig. (Hailed) LOGfUpstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) .370 .024 .054
Trap Lane Present .370 .004 .000
Left Trap Lane .024 .004 .019
Right Trap Lane .054 .000 .019
TJ LOGCUpstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 54 54 54 54
Trap Lane Present 54 54 54 54
Left Trap Lane 54 54 54 54
Right Trap Lane 54 54 54 54
Variables Entered/Removed’
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Right f  rap 
Lane, Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.310“ .096 .051 .258332
3- Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression .362 i .181 2.710 .076“
Residual 3.403 51 6.674E-02
Total 3.765 53
3 Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficient^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (constant) -.65^ .bso -13.165 .□do
Left Trap Lane .190 .117 .226 1.628 .110
Right Trap Lane •8.56E-02 .075 .158 -1.138 .260
3 Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane present ■ • .000
3- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicied Value -.7TO05T -.464^2 -.666691 Ô.26155E-02 54
Residual -.646523 .654507 -9. IE-17 .253411 54
Std. Predicted Value -.888 2.444 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.503 2.534 .000 .981 54
3- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crasties/Total Crastfes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crasttes)
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Model 3 - Upstream Crashes: Speed
Oescrfptiv* Startistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LÜtâ^upstream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Speed 2.57 .60 54
Correlations
LOGfUpstream 
Crashes/Total 
Crashes) Speed
Kearson uorreiauon LULxtupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Speed
1.000
-.126
.126
1.000
Sig. (i-tailed) LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crasties) 
Speed .183
.183
N LCX3(Upstream 
CrashM/Total Crashes) 
Speed
54
54
54
54
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Variables Entsrad/Ratnoved
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 speed* - ànkr
All requested variables entered.
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Modal Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .i2B^ .016 -.003 .266953
3 Predictors: (Constant), Speed
b- Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOV4P
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 5.950E-02 1 5.950E-02 .835 .&65̂
Residual 3.706 52 7.126E-02
Total 3.765 53
Predictors: (Constant). Speed
Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
C oefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
i tvonsiaritj -.523 .le i -3.252 .O02
Speed -5.57E-02 .061 -.126 -.914 .365
a- Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicted Value •.eéOsoo -.5790^2 -.686691 3.35085E-fl2 54
Residual -.610630 .634736 -1.3E-16 .264423 54
Std. Predicted Value -.708 2.615 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.287 2.378 .000 .991 54
a- Dependent Variable; LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Std. Oev = 99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Nonnat P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable; LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashe
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Model 4 - Upstream Crashes: Tourist District
DMcripttv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luutupsiream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Tourist District .39 .49 54
Correlations
LOGCUpstream
Crashes/Total Tourist
Crashes) District
P earson  correlation LULitupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1 .0 0 0 .198
Tourist District .198 1 .0 0 0
sig. (1-tailed) LOGCUpstream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) 
Tourist District .075
.075
N LOGCUpstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 54 54
Tourist District 54 54
Variables Entefsd/Removetf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Tounstg
District ■ Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crasties)
Model Summand
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .198“ .6 3 9 .0 2 1 .263754
Predictors: (Constant), Tourist District
^ Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOV/K>
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 1 .148 2.124 .151“
Residual 3.617 52 6.957E-02
Total 3.765 53
Predictors: (Constant), Tourist District 
b- Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonsiani; -.7(38 .o46 -15.429 0Ù0
Tourist District .107 .074 .198 1.458 .151
a* Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
preoicted vaiue -.708423 -.60ll1^ -.666691 5.28050E-02 54
Residual -.592607 .708423 -9.5E-17 .261254 54
Std. Predicted Value -.790 1.242 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.247 2.686 .000 .991 54
a. Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00
N = 54.00
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Craslies/Total Crashes)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 5 - Upstream Crashes: AADT per Lane
□•scriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUü(upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.654423 .270101 49
Total ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
Correlations
LOGCUpstream 
Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
Total
ADT/Lane
Mearson correiauon Luutupstream 
Crashs/Total Crashes) 
Total ADT/Lane
1.000
.158
.158
1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(Upstream 
Crashw/Total Crashes) 
Total ADT/Lane .139
.139
N LOGCUpstream 
Crashrâ/Total Crashes) 
Total ADT/Lane
49
49
49
49
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Variables Entered/Removet^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Total g 
ADT/Lane • Enter
 ̂ Ail requested variables entered.
b- Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summand
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 "158=" .b&5 .004 .269519
3- Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane
b Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 8.773E-d2 i 8.7'7bE-d2 i.2d8 .177̂
Residual 3.414 47 7.264E-02
Total 3.502 48
3 Predictors: (Constant). Total ADT/Lane
b- Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (Lonsianb -. 781 .12l -6.438 .ÙÜO
Total ADT/Lane .120 .109 .158 1.099 .277
3 Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicteo vaiue -.717217 -.507485 -.654423 4.27b07E-02 49
Residual -.631727 .636238 -9.7E-17 .266696 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.469 3.437 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.344 2.361 .000 .990 49
3 Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crasties/Total Crashes)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGCUpstream Crasties/Total Crasties)
Std. Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashe
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D«seriptiv« Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LuG(upstream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) -.676808 .266384 52
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2658 .1276 52
Corrsfartions
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Average Total 
Turn Percent
Pearson correlation LUü(upsiream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1.000 -.002
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.002 1.000
Sig. (l-talled) LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Average Total Turn 
Percent .494
.494
N LOG(Upstream 
Crashedotal Crashes) 52 52
Average Total Turn 
Percent 52 52
Variables Entered/Remover^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Average 
Total Tiyn 
Percent
Enter
All requested variables entered.
6- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summer)^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .ÜOZ" .OOO -.020 .269035
Predictors: (Constant). Average Total Turn Percent
^ Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 1 1.478E-05 .000 .gSg-
Residual 3.619 50 7.238E-02
Total 3.619 51
Predictors; (Constant). Average Total Turn Percent 
6- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
CoefHcientsf
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 iuonsiani) -.676 .087 -7.776 .bbo
Average Total 
Tum Percent -4.22E-03 .295 -.002 -.014 .989
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicteo vaiue -.S7éV65 -.6^5923 -.676808 5.38342E-04 52
Residual -.624728 .676494 -1.3E-16 .266384 52
Std. Predicted Value -3.677 1.644 .000 1.000 52
Std. Residual -2.322 2.515 .000 .990 52
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crasties/Total Crashes)
• 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0  1
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 7 - Upstream Crashes: Approach Direction
Descriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luu(upsiream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
Correlations
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Totai
Crashes) N/S or E/W
Kearson uorreiauon Lwutupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 
N/S or E/W
1.000
-.256
-.256
1.000
Sig. (l-tailed) LOG(Upstream 
Crashtti/Totai Crashes) 
N/S or E/W .031
.031
N LCX3(Upstream 
Crashes/Totai Crashes) 
N/S or E/W
54
54
54
54
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Variables Entered/Remover^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 N/ForE/W • Enter
All requested variables entered.
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Totai Crashes)
Model Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .255“ .065 .047 .250132
3- Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOV/K*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .245' 1 .246 3.64i .062"
Residual 3.519 52 6.767E-02
Total 3.765 53
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W 
b. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
C oefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonstant) -.606 .047 -13.024 .000
N/S or E/W -.137 .072 -.256 -1.909 .062
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
-.745125 - .6 0 8 4 9 8 -.666691 6 .8 1 9 4 9 E -0 2 54
Residual -.555904 .608498 -1.IE-16 .257666 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.150 .853 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.137 2.339 .000 .991 54
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent VariatMe: L06(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
I
Sid. Dev = 99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOGfUpstream Crasries/Total Crashe
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Model 8 - Upstream Crashes: Total Intersection Lanes
OMCriptiv* Statistics
Mean std. Deviation N
Luufupsiream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Total Intersection Lanes 4.1667 .8412 54
Correlations
LOG(Upstream
Crashes/Total
Crashes)
Total
Intersection
Lanes
P ea rso n  correlation Luviiiupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 1.000 .310
Total Intersection Lanes .310 1.000
sig. (1-tailed) LoG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Total Intersection Lanes .011
.011
N LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) 54 54
Total Intersection Lanes 54 54
Variables Entered/Removec^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Total
Interseĉ o 
n Lanes
■ Enter
All requested variables entered.
6- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Sum m aiy
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .310* .090 .ury .ZbbdZb
^ Predictors: (Constant). Total Intersection Lanes
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .362 1 .362 5.531 .623“
Residual 3.403 52 6.545E-02
Total 3.765 53
Predictors: (Constant), Total Intersection Lanes 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficients
Unstandardlzed
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonstani) -1 .orb “  .178' -S.'DB2 .000
Total Intersection L anes 9.825E-G2 .042 .310 2 .352 .023
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
preoicteo vaiue -.879566 -.486566 -.66%91 8.26439E-02 54
Residual -.617964 .683066 -1.4E-16 .253401 54
Std. Predicted Value -2.576 2.180 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.416 2.670 .000 .991 54
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Model 9 - Upstream Crashes: Turn Lane Type, Approach Direction
Odscriptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Lùu(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
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Variables Enterad/RemovarF
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Right Trap
Lane. Left̂ Enter
Trap Lane
2 N/SorE/W» - Enter
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered.
G- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .310" .096 .odt .258332
2 .354*» .125 .073 .256660
3- Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors; (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. N/S or E/W
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .362 k .181 2.710 .076"
Residual 3.403 51 6.674E-02
Total 3.765 53
2 Regression .472 3 .157 2.386 .080°
Residual 3.294 50 6.587E-02
Total 3.765 53
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Predictors: (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. N/S or E/W 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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CoeffictontaF
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (uonsiani) -.855 .050 -i3.ied ooO
Left Trap Lane .190 .117 .226 1.628 .110
Right Trap Lane -8.56E-02 .075 -.158 -1.138 .260
2 (Constant) -.612 .059 -10.294 .000
Left Trap Lane .147 .120 .175 1.221 .228
Right Trap Lane -7.79E-02 .075 -.144 -1.040 .303
N/S or E/W -9.60E-02 .074 -.180 -1.291 .203
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable^
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
\ 1 rap Lane present .■* . .000
N/S or E/W -.180= -1.291 .203 .180 .902
2 Trap Lane Present 0 • .000
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane, Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. N/S or E/W 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
ĥ reoicteo Value -.785785 -.464742 -.èeëeei 9.43^205-02 54
Residual -.593174 .611827 -4.2E-17 .249290 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.263 2.141 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.311 2.384 .000 .971 54
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crasties)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Model 10 - Upstream Crashes; Turn Lane Type. Total Intersection Lanes
DMcriptivc Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LLMâ(upsGëam 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
Total Intersection Lanes 4.1667 .8412 54
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Variables EntsradiRemovecF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Night f  rap 
Lane, Left̂  
Trap Lane
- Enter
2 Total
Intersecgo 
nLanes
• Enter
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summary:
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .310" .093 .061 .̂ 58332
2 .447^ .200 .152 .245515
Predictors; (Constant), Right Trap Lane, Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Total Intersection Lanes
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
ANOVAF
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .36 2.00 .18 2.71 .08"
Residual 3.40 51.00 .07
Total 3.77 53.00
2 Regression .75 3.00 .25 4.16 .01®
Residual 3.01 50.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Total Intersection Lanes 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Totai Crashes)
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Coefficient#
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (uonsiani) -.ea .UP -13.1b .00
Left Trap Lane .19 .12 .23 1.63 .11
Right Trap Lane -.09 .08 -.16 -1.14 .26
2 (Constant) -1.07 .17 -6.25 .00
Left Trap Lane .18 .11 .22 1.66 .10
Right Trap Lane -.10 .07 -.18 -1.38 .18
Total Intersection Lanes .10 .04 .32 2.54 .01
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Excluded Variable#
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 .two
Total Intersection Lanes .323» 2542 .014 .338 .995
2 Trap Lane Present 0 .000
a- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Total Intersection Lanes 
c- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total C rashes)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
preoicieo vaiue -.8/0244 -.^79583 -.666691 .119066 54
Residual -.635169 .665861 -4.4E-17 .238465 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.710 2.411 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2587 2.712 .000 .971 54
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crasties/Total Crashes)
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Model 11 - Upstream Crashes: Approach Direction, Total Intersection Lanes
Dsscriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUu(Upsiream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
Total Intersection Lanes 4.1667 .8412 54
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Correlations
LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total 
Crashes) N/S or E/W
Total
Intersection
Lanes
Kearson correlation Lucfupsiream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) 1.000 -.256 .310
N/S or E/W -.256 1.000 .187
Total Intersection Lanes .310 .187 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) • .031 .011
N/S or E/W .031 .088
Total Intersection Lanes .011 .088 .
R LOG(Upstream 
Crasheis/Total Crashes) 54 54 54
N/S or E/W 54 54 54
Total Intersection Lanes 54 54 54
Variables Entered/Removed
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 N/S or E/W . Enter
2 Total
Intersecgo 
nLanes
• Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
) .26©“ .065 .047 .2601:32
2 4 4 5 b .198 .167 .243291
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection 
Lanes
c- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOVAF
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .25 1.00 .25 3.64 .06=
Residual 3.52 52.00 .07
Total 3.77 53.00
2 Regression .75 2.00 .37 6.31 .00“
Residual 3.02 51.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
Predictors; (Constant), N/S or E/W
Predictors; (Constant). N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes 
c- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
C oefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) -.61 .05 -ld.02 .00
N/S or E/W -.14 .07 -.26 -1.91 .06
2 (Constant) -1.08 .17 -6.41 .00
N/S or E/W -.17 .07 -.33 -2.55 .01
Total Intersection Lanes .12 .04 .37 2.91 .01
3 Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Excluded VariabieS
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 otai intersection Lanes .371= 2.907 ood .377 .965
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals S tatistics
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicteo Value -.903567 -T377184 -.666691 .iiéëei 54
Residual -.515016 .612290 -1.0E-16 .238657 54
Std. Predicted Value -1.996 2.439 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.117 2.517 .000 .981 54
 ̂ Deperwlent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
9»
Std. Dev = .98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOGfUpstream Crashes/Total Crashe
1 00 -
.50-
qI
I
.25 .50 .75 too
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstreain Crashes/Total Crashes)
(O
3•o
I
I
I
- 2 -
-3 -2 01 21 3
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 12 - Upstream Crashes: Approach Direction, Total Intersection Lanes. 
Turn Lane Type
OMcriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LU(3(ups{ream 
Crashedotal Crashes) -.666691 .266537 54
N/S or E/W .43 .50 54
Total Intersection Lanes 4.1667 .8412 54
Trap Lane Present .50 .50 54
Left Trap Lane .11 .32 54
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 54
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Variables Entered/RemovecF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
"T N/S or E/W . Enter
2 Total
Intersec^o 
n Lanes
- Enter
3 Trap Lane
Present 
Left "̂ rap 
Lane
• Enter
 ̂ Ail requested variables entered.
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
"T"' .556^ .065 .047 .260132
2 .445" .198 .167 .243291
3 .506" .256 .195 .239152
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes, Trap Lane Present. Left Trap Lane
d. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOVAf*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .25 1.00 .25 3.d4 .Oé̂
Residual 3.52 52.00 .07
Total 3.77 53.00
2 Regression .75 2.00 .37 6.31 .OO*»
Residual 3.02 51.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
3 Regression .96 4.00 .24 4.21 .01"
Residual 2.80 49.00 .06
Total 3.77 53.00
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes, Trap Lane Present 
Left Trap Lane
d. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Coefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 ((jonstani) -.01 .047 -13.024 ÜÙO
N/S or E/W -.14 .072 -.256 -1.909 .062
2 (Constant) -1.08 .169 -6.412 .000
N/S or E/W -.17 .068 -.325 -2.549 .014
Total Intersection Lanes .12 .040 .371 2.907 .005
3 (Constant) -1.07 .167 -6.420 .000
N/S or E/W -.14 .071 -.254 -1.923 .060
Total Intersection Lanes .12 .040 .369 2.931 .005
Trap Lane Present -8.96E-02 .070 -170 -1.282 .206
Left Trap Lane .21 .117 .253 1.823 .074
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variabled*
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 oiai intersection Lanes .371̂ * 2.907 .005 .377 .965
Trap Lane Present -.056» -.413 .682 -.058 .999
Left Trap Lane .212» 1.527 .133 .209 .907
Right Trap Lane -.186» -1.381 173 -190 .975
2 Trap Lane Present -.084» -.661 .512 -.093 .993
Left Trap Lane .190" 1.453 .153 .201 .904
Right Trap Lane -.201" -1.606 .115 -.221 .974
3 Right Trap Lane c .000
3- Predictors in the Model; (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present. Left 
Trap Lane
d- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Residuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Preoicteo vaiue -.949475 -.367307 -.866691 .134778 5 ^
Residual -.558097 .607150 9.87E-17 .229950 54
Std. Predicted Value -2.098 2.221 .000 1.000 54
Std. Residual -2.334 2.539 .000 .962 54
a. Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
In s td  Dev = .96 
Mean = O.CX)
N = 54.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashe
1.00-
.75-
SO-
I
E3
.25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Vanable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
I
1
S
I
M
§
S 2 
*
I
3 2 0-1 2 31
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 12 - Upstream Crashes: All Variables
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Lutitupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.665094 .270593 47
N/S or E/W .45 .50 47
Total Intersection Lanes 4.2766 .7995 47
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 47
Left Trap Lane 8.51 E-02 .28 47
Right Trap Lane .40 .50 47
Speed 2.64 .49 47
Tourist District .40 .50 47
Total ADT/Lane 1.0366 .3557 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2471 .1084 47
Variables Entered/RemovetF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 nIs orE/w . Ënter
2 Total
Intersec^o 
n Lanes
Enter
3 Trap Lane
Present 
Left "gap • Enter
Lane
4 Speed* . Enter
5 Tourist EnterDistrict̂ •
6 Total EnterADT/Lane* •
7 Average
Total Tign . Enter
Percent
All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Model Summary**
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
RSquare
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
T 256“ •d6b .045 264483
2 .431** .185 .148 249706
3 .466= .217 .142 250580
4 .518* .268 .179 .245249
5 .518* 268 .158 248294
6 563' .317 .194 .242892
7 .5648 .318 .174 .245891
3- Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes, Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes, Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane, Speed
® Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes, Trap Lane Present, Left Trap Lane, Speed. 
Tourist District
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes, Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane, Speed. 
Tourist District Total ADT/Lane
9- Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection 
Lanes, Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane, Speed, 
Tourist District Total ADT/Lane, Average Total Turn 
Percent
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOVAf
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .220 .220 3.150 .083“
Residual 3.148 45 6.995E-02
Total 3.368 46
2 Regression .625 2 312 5.009 .011®
Residual 2.744 44 6235E-02
Total 3.368 46
3 Regression .731 4 .183 2.910 .033=
Residual 2.637 42 6.279E-02
Total 3.368 46
4 Regression .902 5 .180 3.000 .021=
Residual 2.466 41 6.015E-02
Total 3.368 46
5 Regression .902 6 .150 2.439 .042*
Residual 2.466 40 6.165E-02
Total 3.368 46
6 Regression 1.067 7 .152 2.584 .027*
Residual 2.301 39 5.900E-02
Total 3.368 46
7 Regression 1.071 8 .134 2.213 0489
Residual 2298 38 6.046E-02
Total 3.368 46
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
b Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes, Trap Lane Present,
Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present.
Left Trap Lane, Speed
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present 
Left Trap Lane. Speed, Tourist District
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total intersection Lanes, Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane, Speed, Tourist District Total ADT/Lane
9 Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W, Total Intersection Lanes, Trap Lane Present 
Left Trap Lane, Speed, Tourist District Total ADT/Lane, Average Total Turn Percent
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crasfies/Total Crashes)
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CoefficiantiF
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Mcxtel B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 TUWiSlâMJ -.0 0 4 .052 -n.03b ”  ” 000"
N/S or E/W -.138 .078 -.256 -1.775 .083
2 (Constant) -1.099 .200 -5.479 .000
N/S or E/W -.160 .074 -.297 -2.169 .036
Total Intersection Lanes .118 .046 .349 2.546 .014
3 (Constant) -1.074 .202 -5.307 .000
N/S or E/W -.139 .077 -.259 -1.798 .079
Total Intersection Lanes .117 .047 .345 2486 .017
Trap Lane Present -8.42E-02 .077 -.157 -1.090 .282
Left Trap Lane .146 .144 .153 1.014 .316
4 (Constant) -.733 .283 -2.593 .013
N/S or E/W -103 .079 -.192 -1.310 .197
Total Intersection Lanes .119 .046 .352 2.589 .013
Trap Lane Present -9.72E-02 .076 -.182 -1.280 .208
Left Trap Lane .113 .143 .118 .794 .432
Speed -.135 .080 -.243 -1.687 .099
5 (Constant) -.737 .336 -2.193 .034
N/S or E/W -.103 .080 -.192 -1.294 .203
Total Intersection Lanes .119 .048 .351 2.481 .017
Trap Lane Present -9.74E-02 .077 -.182 -1.260 .215
Left Trap Lane .114 .147 .119 .777 .442
Speed -.134 .108 -.240 -1.246 .220
Tourist District 2.050E-03 .101 .004 .020 .984
6 (Constant) -.854 .336 -2.542 .015
N/S or E/W -.120 .079 -.223 -1.529 .134
Total Intersection Lanes .138 .048 .407 2858 007
Trap Lane Present -9.04E-02 .076 -.169 -1.194 .240
Left Trap Lane .115 .143 .120 .800 .429
Speed -.181 .109 -.326 -1.665 .104
Tourist District -7.88E-02 .110 -.145 -.717 .477
Total ADT/Lane .192 .115 .252 1.673 .102
7 (constant) -.817 .376 -2.176 .036
N/S or E/W -.120 .080 -222 -1.503 .141
Total Intersection Lanes .135 .051 .398 2.661 .011
Trap Lane Present -9.00E-02 .077 -.168 -1.174 .248
Left Trap Lane .129 .157 .134 .820 .417
Speed -.182 .110 -.327 -1.652 .107
Tourist District -7.61 E-02 .112 -.140 -.681 .500
Total ADT/Lane 
Average Total Turn
.190 .116 .250 1.636 .110
Percent -8.99E-02 .384 -.036 -.234 .816
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOGfUpstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variabted*
Partial
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Bela In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
I 3 4 P 2.545 .014 .358 .985
Trap Lane Present -.079» -.545 .589 -.082 .999
Left Trap Lane .145» .967 .339 .144 .925
Right Trap Lane -.160» -1.101 .277 -.164 .983
Speed -235» -1.568 .124 -.230 .897
Tourist District .186» 1291 204 .191 .983
Total ADT/Lane .161» 1.111 .273 165 .982
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.037* -.253 .802 -.038 .976
2 Trap Lane Present -112* -.815 .419 -.123 .991
Left Trap Lane .102“ .710 .481 .108 .911
Right Trap Lane -.169“ -1.236 223 -.185 .982
Speed -235“ -1.671 .102 -.247 .897
Tourist District .131“ .940 .352 .142 .955
Total ADT/Lane 209P 1.536 .132 .228 .966
Average Total Turn 
Percent 026* .181 .857 .028 .945
3 Right Trap Lane i .000
Speed -243“ -1.687 .099 -.255 .861
Tourist District .155“ 1.099 .278 .169 937
Total ADT/Lane .218“ 1.591 .119 .241 .961
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.O il' -.071 .943 -.011 781
4 Right Trap Lane 0 .000
Tourist District .004“ .020 .984 .003 .535
Total ADT/Lane .204“ 1.521 .136 .234 .957
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.050* -.322 .749 -.051 .764
5 Right Trap Lane -  jtt .000
Total ADT/Lane ^52# 1.673 .102 .259 .772
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.050* -.321 .750 -.051 .759
6 Right Trap Lane T .000
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.036' -234 .816 -.038 .756
7 Right frap Lane .4 .000
*- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes
=- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane
*■ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane. Speed
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present. Left 
Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist District
' Predictors In tfie Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist District Total ADT/Lane
S- Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist District Total ADT/Lane. Average Total Turn Percent
**- Dependent Variable: L06(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Preaidea value -.b19339 r25178) -.665094 .ibZ557 47
Residual -.516551 .508252 -3.0E-16 .223489 47
Std. Predicted Value -1.667 2.709 .000 1.000 47
Std. Residual -2.101 2.067 .000 .909 47
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Std. Dev = 91 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 47.00
-2.00 -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50 ZOO
-1.75 -1.25 -.75 -.25 .25 75 1.25 1 75
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashe
00.
75
SC
.50-
IQ.
E
0  25
1
U J  0 . 0 0 .
IB
0.00 .25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
II
I
a
I
- 2 - 1 0  1 
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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0*#cMpMv# Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUütupstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes) -.665094 .270593 47
N/S or E/W .45 .50 47
Total Intersection Lanes 4.2766 .7995 47
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 47
Left Trap Lane 8.51 E-02 .28 47
Right Trap Lane .40 .50 47
Speed 2.64 .49 47
Tourist District .40 .50 47
Total ADT/Lane 1.0366 .3557 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2471 .1084 47
Variabiss Entarad/Ramova<F
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 N/5 or E/V\P . Enter
2 Total
Intersecgo 
n Lanes
• Enter
3 Trap Lane
Present. 
Left "yap 
Lane
• Enter
4 Speed= Enter
5 Touristg
District • Enter
6 Total g 
ADT/Lane ■ Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream 
Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Model Summarya
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .256“ .065 .o4él .264483
2 .431*» .185 .148 .249706
3 .466= .217 .142 .250580
4 .518“ .268 .179 .245249
5 .518“ .268 .158 248294
6 .563̂ .317 .194 .242892
®- Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection 
Lanes
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection 
Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). f4/S or E/W. Total Intersection 
Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane. Speed
®- Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection 
Lanes. Trap Lane Present. Left Trap Lane. Speed. 
Tourist District
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection 
Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left Trap Lane. Speed. 
Tourist District Total ADT/Lane
9* Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total 
Crashes)
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ANOV4P
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression 220 1 220 3.150 .OSS'-*
Residual 3.148 45 6.995E-02
Total 3.368 46
2 Regression .625 2 .312 5.009 .011°
Residual 2.744 44 6.235E-02
Total 3.368 46
3 Regression .731 4 .183 2.910 .033=
Residual 2.637 42 6.279E-02
Total 3.368 46
4 Regression .902 5 .180 3.000 .021°
Residual 2.466 41 6.015E-02
Total 3.368 46
5 Regression .902 6 .150 2.439 .042“
Residual 2.466 40 6.165E-02
Total 3.368 46
6 Regression 1.067 7 .152 2.584 .027»
Residual 2.301 39 5.900E-02
Total 3.368 46
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present.
Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present. 
Left Trap Lane. Speed
® Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present. 
Left Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist District
Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist District. Total ADT/Lane
9- Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Coefficients^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta1 -.fe04 .052 " -TT.536" "" .000"
N/S or E/W -.138 .078 -.256 -1.775 .083T (Constant) -1.099 .200 -5.479 .000
N/S or E/W -.160 .074 -.297 -2.169 .036
Total Intersection Lanes .118 .046 .349 2.546 .014
3 (Constant) -1.074 .202 -5.307 .000
N/S or E/W -.139 .077 -.259 -1.798 .079
Total Intersection Lanes .117 .047 .345 2.486 .017
Trap Lane Present -8.42E-02 .077 -.157 -1.090 .282
Left Trap Lane .146 .144 .153 1.014 .316
4 (Constant) -.733 .283 -2.593 .013
N/S or E/W -.103 .079 -.192 -1.310 .197
Total Intersection Lanes .119 .046 .352 2.589 .013
Trap Lane Present -9.72E-02 .076 - 182 -1.280 .208
Left Trap Lane .113 .143 .118 .794 .432
Speed -.135 .080 -.243 -1.687 .0995 (Constant) -.737 .336 -2.193 .034
N/S or E/W -.103 .080 - 192 -1.294 .203
Total Intersection Lanes .119 .048 .351 2.481 .017
Trap Lane Present -9.74E-02 .077 -.182 -1.260 .215
Left Trap Lane .114 .147 .119 777 .442
Speed -.134 .108 -.240 -1.246 .220
Tourist District 2.050E-03 .101 .004 .020 .9848 (Constant) -.854 .336 -2.542 .015
N/S or E/W -.120 .079 -.223 -1.529 134
Total Intersection Lanes .138 .048 .407 2.858 .007
Trap Lane Present -9.04E-02 .076 -.169 -1.194 .240
Left Trap Lane .115 .143 .120 .800 .429
Speed -.181 .109 -.326 -1.665 .104
Tourist District -7.88E-02 .110 -.145 -.717 .477
Total ADT/Lane 192 .115 .252 1.673 .102
® Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
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Excluded Variable^
Partial
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance"1 i otai intèr̂ eàbôh Lâneè .349̂ ■ ” 7.546" .014 .350 .906
Trap Lane Present .079= -.545 .589 -.082 .999
Left Trap Lane .145= .967 .339 .144 .925
Right Trap Lane -.160= -1.101 .277 -.164 .983
Speed -.235= -1.568 .124 -.230 .897
Tourist District .186= 1.291 .204 .191 .983
Total ADT/Lane .161= 1.111 .273 .165 .982
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.037® -.253 .802 -.038 .976
2 Trap Lane Present -.112° -.815 .419 -.123 .991
Left Trap Lane .102° .710 481 .108 .911
Right Trap Lane -.169° -1.236 .223 -.185 .982
Speed -.235° -1.671 .102 -.247 .897
Tourist District .131° .940 .352 .142 .955
Total ADT/Lane .209° 1.536 .132 .228 .966
Average Total Turn 
Percent
b.026 .181 .857 .028 .945
3 ftightTrap Lane c .000
Speed -.243° -1.687 .099 -.255 .861
Tourist District .155° 1.099 .278 .169 .937
Total ADT/Lane 218° 1.591 .119 .241 .961
Average Total Turn 
Percent - O i l ' -.071 .943 -.011 .781
4 Right Trap Lane a .000
Tourist District .004° .020 .984 .003 .535
Total ADT/Lane .204° 1.521 .136 .234 .957
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.050** -322 .749 -.051 .764
5 Right Trap Lane e .000
Total ADT/Lane 2 5 2 * 1.673 .102 .259 .772
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.050° -.321 .750 -.051 .759
ë Right Trap Lane 1 .000
Average Total Turn 
Percent -.036* -.234 .816 -.038 .756
® Predictors In the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes
= Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes, 
Trap Lane
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes 
Trap Lane. Speed
® Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection L^nes 
Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist District
 ̂Predictors in the Model: (Constant). N/S or E/W. Total Intersection Lanes. 
Trap Lane. Speed. Tourist DistricL Total ADT/Lane
9- Dependent Variat)le: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
Trap Lane PresenL Left 
, Trap Lane Present Left 
, Trap Lane Present Left 
Trap Lane Present Left
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Residuals Statistical
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kredicteo vaiue -.921165 -.251^63 -.661120 .150399 49
Residual -.511100 .502961 6.70E-03 221436 49
Std. Predicted Value -1.681 2.715 .026 .987 49
Std. Residual -2.104 2.071 .028 .912 49
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
u
5 SW. Dev= 91 
Mean = 03
0 N =
-2.00 -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00
-1.75 -1.25 -.75 - 25 .25 .75 1.25 1.75
Regression Standardized Residual
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Nonnal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOG<Upstream Crashes/Total Crashe
1.00
75
.50-
I
I
0.00
0.00 25 .50 75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: L.OG(Upstream Crashes/Total Crashes)
i r
I
a
I
I
•1
-2
-3
o c 
s o
3  S
- 2 - 1 0  1 
R egression Standardized Predicted Value
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APPENDIX XU
TRAP VERSUS NON-TRAP LANE SUBSET ANALYSIS 
TOTAL CRASHES
301
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Model 1 - Total Crashes: Presence of Trap Lane
Descriptiv» Statistics
Mean std. Deviation N
Lutit 1 otai urasnes/AU i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.597414 .284766 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Correlations
LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
Trap Lane 
Present
rearson uorreiation Luu( 1 oiai urasnes/AU i 
per 10.000 per lane) 
Trap Lane Present
1.000
.077
.077
1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LÔâ(total Crashes/ADt 
per 10.000 per lane) 
Trap Lane Present .301
.301
N LOG(Totai Crashes/AOT 
per 10.000 per lane) 
Trap Lane Present
49
49
49
49
Variabiss Enterad/Rsmovsf^
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Trap Lage 
Present • Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable; LOG(Total 
Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Model SummariP
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
.077** .0 0 6 -.015 .^86^35
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant), Trap Lane Present
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/AOT per
10.000 per lane)
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ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression Z-zào -̂bz 1 2.2806-02 .277 .601=
Residual 3.870 47 8.233E-02
Total 3.892 48
®- Predictors: (Constant). Trap Lane Present
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
) (uonsfani) 1.576 TJ57 27.467 .000
Trap Lane Present 4.315E-02 .082 .077 .526 .601
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
C asewise D iagnostic#
Case Number Std. Residual
LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
28 -b.203 .7003
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Residuais Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicteo vaiue 1.576279 l.el9429 1.597414 2.179435-02 49
Residual -.919100 .368562 1.09E-16 .283931 49
Std. Predicted Value -.970 1.010 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -3.203 1.284 .000 .990 49
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Totai Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
a 2 . Sid. Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00.
.75-
50.
£
I
0.00 .25 .50 75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
m
I
IP
I
-3-
I
- 1.0 -.5 0.0 5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 2 - Total Crashes: Turn Lane Type
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
1 Otai urasnes/AU 1 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.597414 284766 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Left Trap Lane .10 .31 49
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 49
Variables Entered/Removed
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Right trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
^ Dependent Variat)ie: L06(Total 
Crashes/AOT per 10.000 per lane)
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Model Summary*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .257** ' -07T .031 .280369
3* Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
ANOVAC
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression 276 2 .138 1.75§ .184-
Residual 3.616 46 7.861 E-02
Total 3.892 48
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
C oefficients
Model
Unstandardized
Coeffidents
Standardized
Coeffidents
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (uonstant) 1.57^ .050 26 .1 1 1 .000
Left Trap Lane -.157 .137 -.169 -1.145 .258
Right Trap Lane 9.589E-02 .085 .166 1.124 267
a- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Excluded Variables
Partial
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
 ̂ 1 rap Lane present d • • - .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
b- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted vaiue 1 .4 1 9 0 0 8 i . e f ^ i 7 2 1 .5 9 7 4 1 4 7 .5 8 § 7 1 E -d ± 49
Residual -.811266 .472060 1.13E-16 274466 49
Std. Predicted Value -2.351 .985 .000 1 .0 0 0 49
Std. Residual -2.894 1.684 .000 .979 49
Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane) 
Histogram
Dependent Varialile; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
o  2. Std. Dev = .98 
M ean = 0 00 
N = 49.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00.
.75-
.50-
I
E
3Q  25
I
ÙJ o.ooy 
0.00 .25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
(0
I
I
I
I - 2 -
f
-2.5 - 2.0 -1.5 - 1.0 -.5 0.0 .5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 3 - Total Crashes; Speed
OMCriptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LuUt 1 Otai urasnes/AU F 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.597414 .284766 49
Speed 2.65 .48 49
Corraiatlons
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane) Speed
rearson uorreiauon Luut 1 otai urasnes/AU i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.000 -.004
Speed -.004 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 per lane) • .489
Speed .489
N LOG(Total Crashes/Abt 
per 10.000 per lane) 
Speed
49
49
49
49
Variables Entered/Removed
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 speetf - Enter
 ̂ Ail requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summer^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .004» .000 -.o il .Mj'ffï
Predictors: (Constant). Speed
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
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ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression 6.89BE-05 1 ë.sdSË-OB .001 .§77**
Residual 3.892 47 8.282E-02
Total 3.892 48
Predictors: (Constant). Speed 
b- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/AOT per 10.000 per lane)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonsiant) 1.604 .233 6.690 .000
Speed -2.49E-03 .086 -.004 -.029 .977
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Casewise D iagnostic#
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
26 -3.114 .7ooS
’ uepenoeni vanaoie: uuut i oiai 
Crashes/AOT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuais Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kreoicteo vaiue l.5%b45 1.599042 1.597iU 1.19880E-05 49
Residual -.896220 .391442 1.13E-16 .284764 49
Std. Predicted Value -.721 1.358 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -3.114 1.360 .000 .990 49
a. Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Std. Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N -  49.00
-3.00 -250  -200  -1.50 -1.00 -.50 0.00 .50 1.00
-275 -225  -1.75 -1.25 -.75 -.25 .25 .75 1.25
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
00
75-
.50-
Q.
.25-
25 .50 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(To(al Crash es/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
s
^ 0 
(T
1
■S
I
.1
i -3-
I
- 1.0 0.0 5-5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 4 - Total Crashes: Tourist District
Descriptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
1 otai urasnes/Ab i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.597414 .284766 49
Tourist District .39 .49 49
Corraiations
LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
Tourist
District
Mearson uorreianon LUUl 1 olai vrasnes^AU 1 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.000 .256
Tourist District .256 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LÜG(Total crasries/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane) - .038
Tourist District .038 .
N LÜd(Total crasries/AOT 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Tourist District
49
49
49
49
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Variables Entarad/Ramovarf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
founstg
District • Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Modal Sum m aiy
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .256“ .065 .045 .278228
3' Predictors: (Constant), Tourist District
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10,000 per lane)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .254 1 .254 3.283 .076-
Residual 3.638 47 7.741 E-02
Total 3.892 48
3- Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes//\DT per 10,000 per lane)
Coefficient#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
"i (üonstéht) 1.540 .051 30.319 .OOO
Tourist District .148 .082 .256 1.812 .076
3 Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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CasewiM D iagnostic#
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
'£6 -3.5i 8 .7003
3- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Residuais Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreoicted Value 1.540105 1.687902 1.597414 7.275876-02 49
Residual -.839775 .447886 -7.3E-17 .275314 49
Std. Predicted Value -.788 1.244 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -3.018 1.610 .000 .990 49
3 Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
10
I
S td  Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00
I
E3u
I
UJ 0.00
0.00 .25 .50
Observed Cum Prob
1.00
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
(B33
I
1*5
CD
I
I
-3-
- 1.0 -.5 0.0 5 1.0 1.5
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 4 - Total Crashes: AADT per Lane
316
Descriptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LULif 1 otai Crasnes/AU i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.597414 .284766 49
Total ADT/Lane 1.0513 .3556 49
Correlations
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane)
Total
ADT/Lane
Mearson uorreianon LULif 1 Otai urasnes/AU i 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Total ADT/Lane
1.000
-.151
-.151
1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOG(Votai Crashes/ADY 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Total ADT/Lane .151
.151
K1 LOG(Total Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane) 
Total ADT/Lane
49
49
49
49
Variables Entered/Rsmovsrf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 TobI
ADT/Lane • Enter
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .151“ .523 .002 jSS4495
Predictors; (Constant). Total ADT/Lane
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10,000 per lane)
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ANOV/K>
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
i regression 8.834É*o2 1 8.834E-02 1.091 .301“
Residual 3.804 47 8.094E-02
Total 3.892 48
®- Predictors: (Constant), Total ADT/Lane
b- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
C o effic ien t
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 fuonsiant; 1.7^4 .1ÈS 13.467 oOO
Total ADT/Lane -.121 .115 -.151 -1.045 .301
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Casewise Diagnostic^
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
-3.00^ .7003
uepenoeni vanaoie: LUUf rotai 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Residuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
k'redided Value 1.44^9^4 1.660426 1.597414 4.269986-02 49
Residual -.855534 .397998 -2.3E-17 .281516 49
Std. Predicted Value -3.437 1.469 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -3.007 1.399 .000 .990 49
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
i Std. Dev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
R egression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00
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75.
SO-
I
ICj 25
I
U J  0.00,
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Observed Cum Prob
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
CD
I
Is
CO
c0
1
I
-4 -3 *2 "1 0
Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 5 - Total Crashes; Total Turn Percent
DMCriptiv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LULif 1 oiai urasnes/Au i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.625006 .250740 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2471 .1084 47
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Correlations
LOGfTotal
Crashes/ADT
per 10.000 
per lane)
Average Total 
Turn Percent
Mearson Correlation Luu( 1 obi urasnes/Au i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.000 .312
Average Total Turn 
Percent .312 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 per lane) 
Average Total Turn 
Percent .016
.016
N LOGffotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 per lane) 47 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent 47 47
Variables Entered/Removerf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
'1 Average 
Total Tiyn 
Percent
• Enter
All requested variables entered.
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summary**
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .312“ .QÔt .077 .240662
Predictors: (Constant). Average Total Turn Percent
b- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
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ANOVAP
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 regression .251 1 281 4.850 .db3“
Residual 2.611 45 5.801 E-02
Total 2.892 46
Predictors: (Constant), Average Total Turn Percent 
^ Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Coefficients^
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 ((jonsiani) 1.447 .088 15.4ffT .000
Average Total 
Turn Percent .721 .327 .312 2.202 .033
^ Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Casewise Diagnostic#
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
-3.4o3 .7650
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Residuals Statistic#
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Kredicied Value 1.457207 1.8632^5 1.525005 7.82123E-02 4'7
Residual -.819727 .366835 4.72E-16 238230 47
Std. Predicted Value -1.762 3.046 .000 1.000 47
Std. Residual -3.403 1.523 .000 .989 47
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
® 2 S td  Dev = 99 Mean = 0.00 
N = 47.00
-3.30 -Z 50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50
-3.00 -ZOO -1.00 0.00 1.00
Regression Standardized Residual
Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
to
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
Model 6 - Total Crashes: Approach Direction
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LUu( 1 otai crasnes/AU i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.597414 .284766 49
N/S or E/W .43 .50 49
Correlations
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane) N/S or E/W
Kearson correlation LUüt 1 otal Crashes/AU r 
per 10,000 per lane)
N/S or E/W
1.000
.143
.143
1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane)
N/S or E/W .164
.164
N LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 per lane)
N/S or E/W
49
49
49
49
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Variables Enterad/Ramoved
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 N /soré/w • Enter
3 All requested variables entered.
b. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Modal SummanP
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .1 4 3 “ .020 .bob .2 5 4 8 2 5
3- Predictors: (Constant). N/S or E/W
b. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
ANOV/f
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
"i regression X 951E -02 1 7.gb IE -0 2 .980
Residual 3.813 47 8.113E-02
Total 3.892 48
Predictors: (Constant), N/S or E/W 
b- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Coafflciant#
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 luonsani) 1.563 .0 5 4 2 9 .0 2 9 -obo
N/S or E/W 8.140E-02 .082 .143 .990 .327
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
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CasewiM D iagnostic#
Case Numtier Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10,000 
per lane)
"2U ■" ” -3.Û27 .7003
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuals Statistic#
325
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicteo vaiue 1 .5 6 2 5 2 8 1 .643928 1.597414 4 .0 7 0 0 1  E-02 4 9
Residual -.862199 .425463 -1.0E-16 .281843 49
Std. Predicted Value -.857 1.143 .0 0 0 1.000 49
Std. Residual -3.027 1.494 .0 0 0 .990 49
a. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
4 .
JL
Pi
Regression Standardized Residual
std. Oev = .99 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 49.00
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
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Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Regression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 7 - Total Crashes: Turn Lane Type, Tourist District
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luut I oiai urasnes/AU 1 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.597414 .284766 49
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 49
Left Trap Lane .10 .31 49
Right Trap Lane .39 .49 49
Tourist District .39 .49 49
Variables Entered/RemovecF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
T Right Trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
2 Touristy
District • Enter
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
All requested variables entered.
c. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summer^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
\ .267= .d>i .031 .280369
2 .356*» .127 .069 .274817
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Tourist District
c. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
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ANOVAF
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 5 76 i .138 ■ "  1.755 .184“
Residual 3.616 46 7.861 E-02
Total 3.892 48
2 Regression .494 3 .165 2-179 .104“
Residual 3.399 45 7.552E-02
Total 3.892 48
Predictors; (Constant), Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Tourist District 
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Coefficient^
Model
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) 1.576 .056 28.111 .000
Left Trap Lane -.157 .137 -.169 -1.145 .258
Right Trap Lane 9.589E-02 .085 .166 1.124 .267
2 (Constant) 1.532 .061 25.184 .000
Left Trap Lane -.168 .135 -.181 -1.249 .218
Right Trap Lane 7.465E-02 .085 .129 .883 .382
Tourist District .138 .081 .239 1.696 .097
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Excluded Veriablef
Model Beta In t Sig.
Partial
Correlation
Collinearity
Statistics
Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane nreseni " "  ■ .000
Tourist District .239» 1.696 .097 .245 .978
2 Trap Lane Present b ■ .000
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Tourist District 
c. Dependent Variat>le: LOGfTotal Crasties/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Residuals Statistics*
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoictea vaiue i.36i72s 1.7449^2 1.597414 .101428 49
Residual -.767040 .527342 1.59E-16 .266090 49
Std. Predicted Value -2.304 1.454 .000 1.000 49
Std. Residual -2.791 1.919 .000 .968 49
a- Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Histogram
D ependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crasties/AD T per 10.000 p e r lane)
52 2 Std. Dev = .97 
Mean -  0.00
N = 49.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Nonnal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00
.75-
l
Io
!
25
(5  0.00,
.500.00 25 .75 1.00
Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
1
1
1*o
I
I
I
R egression Standardized Predicted Value
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Model 8 - Total Crashes: Turn Lane Type, Total Turn Percent
Descriptive Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
LuGt 1 otai crasnes/AU 1 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.625006 .250740 47
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 47
Left Trap Lane 8.51 E-02 .28 47
Right Trap Lane .40 .50 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2471 .1084 47
Variables Entered/RemoverF
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Right Trap 
Lane. Left̂  
Trap Lane
Enter
2 Average 
Total Ti|p 
Percent
• Enter
^ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
 ̂ All requested variables entered.
c. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .157- .DzS -.020 .253205
2 .385̂ » .148 .089 .239364
^ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
^ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap 
Lane. Average Total Turn Percent
G Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
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ANOVAF
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 7.110E-02 2 3.555Ë-Ù2 .554 .578®
Residual 2.821 44 6.41 IE-02
Total 2.892 46
2 Regression .428 3 .143 2.492 .073°
Residual 2.464 43 5.730E-02
Total 2.892 46
Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane 
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Average Total Turn Percent 
c- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Coefficient^
Unstandardized Standardized
CoefRcients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (constani) 1.&92 .052 36.803 .006
Left Trap Lane 6.622E-03 .137 .007 .048 .962
Right Trap Lane 8.012E-02 .078 .158 1.030 .308
2 (Constant) 1.386 .096 14.477 .000
Left Trap Lane -.135 .141 -.152 -.954 .345
Right Trap Lane 7.481 E-02 .074 .148 1.017 .315
Average Total 
Turn Percent .890 .356 .385 2.497 .016
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Excluded Variables
Partial
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
1 1 rap Lane p resen t .bbo
Average Total Turn 
Percent .385® 2.497 .016 .356 .834
2 Trap Lane Present 0 - • - -000
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Right Trap Lane. Left Trap Lane. Average Total Turn 
Percent
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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CasmwiM OiagnosticiP
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
-3.307 .̂ éSo
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
rreoicied Value 1436234 i.9 7 4 9 6 8 1.625006 9.645§0E-02 47
Residual -.791540 .398273 6.90E-16 .231427 47
Std. Predicted Value -1.956 3.626 .000 1.000 47
Std. Residual -3.307 1.664 .0 0 0 .967 47
a. Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Std. Dev = .97 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 47 00
-3.50 -2.50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50
-3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variable; LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
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Model 9 - Total Crashes: Tourist District, Total Turn Percent
OMCriptfv* Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Luuf 1 Otai crasnes/AU i 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.625006 .250740 47
Tourist District .40 .50 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2471 .1084 47
C onsistions
LOGfTotal
Crashes/ADT
per 10.000 
per lane)
Tourist
District
Average Total 
Turn Percent
kearson uorreianon LUtif 1 oEal Crashes/AL) I 
per 10.000 per lane) 1.000 .209 .312
Tourist District .209 1.000 .136
Average Total Turn 
Percent .312 .136 1.000
Sig. (1-tailed) LÔGfTotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 per lane) ■ .079 .016
Tourist District .079 .181
Average Total Turn 
Percent .016 .181 •
Kl LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 per lane) 47 47 47
Tourist District 47 47 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent 47 47 47
Variables Entarad/Rsmovarf
Model
Variables
Entered
Variables
Removed Method
1 Average 
Total Turn 
Percent 
Touristy 
District
- Enter
^ All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Model Summary^
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .354" .iz5 .086 .2397#
®- Predictors; (Constant), Average Total Turn Percent 
Tourist District
6- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per
10,000 per lane)
ANOVAt>
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Kegression .36 2.00 .18 3.16 .oè"
Residual 2.53 44.00 .06
Total 2.89 46.00
Predictors: (Constant), Average Total Turn Percent Tourist District 
h- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
C oefficients
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 fuonsiant) 1.43 .bgo 15.903 .000
Tourist District .09 .072 .170 1.191 .240
Average Total 
Turn Percent .67 .329 289 2.030 .048
a- Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Casewise D iagnostics
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
03 -3.287 .7650
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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RraMuals Statistic^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Hreaiciea vaiue 1.462772 i.ssëees 1.62È006 5.8S266E-02 47
Residual -.788071 .401188 4.68E-16 .234479 47
Std. Predicted Value -1.826 3.058 .000 1.000 47
Std. Residual -3.287 1.673 .000 .978 47
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Std. Dev = 98 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 47.00
-3.50 -Z50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50
-3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Vanat>le: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
1.00-
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,CB
.75- oc
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25
ÛJ 0.00.
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Observed Cum Prob
Scatterplot
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Model 10 - Total Crashes: Tourist District, Total Turn Percent, Turn Lane Type
Oescriptiv» Statistics
Mean Std. Deviation N
Lbtat 1 oiai urasnes/Au i 
per 10,000 per lane) 1.625006 .250740 47
Tourist District .40 .50 47
Average Total Turn 
Percent .2471 .1084 47
Trap Lane Present .49 .51 47
Left Trap Lane 8.5154)2 .28 47
Right Trap Lane .40 .50 47
Variables Entered/Removef
Variables Variables
Model Entered Removed Method
1 Touristy
District • Enter
2 Average 
Total Tiyn 
Percent
• Enter
3 Right Trap 
Lane, Left̂  
Trap Lane
• Enter
All requested variables entered.
 ̂ Tolerance = .000 limits reached.
c. Dependent Variable: LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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Model Summaiy*
Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 •ibo** .044 .022 .247920
2 354b .125 .086 .239749
3 .413c .171 .092 .238936
3- Predictors; (Constant). Tourist District
 ̂ Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District. Average Total 
Turn Percent
Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District Average Total 
Turn Percent RigtitTrap Lane. Left Trap Lane
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per
10.000 per lane)
ANOV/V*
Model
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression .13 1.00 .13 2.05 .16-*
Residual 2.77 45.00 .06
Total 2.89 46.00
2 Regression .36 2.00 .18 3.16 .05°
Residual 2.53 44.00 .06
Total 2.89 46.00
3 Regression .49 4.00 .12 2.16 .09=
Residual 2.40 42.00 .06
Total 2.89 46.00
Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District
^ Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District Average Total Turn Percent
Predictors: (Constant). Tourist District Average Total Turn Percent Right Trap Lane. 
Left Trap Lane
Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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CocfficientiF
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (uonstant) 1.58 .037 33.773 .000
Tourist District .11 .074 .209 1.433 .159
2" (Constant) 1.43 .090 15.903 .000
Tourist District 8.57E-02 .072 .170 1.191 .240
Average Total 
Turn Percent .67 .329 .289 2.030 .048
3 (Constant̂ 1.37 .097 14.189 .000
Tourist District 7.77E-02 .072 .154 1.074 .289
Average Total 
Turn Percent .84 .358 .365 2.354 .023
Left Trap Lane -.14 .141 -.158 -.995 .325
Right Trap Lane 6.42E-02 .074 .127 .867 .391
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
Excluded Variabied*
Partial
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Correlation Tolerance
1 Average lotai lum 
Percent .289 2.030 .048 .293 .981
Trap Lane Present .107* .723 .473 .108 .978
Left Trap Lane -.045* -.305 .762 -.046 .996
Right Trap Lane .134* .912 .367 .136 .986
2 Trap Lane Present .070° .480 .634 .073 .961
Left Trap Lane -.191* -1.248 .219 -.187 .835
Right Trap Lane .163* 1.144 .259 .172 .978
3 Trap Lane Present c • • • .000
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Tourist District
Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Tourist District Average Total Turn Percent
 ̂ Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Tourist District. Average Total Turn Percent Right Trap 
Lane. Left Trap Lane
d- Dependent Variable: LOG(Total Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
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CasewiM DiagnosticiF
Case Number Std. Residual
LOGfTotal 
Crashes/ADT 
per 10.000 
per lane)
-3^12 .7650
a- Dependent Variable; LOG(Total 
Crashes/ADT per 10,000 per lane)
Residuals Statistics^
Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N
Predicted vaiue 1.418424 2.000130 i.6 2 d0 0 e .103657 4 7
Residual -.767478 .421345 5.43Ê-16 .228311 47
Std. Predicted Value -1.993 3.619 .000 1.000 47
Std. Residual -3.212 1.763 .000 .956 47
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane) 
Histogram
Dependent Variable: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 per lane)
u
§
S'
Std. Dev = 96 
Mean = 0.00 
N = 47.00
-3.00 -2.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00 2.00
-2.50 -1.50 -.50 .50 1.50
Regression Standardized Residual
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Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardized Residual
Dependent Variatile: LOGfTotal Crashes/ADT per 10.000 p
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bUdsection Direction Trap Lane
Trap Lane 
Present
Distance of 
Advance 
WaminK Speed
Tourist
District
Intersection Lanease
Pres
Rec
L
Nurnberof
Approach
Lanes
Left Tom 
Lanes Thru Lanes
Right Turn 
Lane
Buffklo/Sabara SB RT Yes 500 45 No 2 2 1 1
Buf&lcVSahaia NB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 1
dayton/Cndg EB - No 0 45 No 3 I 3 1
Decatui/Cnig NB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 I 2 1
Decatm/Ccaig EB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 2 1
Decanit/Ciaig SB - No 0 45 No 3 1 3 0
DecamtTCnig WB — No 0 45 No 2 2 0
Desert Inn/Ioncs NB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 I 2 1
Desert Inn/Jones WB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 1 2 1
Desert Inn/Jones EB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 1
Desert Inn/Jones SB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 0
Eastem/Stawait SB — No 0 45 No 3 1 3 0
Fon Apacbe/Charkstoa EB - No 0 45 No 2 I 2 1
FonApache/Sahaia ' NB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 1 2 1
Howard Huges/Twain NB RT Yes 0 25 Yes 2 1 0
Howard Huges/Twain EB LT Yes 1.000 35 Yes 3 1 2 1
Jones/Cheydme EB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 1 2 1
Jones/Cheyenne WB — No 0 45 No 3 1 3 0
Koval/Flamingo SB - No 0 35 Yes 2 2 1
r amh/Rn««iCT WB — No 0 45 No 3 1 3 0
Lamb/Bouldd Hwy SB LT Yes 250 35 Yes 3 1 2 1
Lamb/Boukler Hwy NB LT Yes 250 45 Yes 2 1 2 1
Lamb/Charleston NB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 1 2 1
Lamb/Charksioa SB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 1
Loaee/Ciaig EB - No 0 45 No 2 2 2 1
Martm Luthd Kin^Ciaig WB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 2 2 1
Nbrtm LuthdKing/Ctaig EB - No 0 45 No 3 2 3 1
Mtn Vista/Sunset Way NB RT Yes 500 45 No 3 2 2 0
Mtn Vista/Sunset Way SB — No 0 45 No 2 1 2 1
NelUs/Bonanza EB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 I 2 1
NeOis/Booanza WB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 0
NeUis/Cbarieston EB LT Yes 250 45 No 3 2 2 1
NeQis/Charlestoa WB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 0
Paradise/Convention Ctr SB — No 0 35 Yes 3 2 3 0
Paradise/Desert Inn SB LT Yes 1,000 35 Yes 3 2 2 I
Paradise/Desert Inn NB - No 0 35 Yes 3 2 3 1
Paradise/Flamingo EB LT Yes 500 45 Yes 4 2 3 1
Paradise/Flamtngo WB - No 0 45 Yes 3 1 3 1
Paradise/Harmon EB LT Yes 250 35 Yes 2 1 1 I
Paradise/Harmon WB — No 0 35 Yes 2 1 2 0
Paiadisc/Sahara NB RT Yes 0 35 Yes 3 2 2 I
Paradise/Sahara SB - No 0 35 Yes 2 2 2 0
Rainbow/Lake Mead WB LT Yes 500 35 Yes 3 1 2 1
Stephanie/Sunset SB LT Yes 250 35 No 3 1 2 1
Stephanie/Sunset NB - No 0 45 No 2 1 2 1
Stepbame/S onset WB LT Yes 500 45 Yes 4 2 3 1
Stephanie/Sunset EB - No 0 45 Yes 3 1 3 0
Swensoo/FIamingo NB — No 0 35 Yes 2 1 2 1
Swensan/Bnmaa NB RT Yes 1.000 35 Yes 3 2 2 0
Swensoo/HmnoD SB LT Yes 500 35 Yes 2 1 1 1
Cambiidge/Flainmgo SB LT Yes 500 25 No 2 I I I
Cambridge/Flamingo NB - No 0 25 Yes I I I 0
RanclxVCharleston NB No 0 35 No 2 I 2 1
RanchtVCharfestoo SB RT Yes 1.000 35 No 3 2 2 1
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s - Final Data Set
Crash Data PM Hourly httersectmaVohmKS AM Hourly Intenectûn Vohmies Average Ammat Daily Trafiic Vohnne
esenceof
.ecetving
Lane
Total
Crashes
Total
Upstream
Crashes
Total
Sidesw ^
Crashes
Total Rear- 
End 
Crashes PM Left PM Thru P M R i^ AM Left AM Thru AM Right 1996 AADT 1997 AADT 1998 AADT
No 56 22 6 16 339 494 279 513 608 170 8.900 9400 10400
No 28 3 2 1 174 1.180 64 59 371 104 8.900 9400 10400
No 8 2 0 1 369 980 306 29 1.447 70 11.650 12,100 13.750
No 24 3 1 0 161 773 223 72 210 79 6.550 8,700 9.150
Yes 36 10 2 8 211 744 114 55 820 181 13.000 12450 13400
No 23 3 0 0 176 365 86 236 845 84 6.550 8,700 9,150
No 25 7 3 4 196 937 188 193 579 79 13.000 12450 13400
No 25 2 0 2 98 1.019 74 28 576 43 15.000 14.400 14.750
No 33 6 1 5 174 402 184 45 94 38 n/a n/a n/a
No 22 2 2 0 60 154 52 60 187 46 n/a n/a n/a
No 19 8 1 6 73 995 55 73 717 28 15.000 14.400 14.750
No 51 6 5 0 296 926 117 259 857 72 15.100 15.700 14.750
No 19 2 0 1 203 441 118 251 451 93 5.700 7.700 9400
No 17 1 0 1 219 690 135 128 568 177 9.100 9.750 10.450
No 5 1 I 0 228 14 207 98 6 54 n/a n/a n/a
No 30 9 4 5 7 1.737 227 7 1.400 228 16.700 16400 15400
Yes 39 1 I 0 125 918 117 41 983 191 10450 10450 13.150
No 47 4 0 4 172 1.171 33 168 757 13 10450 10450 13.150
No 49 11 5 6 344 481 88 406 352 116 13.050 14450 13400
No 79 3 0 1 364 965 139 221 983 98 12450 12,700 11450
Yes 78 30 9 19 220 719 137 95 657 59 16.400 16.600 16450
Yes 59 15 2 10 349 1.251 280 268 450 169 17400 18450 17400
No 106 8 5 3 195 1.004 164 257 512 35 14450 14.450 15400
No 129 22 5 15 194 739 510 63 703 712 18,750 20400 20450
No 29 6 2 4 24 1.053 79 31 1.792 149 14.050 14450 16.650
No 27 10 1 9 250 1.242 323 143 516 85 11450 12450 13450
No 25 11 0 11 245 459 97 144 1.268 246 11.650 12.100 13.750
No 6 2 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 18.025 18.600 19400
No 21 7 3 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 18,025 18.600 19400
No 83 7 0 7 292 610 273 101 188 96 12450 12,700 11.850
No 69 5 1 4 221 324 74 334 738 98 9.650 9400 9.700
No 71 12 3 8 595 1.012 311 294 394 112 22400 23400 22.400
Yes 61 11 3 7 198 604 208 329 962 216 22400 23400 22.400
No 67 24 3 21 31 1.384 131 220 985 198 19.425 16400 17.000
No 71 27 13 14 250 987 63 354 1.147 103 21,400 22400 24450
No 64 23 2 20 166 1.457 182 131 798 194 21.400 22400 24450
No 130 44 37 7 300 1.487 293 181 1.248 298 29450 35,000 33.000
No 72 24 6 18 339 1.977 424 144 1.432 271 30400 32400 29450
Yes 67 14 4 10 260 257 333 167 126 239 12400 13,625 12445
No 37 3 0 3 325 322 160 78 262 106 12400 13.625 12445
No 67 15 4 11 411 712 359 301 370 188 17400 16400 17.000
No 48 10 2 7 205 381 64 156 431 43 10450 9.700 9400
No 80 12 3 9 180 833 210 107 529 93 11400 14,750 14450
Yes 23 4 1 2 173 506 149 58 145 43 6450 7.000 7410
No 27 15 5 10 238 400 162 128 375 100 6450 7.000 7410
No 59 7 2 5 384 1.023 135 145 686 64 17450 19.650 22,400
No 58 18 5 13 259 980 205 131 564 118 17450 19450 22,400
No 48 8 1 7 183 261 150 187 288 112 10,150 10,700 10400
No 24 7 1 6 413 478 482 245 627 163 11.600 11400 11.000
No 19 3 1 2 167 1.219 126 167 1.219 126 10.150 10,700 10400
No 10 0 0 0 48 116 81 32 110 89 n/a n/a n/a
No 13 1 0 1 56 112 66 31 89 73 n/a nA nte
No 6 6 1 2 120 1.426 156 140 745 198 15450 15,400 16,750
No 15 5 0 3 657 1.071 129 671 1.201 99 15450 15,400 16,750
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